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esa
european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The Member States
are Austfla, Belgium, Denmark, Frnland, France,
Germany, lreand, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden Switzerland and the United Kingdom Canada
ic a r]^^narrtin^ qtato

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provrde for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to therr being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
aPP"uailu, ,J JyJ's,,,r

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long term
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutions;

(b) by elaborating and implementing actrvities and
programmes rn the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular
as regards lhe development of applicatrons
satellites;

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy approprate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
Member States

The Agency rs directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUFOPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: PG Winters

Director General: J -M Luton

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Europeenne est /ssue des deux
Organisations spat/,a/es eurcp4ennes qui l'ont prccedee

- l'Organisation europ4enne de recherches spafiales
(CEBS) el l'Organtsatton europdenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spattaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obhgations
Les Etats membres en sont: l'Allemagne, l'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la Finlande, la
France, l'lrlande, l'ltalie, la Norvdge, Ies Pays-Bas, le
Rovaume'Uni. /a Sudde el /a Sulsse Le Canada
bdndficie d'un statut d'Etat cooperant

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour
m/'ssion d'assurer et de developper, d des flns
exclusivement pacifiques, la coopdration entre Etats
europeens dans /es domanes de Ia recherche et de la
technologie spat/a/es et de leurs applications spatla/es,
en vue de leur utlisatton d des llns scientifiaues et pour
des sysfdmes spatiaux operationnels d applications:

(a) en 1laborant et en mettant en oeuvre une polittque
spattale europeenne i long terme. en
recommandant aux Etats membres des objectlfs en
matidre spattale et en concertant /es politlques des

i nstitu tio ns n a tion a les et i n te rn ation ales ;
(b) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des activites et

des progrcmmes dans le domatne spatial,
(c) en cootdonnant le progtamme spattal europden et

les programmes nationaux, et en intdgrant ces
denierc progrcssivement ef aussl compldtement
que posslb/e dans le programme spatial europden,
notamment en ce qui concerne le developpement
de sale/iltes d' a p pl ica ti ons

(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvrc la politique
industrielle appropriee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membrcs une Dolitioue
industnelle coh6tente

L'Agence est dingee par un Consetl, composd de
reprdsenlants des Etafs membres Le Dtrecteur gdn'ral
est le fonctionnaire exdcuttf supdneur de l'Agence et la
represente dans tous ses actes

Le S/EGE de I'Agence est d Parls

Les principaux Elabrssemenls de I'Agence sonl:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
T ECH N O LOG I E S P AT I ALES (EST EC), N oordwijk,
Pays-Bas

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERAI|ONS SPAI/ALES
(ESOC), Da rnstad t, Al lemag ne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

President du Consetl: P G Winters

Directeur gdneral: J-M Luton
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SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotllght
Model: FDR€500C
Copocity: 5 Gigobyfes (uncompressed)

Dote Role:

Weight:
Power:
Size:

lnterfoce:

l0 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobytes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

4 to 12 Mbit/s totol (sustoined)

l6lbs (2.3 ks)
l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I1.8"x9"x6"
(300mm x229mm x l52mm)
RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on
the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:I,
yielding 10 Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
are 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 1013 bits read.

Mechanical
The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until
heaters can stabilize the internal
environment above 0'C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.

The recorder's footprint measures 11.8"x9"
(300mm x 229mml, with a height of 6'
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA
cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total
weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).

Electrical
Power dissipation is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

lnterface
Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
l2OO baud. The data channel is synchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK,INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL6171275-2242 FAX 6171275-3470



lnvolved in most of the major European

space programs, AEROSPATIALE has

extented its experience to the

d eve I o p me nt of pressu rizatio n

subsystem components. Their function

is the accurate positionning of satellites

or the pressurization of Iauncher

propellant circuits.

E f it t'rur not been achieved by
chance. For more than 20 years,

Aerospatiale has developed a large
number of pressurization subassem-

bly components for bi-propellant
systems: valves, regulators and gas

storage tanks. These capabilities
added to a systems experience natu-
rally led to development and pro-
duction of pressurization subsystems

for the "Symphonie" satellite or the
Huygens probe (development).

MASTERIIUG
FLUID CIRCUITS

Developing a pressuri-
zation subsystem com-
ponent also requires
knowing how to adjust
component size optimi-
sing the fluid circuit. For
this, Aerospatiale owns
a computer program for
pyrotechnica I components
which:
- carries out digital
simulations in steady state
and especially transient
regrmes ;

- performs these simula-
tions for studying downgra-
ded operating modes;
- selects the optimum
pressu re ;
- achieves the most suitable
structure for improving
system reliability.
Aerospatiale's pressurization subsys-

tem components are flight proven,
and 100 % successful.
- The bi or monostable valves
control the attitude correction
circuits. Monostable valves are
already operational on the TV-SA|
TDF, EUTELSAT II, ARABSAT,
TURKSAT, SPOT 1 & 2, ERS 1 and
HELIOS satellites.
- The pyrotechnical valves open
and close the HP and LP circuits.
These pyrotechnical valves ensure

perfect sealing Aerospatiale patent
between the pyrotechnical
chamber and the HP or LP fluid
circuits, they operate on DF5,

EUTELSAT ll, ARIANE lV and
TURKSAT.

- The mechanical regulators reduce
and regulate fluids from more
than 350 bar to below 20 bar
(Helium) or 2 bar (Xenon), one is

already used on TV-SAT, TELE-X,
T D F, D F S, EUTELSAT II. TURKSAT,

ARABSAT...
- Aerospatiale has also developed
a range of high pressure gas
storage tanks for 18.35 to 51 litres
and even 300 litres for ARIANE 5.

TANKS DESTGIUED
FOR AEROSPACE
REQUIREMEIUTS

For more than 10 years, Aerospatiale
has applied its know-how in
winding filaments of reinforcing
fibres to the manufacture of
spherical gas storage tanks, usually
filled with helium. To reduce
the weight by 30 to 50% with
respect to all-metal tanks,
Aerospatiale uses high perf or-
mance materials: a thin metal liner
provides air tightness and serves

as a mandrel for a composite
envelope, wound with Kevlar or

carbon fibres, which
supports pressures up to
400 bar.

To date,220 tanks have
been manufactured, with
a hundred of these for
ARIANE 4. They save about
80 kg in the weight of
the second stage of this
launcher, gaining aroung
18 kg for the payload.
They also are used
for ARABSAT, TV-SAT,

EUTELSAT ll and TELECOM

2. The new generation of
carbon fibre tanks for
ARIANE 5 will allow a 10o/o

further weight reduction.
These 300-litre capacity
tanks are designed for a

service pressure of 400 bar. Due to
their size and working pressure,
Aerospatiale has redefined the
winding algorithms.25 tanks will
be delivered for the various
ground tests and first launches of
ARIANE 5.

DAY AFTER DAV AERqiPATIAI.E'S
E)(PERTISE AITID GAPABILITIES
IItI SPACE TECIIIUOLOGY
ARE SERVIITIG MAIT AIUD
IIUDUSTRY HERE OTTI EARTH.

AE ALE
SE

Centre Op6rationnel Industrie - 66, route de Verneuil - BP 2 78133 LES MUREAUX CEDEX - FRANCE -Tel : 33 (1) 3492 1205



If the sky's the limit, Iet us get you off the ground

When you're developing complex
systems, your resources are
stretched in every direction. Satellite
manufacture and integration are no
exception.

The commercial pressure is on. Shott
lead times, reliable performance,
stringent standards. Whether you are
building components for the payload
or managing the entire system
integration, talk to Hewlett-Packard
about making the test process
simpler and more cost-effective.
Leaving your people free to focus on
what they're best at.

You may lanow that Hewlett-Packard
offers the widest range of test

products for satellite manufacturers
today. But have you heard that our
services range from straightforward
consultancy to the complete design
and implementation of test systems
for manufacturing, plus all the back
up training and support you need?

At Hewlett-Packard, our test
solutions will complement your
capability. We lcrow how to deliver
test products, and take responsibility
for systems and sewices you can
trust. For more information on
sharing the load, call one of the
numbers listed or contact your
nearest HP sales office.

Denmark
Fidand
FYance
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U.K.

(45) 99 10 00
(90) 887 21
(1) 69 82 65 00
(0180) 5326233
(o2) 9212 224r
(o2o) 547 6669
(22) 73 56 OO

900 r23 123
(o8) 444 20 OO

(1) 735 7111
(01344) 366666
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esa's earth-observation strategy

ESA's Earth-Observation Strategy

R. Bonnefoy & H. Arend
Earth Observation Programmes and Plans Department,
Directorate for Observation of the Earth and lts Environment, ESA, Paris

lntroduction
Earth observation f rom space has clearly
demonstrated its growing scientific, social,
economic and political importance in recent
years by contributing to regular monitoring and
hence a better understanding of the Earth and
its environment, by supporting a wide range of
applications, and by providing essential data
for geopolitical purposes. Over the past 25
years, Europe has achieved a high level of
expertise and experience in this sector, both at
a national and on a coooerative Eurooean
level Within ESA, the development and
operation of the Meteosat series of satellites
(Fig 1), followed by ERS-I and ERS-2 (Fig 2),

are well-recognised examples of those
achievements (Figs. 3 - 5).

The strategy for ESA's post-2000 Earth observation activities was
approved at the ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in Toulouse
(F) on 18-20 October 1995. This'Dual Mission Strategy'is based on
two categories of missions, known as 'Earth Explorer' and 'Earth
Watch' missions. The Earth Explorers are research/demonstration
missions designed to advance our understanding of planet Earth,
whilst the Earth Watch missions will serve specific Earth-observation
applications.

Earth observation is also evolving rapidly, with
a growing community of users from different
sectors - public and private, and research
as well as aoolications oriented with
increasingly varied and often incompatible
requirements. Against this background of
market growth, and in view of the increasing
strategic importance of Earth observation from
soace. there is more than ever a need for a

coordinated approach between the European
players. Consequently, the Agency, in close
cooperation with the European Commission,
Eumetsat and the Member States, has
developed a proposal for a European Policy for
'Earth Observation from Space' for the next
25 years.

Within this policy framework, the Agency has
developed a strategy for its post-2000

Earth-observation activities (beyond Envisat
which is currently under development), known
as the 'Dual Mission Strategy'. lt involves two
specific types of missions, known as 'Earth
Explorer' and 'Earth Watch' Missions, in order
to best address both the existing and
anticipated requirements of the scientific and
operational applications users.

Both the policy proposal and the Agency's
Dual Mission Strategy were well-received by
Ministers at the ESA Council Meeting at
Ministerial Level in Toulouse last October,
and the Agency is now in the process of
elaborating concrete proposals for its imple-
mentation

The objectives
Earth observation from space has the unique
advantage of providing continuous global
coverage with the temporal and spatial
resolutions required by the scientific and
operational applications user communities
for improving our understanding, monrtoring,
prediction and management of the Earth's
environment and resources.

In taking account of evolving research as well
as applications (operational and commercial)
interests, the four fundamental objectives
that underlie the Agency's present Earth-
Observation Programme need to be comple-
mented by a fifth objective reflecting the
growing importance of Earth observation
for applications users. These objectives are
directed towards:

1 The study and monitoring of the Earth's
climate and environment on various scales,
from local or regional to global.

2. The monitoring and management of the
Earth's resources, both renewable and
non-renewable.

3. The continuation and improvement of the
service provided to the worldwide opera-
tional meteorological community.

4. The contribution to the understandino of the
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Figure 1. The f irst f light
model of the operational

series of Meteosat
satellites, MOP-1

strr rctr rre and dvnamiCs Of the Earth's crust
and interior,

5 The initiation and consolidation of
the services for application communities
with emerging needs [or space Earth-
observation data

As far as Earth-observation research in the
post 2000 era is concerned. the Agency s

Earth-observation programme must take full
account of the worldwide scientific and public
concern related to the environment, climate
change and Earth resources lt must therefore
drlv r:nnsicier the associated scientific data
requirements which span climatology and
atmospheric dynamics, atmospheric chemistry
and climate change, geodesy and geophysics,
ocean, ice and land surfaces lt is also
important to consider the interactions spanning
conventional disciplines. such as atmosphere/
ocean or land/ocean interactions

Rorrnnd tho rocaarnh 2ano.ta ii ic honnminn

increasingly important to address operational
Earth-observation applications. spanning
well-established and demonstrated domains
like operational meteorology, crop forecasting,
land use and cartography, as well as emerging
areas like the monitoring of coastal zones,
Furthermore, there are a variety of other groups
of operational/commercial users with wide-
spread but less well developed/formulated
needs lt is clear. however. that there are many
areas of high economic importance which will
benef it in the long term f rom these
Earth-observation data.

The Agency will therefore be aiming on the one
h^^! ^+ i^^"^^^i^^ ^^iI tdt tu dt il tutudJil 19 uJUr dvvdrur rvJ) or ru

preparedness, which in most cases takes many
years to come to maturity, and on the other at
ensuring the provision from space of Earth-
observation data that match the current and
anticipated needs oI the various operational
user communities in terms of accuracy. spatial
and temporal sampling, and timeliness and
continuity of delivery. These needs must be
identified carefully through close consultation
with the user communities at all levels

The Dual Mission Strategy
In order to achieve the above objectives, and in
lino rrrith tho nrnnncorl Fr rrnnoan Pnlinv fnr

Earth Observation from Space. ESA intends to

depart from lhe mulli-oblective programme
approach leading to large satellites. and to

follow a Dual Mission Strategy more suited to

the needs of both scientific and operational
rrcarc Thic at12tFn\/ ann__, npIses:

- Earth Explorer Missions: These are
research/demonstration missions with the

emphasis on advancing our understanding
of the different Earth system processes The
missions will primarily support scientific
research, but could also address the
research needs of operational entities
Each mission will focus on a particular
research field. or re-group a limited number
of research fields The demonstration of
specific new observing techniques and
associated technologies could also fall into
this category,

The Earth Explorer Missions will be entirely
funded by ESA and will have mission
duralions tailored to the specific mission
requirements They will include the
possibility of providing instruments through
Announcements of Opportunity and with
eon212to {r rnriinn

- Earth Watch Missions: These are pre-
operational/operational missions addres-
sing the requirements of specific Earth-
^h-^r\,-+;^^ ^^^li^-+i^^ -r^-^ r^l^+^^ +^uuJUrvduur I dpPiludlrur I drudJ rurdluu lu

well-identif ied user communities and/or
nnor:tinn:l ontitioc

Beyond the development/pre-operatronal
phase lo be tunded by ESA together with
users and/or operational entities. the
resporsibility for this type of mission will be
transferred 1o (European) enlities providing
operational services The timing of this
transfer will depend on lhe maturity of the
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user community involved and the related

status of the operational entity Data

continuity over a period of about ten years

will be required to ensure the success of

such a scenario.

Tho trnio r:atenories of missions will cross-
fertilise each other in so far as Earth Explorers
could demonstrate new technologies which
could be used later on for routine operational
applications, whilst Earth Watch missions could
^"^.,ii^ i^l^ +h^+ ^l^^ a' rnnnr* oninnri{inpluvluu udLd Ll rdt drsu JUPPUIt JUIEI rLlllu

activities, e g long-term monitoring of specific
processes or parameters

lmplementation
To provide the stability and continuity needed
by the users, the Earth Explorer missions are

to be implemented through a specific
framework programme, the Earth Explorer
Programme, in which the selection of the

individual missions is to be based on the

research needs and priorities of the scientific
user community This will allow scientific criteria
to be separaled f rom technological and
industrial criteria

The Earth Watch missions will be tmplemented
as optional programmes in successive phases
They will be carried out in association with
partners who will ultimately assume long-term
responsibility for these missions and will involve

close cooperation with the European Com-
mission Earth Watch will imply a series of

satellites launched at regular
operational requi rements,

Reflecting this strategy, the future
ground segment will follow dif-

ferent approaches for the Earth
Explorer and Earth Watch mis-

sions and will evolve towards
a hnmnnpnonr rq ffamework

of decentralised facilities This

evolution will take due account
of hnth nrcseni and forth-
coming investments, both at

national and European level.

Users of Earth-observation
data and information span

the spectrum from individual
scientists and research institutes

through operational entities to
commercial companies In order to

inform users about and prepare them
for new Earth-observation services, as

well as to ease and speed up the transition
from the research and development stage

to the pre-operational stage in terms of

data usage. it is essential that ESA plans
appropriate promotional and support activities
focussed in three main directions:

- Information and training for both on-going
and future ESA missions

- Expanding data usage through monitoring
of activities performed by Principal
Investigators and within Pilot Projects for
ESA missions and, in specific cases.
^,.^^^.+ ,,^ +^ ,h^ cerivation of thematicJUpPUTL Up tU U rE I

information

- Harmonisation of User Information Services
to ensure better access for users to ESA

missions and associated products through
the various ESA and nationalfacilities

International coordination
Earth observation from space is by its very
nature global and goes beyond national limits

and continental boundaries, Therefore, inter-
national coordination needs to be considered
at two different levels, namely the European
level and the worldwide scene

Within Europe, the close coordination between
the ESA Earth Observation Programme and
the national programmes of Member States to
harmonise both missions and data usage
with a view to maximising synergy and
complementarity will be pursued and
enhanced ln addition, ESA will strengthen
its cooperation in Earth observation with
European entities such as Eumetsat, the
European Commission and the European
Environment Agency (E EA).

intervals to meet Figure 2. The Earth as seen
(left to right) by Meteosat's
water-vapour, visible and
infrared channels
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Figure 3. The ERS-2
spacecraft being readied

for launch in Kourou,
French Guiana

Earth Radiation Mission -
Earth's radiation balance, which
Earth's climate

Precipitation Mission - to
tropical regions,

Table 1. Candidates for the first Earth Explorer mission

On the worldwide scene. the Agency intends to
pursue and strengthen its relations with. in

particular. the USA. Japan. Russia. Central and
Fastern Frrrone China and lndia Due aCCoUnt

will be taken of the needs of Developing
Countries

ESA will continue to play a major role in

international forums such as the Committee on
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) and will

take due account of initiatives such as
the Inlernalronal Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP) and the Global
Ocean Observing System (GOOS)

The next steps
Followino the srrr:cessful outcome of the' """!l"'Y

Toulouse Ministerial Council Meeting, ESA is

now preparing detailed proposals for the Earth
Fvnlnrpr Prnnr:mmo :nd the firSt Earth WatCh

mission for decision by its Member States in the
199711998 time f rame The identif ication, study
and assessment of the correspording mission
candidates is well underway

An initial list of nine potential candidates for the
first Farth Fxnlnrcr mission has been identified
in close consultation with the scientific user
community. in particular through the User
Consultation Meeting held at ESTEC in

to advance understanding of the
is of fundamental importance to the

observe precipitation especially in

--t\

Noordwilk in October 1994 (Table 1) These
candidales are presently being studied and
assessed by eminent European scienlisls. wilh
the support of ESA staff witn respect Lo their
^^i^^ti{i^ i,,^+;+;^^ri^^ "^^^^"^A ^hi^^+i.,^^)urur ruilu JUJLilrudLtut r. tuJUdtut I uuluuUVY).
observation requirements, and their corres-
ponding mission elements, system concept
and programmatrcs This assessment will be
presented to the user communily at a

workshop to be held on 29-31 May 1996 in

Spain lts outcome will form the basis for a
selection in the second half of 1996 of three or
four missions for Phase-A study

Concerning applications, two Earth Watch type
missions are currently in preparation by ESA,
namely Meteosat Second Generation (N/SG),

the successor to the current Meteosat geo-
stationary satellites, and METOB a series of
polar-orbiting operational meteorological
satellites Both are being undertaken in

cooperation with Eumetsat, which will
ultimately assume responsibility for both
mtssrons

Beyond these missions. five other groups of
potential Earth Watch communities have been
identified by the users (Table 2) These fields
are presently under study with respect to their
economic importance. the related user

Atmospheric Dynamics Mission - to observe three-dimensional
wind fields in clear air in both the troposphere and stratosphere,

Atmospheric Profiling Mission - to observe temperature profiles
in the troposphere and stratosphere for climate research

Atmospheric Chemistry Mission - to advance understanding of
the chemistry of the atmosphere. including the study of active
chlorine species and the hydrogen oxides.

Gravity Field and Ocean Circulation Mission - to derive a highly
accurate global and regional model of the Earth's gravity field and its
geord

Magnetometry Mission - to observe the Earth's magnetic field.

Surface Processes and Interactions Mission - to advance
understanding of biospheric processes and their interactions with the
other processes that occur in the Earth/atmosphere system

Topographic Mission - to observe the topography of the oceans,
the land and the polar ice sheets

10
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Figure 4. ERS-I/2 SAR
multitemporal image of a
96 x 96 km2 area around
Gulf of Gaeta (ltaly)

Figure 5. Global wind
speeds derived from ERS
Scatterometer data. The
ice edges were added
using the satellite's
Radar Altimeter data

15 Windspced in nrctrcsisccond

communities, the corresponding maturity of

usage of Earth-observation data and
information, and the potential macro-economic
impact of Earth observation Selection of the
most promising area(s) for further, more

detailed study is envisaged in the second half

of 1996 G

Table 2. Candidate fields for the first Earth Watch mission

Coastal Zones - this covers a wide field of applications, including bathymetry, oil-spill
monitoring, sea-state monitoring and forecasting, mineral and hydrocarbon exploration,
flood surveillance and prevention, inland waters, fisheries, coastal erosion and surveillance,
river drscharge, coastal land use, etc.

lce Monitoring - this includes both the operational monitoring of sea ice fields and the
forecasting of their evolution.

Land Surface - this spans a variety of uses on a national and a European level, including
crop forecasting, crop-damage assessment, forestry, land use, cartography, etc. Some of
these relate directly to the enforcement of regulatory measures.

Atmospheric Chemistry - the longterm need for atmospheric-chemistry monitoring is

only partially addressed by the ozone instrument on METOP lt is also necessary to consider
the monitoring of halogens in the stratosphere.

Open Oceans - this includes ship routing and sea-state monitoring and forecasting.

11
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Achievihg, Assessing and Exploiting the
ERS-1 12 Tandem Orbit Configuration

J.M. Dow, M. Rosengren, X. Marc, R. Zandbergen*, R. Piriz'*
& M. Romay Merino* *

Orbit and Attitude Division, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),

Darmstadt, Germanv

Introduction
The advantages of being able to fly the ESA

Remote-Sensing Satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2 in

parallel, at least for a limited period, have long
been recognrsed In fact, during the evaluation
of the several hundred research orooosals
received by ESA in answer to the Announce-
ment of Opportunity for the exploitation of
ERS-2 payload data, the utility of a 'tandem'
mission was identified as a factor common to a
significant proportion of the proposals

Although the ERS-I spacecraft, launched on 17 July 1991, had
exceeded its specified nominal lifetime when ERS-2 was launched by
an Ariane-4 on 21 April 1995, it continues to function very successfully
and, thanks to the decision by the contributing ESA Member States to
extend ERS-1 operations beyond the end of the ERS-2 Commissioning
Phase, the'tandem mission' has become a reality. Both spacecraft are
currently orbiting the Earth in almost the same orbital plane, with a
spacing between them of about one third of an orbital period.

This article reviews the requirements for the dual orbit configuration of
the two spacecraft, how it was achieved, and how it is being exploited.

the
For

Altimeter, to
optimal use of the Altimeter s heighl

be
of

essentially negligible

measurements for oceanographic applica-
tions, a very high orbital accuracy is required
This is achieved firstly by using (in approprrate
computer software) the best possible models
for the orbital motion and measurement
processes, and secondly by using high-
precision tracking measurements , viz, laser
ranging, and in the case of ERS-2, data from
the PRARE (Precise Range and Range-rate
Equipment). The accurate orbits obtained also
provide an excellent means of assessing the
quality of the operational orbit, which is used
for mission-control purposes and for the
computation of fast-delivery data products from
the payload instruments

Preparing for ERS-2's launch
While ERS-1 has spent time in various orbits
during the past four and a half years in order
to satisfy the requirements of the different
applications for the payload, it had been
decided before the launch of ERS-2 that the
latter should remain in a fixed repeat cycle
throughout its mission With this fixed cycle,
every point on the ground track will be
overflown every 35 days,

The ERS orbits are Sun-synchronous. This
means that the choice of orbital height and of
the orbital plane's inclination with respect to the
equator are such that the precession in the
orbital plane due to the Earth's equatorial
bulge is equal to one revolution per year, or
about 1 

o per day, the same as the apparent
motion of the Sun around the Earth. The
requirement set for the tandem configuration
was that both spacecraft should be in a 35 day
repeat cycle, with a time difference of exactly
one day between overflights of the same
ground point (with either spacecraft leading)
Since the ERS satellites orbit the Earth
approximately 141t3 tlmes per day, by sepa-
rating the spacecraft in their orbital planes by
about one third of an orbital period the trailing
spacecraft can be made to pass over the track
of the leading spacecraft exactly one day later.

. With Logica, London, UK

.. With GMV, Madrid, Spain

In particular, the rapidly expandrng field of
I nterferometry usi n g Synthetic Apertu re Radar
(INSAR) requires that the projection of the
orbital path on the Earth's surface repeat to
within a few hundred metres after a fixed
number of days, lf two radar images, separated
in time by one or more cycles of the ground-
track repeat period, are superimposed, the
interference frrnges generated in those parts of
the image area in which some change has
taken place can be used to detect very
small displacements (at the centimetre level)

Thus, for example, movements caused by
earthquakes and by volcanic activity can be
analysed in considerable detail using INSAR
techniques,

A number of aoolications of ERS's Radar
Altimeter data, notably the cross-calibration of
the ERS-2 and ERS 1 Altimeters, require that
the repetition of the ground track should be
close enough for crosstrack variations in the
sea surface, averaged over the beam width of

13
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Owing to the unexpected launch delays which
affected its sister satellite, ERS 1 was able to
make two complete cycles of its Geodetic
Phase orbit, in a ground-track repeat cycle
of 168 days, before manoeuvres started on
19 March 1995 to bring it into the 35 day orbit
Its orbital inclination was first adjusted by
means of two orbital node manoeuvres 50 min
apart. Two days later, a drift was initiated, and at
the same time in-plane elements were
corrected, with two manoeuvres separated by
172 revolutions, The drift was stopped on
24 March by two tangential burns separated
by half an orbit, giving ERS-1 the desired orbit
[passing over a particular point on the equator
(0 1335oE) and making 501 revolutions in

exactly 35 days (1411rss orbrts per day)l whilst
awaiting the arrival of ERS-2.

This orbit was higher than the nominal initial
ERS-2 orbit, for which no constraints
emanating from the planned tandem mission
were placed on Arianespace. Hence, in order
to reach the final tandem configuration, and
particularly to achieve the in-plane separation
of 31 6 min, a sequence of post-launch
manoeuvres would be needed whlch would
depend on ERS-2's exact time of launch with-
in the assigned 10 min window. A further
constraint was that the separation between the
two spacecraft after ERS-2's launch should be
at least 30 min, to facilitate the handling of both
spacecraft by a single prime ground station
This constraint was, however, relaxed to 15 min
in order to open a launch window on some
days on which launch would not otherwise be
possible. Consequently, the launch window
was open on two days, then closed on the third,
with a near repetition of this pattern every three
days, due to the ground track almost repeating
after three days (42ssrss revolutions in three
days)

The ERS-2 Launch and Early Orbit Phase
(LEOP)
ERS-2 was launched on an Ariane 4 (flight V42)
at the beginning of the 10 min launch window
aI01'.44 UTC on 21 April1995. lts separation
f rom the launcher occurred over NASA's
Wallops lsland station close to Washington,
DC Deployment of the spacecraft's solar-array
arm took place shortly after separation, and
the sequence of transitions in the Attitude
and Orbit Control System from launch mode,
through rate-reduction mode and coarse
acquisition mode to fine acquisition mode,
took place within about 5 min of spacecraft
separation, suggesting very nominal attitude,
and low attitude rates By the time the first
tracking data from Wallops lsland and the
Poker Flat (Alaska) station became available

(the satellite went below the horizon at Poker
FlaI aI O2'.22 U TC), it was clea r th al the i njecti on
orbit provided by Ariane was extremely close to
that planned, with the height of ERS 2's orbil
only about 1 km too low, and its inclination just
0.003o away from nominal

One consequence of this very nominal orbit
was the small inclination manoeuvre needed,
which was in fact about one tenth of that
expected on the basis of the normal launcher
injection uncertainties. Moon blinding con-
straints on the spacecraft earth sensor used
for attitude determination meant that the
inclination manoeuvre, which required a 90"
rotation of the spacecraft before and after the
burn, could not take place before 25 April. The
date and time of the ERS-2 launch meant that
ERS-I was the lead satellite by some 47 min
lust less than half the orbital period), and so
the first manoeuvres executed on 22 April were
a pair of in-plane thrusts designed to initiate the
drift to provide the proper separation between
the two spacecraft. Orbit calibrations showed
that the manoeuvres were implemented with
better than 1o/o accuracy

The spacecraft attitude rates during the
inclination manoeuvre are shown in Figure 1.

The manoeuvre started at 02:57:08 and lasted
46 s. The large rotations are apparent and the
convergence afterwards is rapid. A further pair
of relatively large in-plane manoeuvres on
27 April, 50 min apart, followed by a pair of
small touch-up manoeuvres a day later,
provided the correct starting conditions for the
Commissioning Phase, which could then begin
on 28 April 1995.

The commissioning and routine-phase
orbits
The Commissioning Phase orbit requirements,
derived from the need to cross-calibrate the
Radar Altimeters, were that the spacecraft
should pass over a point on the equator at
0 1335oE longitude in a 35 day repeat cycle,
with exactly 501 revolutions per cycle. Each
ground track should repeat within + 1 km of
the nominal ground track, defined using a
reference orbit model, including the JGM-3
gravity model A 1 day separation between the
overflights of a given point by ERS-1 and ERS-2
was specified. Furthermore, between latitudes
65oN and 6505 over ocean zones, the relative
tracks of the two spacecraft should be within
200 m of each other. This ohase lasted 130
days, or nearly four repeat cycles

During the Routine Exploitation Phase, which
has been in progress since 7 September
1995 when the Commissionino Phase was

14
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completed, the above requirements still apply,
except that the 200 m between the two ground
tracks has been relaxed to 80-250 m This
leeway is needed for the SAR Interferometry,
for which a minimum baseline is necessary in

order to generate interference fringes. As was
the case for the Commissioning Phase, the
individual ground tracks of each spacecraft
must repeat to within 1000 m around the
equator and to within 400 m at high latitudes

ERS-1's ground track crosses that of ERS-2 at
high latitudes twice per orbit, so that the lower
limit of 80 m is briefly violated there.

The histories of the ERS-1 and ERS-2 ground
tracks since the beginning of 1995 are
shown in Figure 2, from which it can be
seen that the rather severe reouirements for
the Commissioning Phase were consistently
achieved.

Figure 1. ERS-2 attitude
rates during the tirst
inclination manoeuvre

Figure 2. ERS
ground-track offsets
from reference

ERS Ground Trock: Deviotion from Reference Equotor 60o osc 5l' oesc
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ln contrast to the inclination manoeuvres
during the earlier ERS-1 mission (two per year,

in spring and winter), those for the ERS-2

mission, and consequently for ERS-1 in

tandem, are now being carried out at fixed
phases of the repeat cycles, with a maximum of
five per year. This helps both to reduce the
dispersion in the ground tracks and to increase
the probability of obtaining interferometric
rmages

Assessment of orbit accuracy
One of the main purposes of the operational
orbit determination is to provide the ERS 1 and
ERS-2 ground segment with the latest orbit
determinations and predictions, for satellite-
acquisition (at the ground stations) mission-
planning and fast-delivery data-processing
ourooses This determination relies on S-band
tracking and fast-delivery Altimeter height
data with various corrections applied The
S-band data consist of range and range-
rate measurements from the Multi-Purpose
Tracking System (MPTS) installed at the Kiruna
ground station in Sweden An automatic

Table 1. Models used in ERS oaerattonal and precise orbit determination

Reference frame

- mean eouator and eouinox oI J2000 0

Station coordinates computed from a Topex/Poseidon and Lageos multi-arc solutron

Dynamics

- JGM-3 (36,36) gravity model (operational), JGM-3 (70,70) (precise)

- MSIS density model (Hedin 1983); detailed CD modelling; 1 daily (operational) or

sub-daily (precise) drag scale factor estimation

luni-solar gravity

- frequency-dependent solid-Earth tides, Wahr model

detailed ocean tide model, augmented Schwiderski (precise)

- direct solar radiation pressure model (operational), taking inlo account spacecraft

geometry (precise)

- aibedo, infrared perturbations (precise)

- modelling of manoeuvre accelerations, estimation of corrective factors

one cycle per revolution accelerations

Measurement processing

Hop{ield tropospheric correction (S-band), Murray-Marini (laser)

- Rawer'Bent ionospheric correction (S-band)

- spacecraft transponder delay, and ground calibrations

centre of mass correction (precise)

Altimeter data processing

- fast-delivery dry tropospheric corrections

- Rawer-Bent ionospheric correction (precise)

- sea-state bias: fast-delivery correction plus an additional percentage of the SWH (precise),

currently 0 0olo

ESOC wet tropospheric correction model (precise)

- ERS-1/ESOC Preliminary Mean Sea Surface, 0 3 deg resolution

Reference ellipsoid a:6378 1367 km, f =11298257

- solid tide correction, including permanent tides (precise)

- NSWC ocean tide models, including ocean loading (precise)

- ESOC Dynamic Ocean Topography model to degree and order 20: previous monlh s

solution (precise)

software seouence checks the data's arrival in

the ESOC computer after each planned pass,

and sends warning messages to the spacecraft
controller's console if anomalies are detected

Once per day, the full sequence of programs is

run to process tracking data from the last three
days, and to update the orbit file, including a
prediction for the next nine days The central
day of the three-day moving window provides
the final orbit. Consequently, the operational
orbit is available to users with iust one dav's
oeray.

In parallel with this process, precise orbit
determination is performed using more
complete models and all the available data:
quick-look laser, S-band range and Doppler,
and corrected fast-delivery altimetry f rom
Kiruna (16 s normal points). The precise orbit
determination is also performed automatically
outsrde normal working hours, including
the retrieval and pre-processing of tracking
data and the generation of residual and
orbit-comparison plots. Solutions are being
generated in 4-day arcs, with a delay of
typically one week necessary to collect most of
the laser tracking data

The models used in generating both the
ooerational and orecise orhrts are listed
in Table 1 , Comparison of the operational
and precise orbits allows the accuracy of
the operational orbit determination to be
estimated This is currently 2-3 m along-
track, 1 m across-track and 30 - 50 cm radially
(30 cm for ERS-2; see Fig 3)

The quality of the orbit prediction provided by
the operational orbit solution is monitored
constantly, by comparing each day's predicted
orbit with the final orbit determined afterwards
Statistical information on the 1-day, 3 day and
6-day prediction errors for the period May to
October 1995 is presented in Table 2. Ihe
relatively high prediction accuracy reflects the
low solar activity (near the minimum of the
1 1 -year solar cycle) H ig h levels of solar activity
experienced after the ERS-1 launch (and to be
expected during the Envisat mission) led to
prediction errors of 1 km after a day, and up to
5 km after 3 days.

The quality of the individual tracking data types
is summarised in terms of the amount of
r^+^ ^.,^;r^hr^ ^^i the root-mean_souareuqlq ovoiloutE ot tu

(rms) residuals from the precise solution The
'residuals' are the differences between the
actual measurements and those computed
with the best models available after the solution
has been obtained Individual statistics are
plotted for the laser data (including a detailed

IO
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breakdown per laser station), for the MPTS

S-band tracking data, and for the Altimeter
data in Figure 4. Typical fitting accuracies are
6 cm for laser, 14 cm for altimetry, 60 cm for
MPTS ranging and 2 mm/s for MTPS Doppler
(30 s sampling)

Precise orbits for ERS-1 and ERS-2 are
generated at the German Processing and
Archiving Facility (D PAF) in Oberpfaffenhofen,
in support of refined ERS Altimeter products A
regular comparison is made between the
ESOC and D-PAF precise orbits, showing a
radial consistency between both solutions
at about the 9 cm level during 1995 (Fig. 5).

Overlap tests made by differencing short
common arcs in consecutive four-day solutions
show an internal radial consistency in the
ESOC orbits of better than 5 cm. The oblective
of providing orbits with sub-decimetre radial
accuracy for ERS is therefore certainly being
achieved,

ERS-2 Altimeter calibration
Calibration campaigns involving near-
overflights of laser stations have been the most
commonly used method of calibrating a radar
altimeter. The recent improvements achieved in

orbit determination, together with the fact
that several altimetric missions are currently
flying simultaneously, have opened up new

Table 2 ERS orbit prediction errors

ERS-1/ERS-2 (metres)

after 1 day after 3 days after 6 days

October '95

September '95

August'95
July'95
June '95

May'95

calibration possibilities They are mainly based
on relative calibration between two or more
satellites, A special working group, including
experts from a number of European institutes
working on altimetry, has been set up by
ESRIN for the purpose of cross-calibrating the
ERS 2 Altimeter with resoect to that of ERS-1

As noted earlier, radial orbit errors are no
longer a limiting factor in calibrating a radar
altimeter using global techniques More
important limitations are the corrections to the
altimeter measurements themselves The latter
need to be corrected for various propagation
effects in order to determine the height of the
satellite above the instantaneous mean sea
surface accurately, The instantaneous height oI

the sea above the reference ellipsoid can be
determined by applying accurate corrections

326t274
148i106
2011200

173t165
197 t227
202t199

Figure 3. ERS operational
versus precise orbit
companson
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Figure 4a. Laser tracking of ERS during October 1995
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ERS Precise Orbit Determinotion: Kiruno ERS-1 ERS_2
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to account for the geoid, tides, currents, etc.
Once the orbit has been determined, the
height of the satellite above a reference
ellipsoid can be computed; the difference
between that height and the corrected
measurement is then the Altimeter bias

Over the last few years, ERS-1 and Topex/
Poseidon data have been used at ESOC to
improve the corrections applied to altimeter
measurements, and models for the following
corrections have been developed: sea-surface
topography (Fig. 6), mean sea surface (Fig 7

highlights the differences between the
new model and the OSU 91A model used
previously), wet tropospheric correction,
electromagnetic bias, and ocean tides. The
combination of very precise orbits and
very accurate corrections to the Altimeter
measurements has allowed the relative
calibration of the ERS-2 Altimeter's bias to be
performed with an uncertainty of only about
2cm

The Fast Delivery (FD) data from the ERS

Altimeter have been enhanced at ESOC All

necessary corrections are applied to the data
as soon as they become available, typically
within 24 hours. The fit of these enhanced FD

data with the precise orbits computed at ESOC
is within about I3 - 14 cm (Fig 4d).

To estimate the relative Altimeter bias between
ERS-2 and ERS-I, four different techniques
have been considered:

- Global calibration

- Local calibration in the Mediterranean sea

- Global calibration, orbit solution

- Sea surface differences

The use of four different technioues oermits
quantifrcation of the error involved in the bias
estimation. Errors in the corrections applied to
the Altimeter data will affect all global methods
in almost the same way, but can be expected
to influence the local calibrations in a different
manner. Therefore, the difference between the
value computed f rom the global analysis
and that computed from the local analysis
provides an indication of any systematic errors
introduced by the corrections.

A high degree of consistency has been found
between the relative Altimeter bias values
obtained with each of the techniques, as is

apparent in Table 3. Figure 4d shows the
Altimeter bias values found using the 'orbit
solution' method They are computed every
four days with a typical delay of less than ten
days

A weighted fit between all the methods
considered provides the final value of the bias,
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as well as the associated error which
represents the combination of the
non-svstematir: errors This then has to be
combined with the estimate for the systematic
error, derived from a set of local calibrations
The relative Altimeter bias has been solved for
in 30o x 30o regions The systematic error's
contribution will be different in each region,
and the standard deviation will therefore
provide an upper limit for the total remaining or
qriqtomatin prrnr

The final value of the relative bias determined
hv thcse methods is then 1 .02 + 2 18 cm
This uncertainty value can be considered
pessimistic because there is quite a large
uncertainty associated with each 30ox30o
Altimeter bias determination which is not really
clrre to the svstematir: error contribution

Conclusion
The stringent requirements set for maintaining
the tandem ERS 1 and ERS-2 mission
configuration are being met, except for some
brief excursions around inclination corrections
Both the operational and precise orbit
determinations for the two spacecraft are being
performed with a high degree of accuracy and
autonomy at ESOC The operational solutions,
based on S-band tracking from the Kiruna
station and fast-delivery altimetry, have typical
accuracies oI 2m overall and 30-50 cm
radially with a delivery delay of just one day
Precise orbit determination, relying additionally
nn nrrinlz-lnnlz lacor rln+n io -\/-il-1.\l^ -{+^rvr I vurun-rvvn rqDvr uqLq. ro qvoiloutg qIEl

about 10 days (time lapse needed to guarantee
the acquisition of sufficienl laser data). and
provides a radial orbit accuracy of 5 - 8 cm,

One of the major advantages of the tandem
orbrt conf guration during the Commissioning
Phase was the possibility to cross-calibrate the
Radar Altimeters on ERS-I and ERS-2 without
the need for a dedicated field campaign of
the sort conducted for ERS-1 Several
groups have shown that both Altimeters have
essentially the same measurement bias, within
the approximalely 2 cm uncertainty of the
estimation

The latest status of the ERS orbits and their
evaluation (Figs 6 & 7) by ESOC is available via
or rr Homp P:nc nn the World Wide Web:

Table 3 ERS-2 Altimeter bras calibration, relative to EFS-7

Relative

bias (cm)
Sigma (cm)

G obal solution

Ivlediterranean solut on

Orbit solut on

Sea-su rface diff erences

120
030
140
090

+190
+3 30

+2 O0

+120

G

Figure 6. October 1995 sea-level anomaly from ERS altimetry

Figure 7. Preliminary mean sea surface from ERS-1 geodetic phase

a1al

http://n ng.esoc.esa.de
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met6osat

M6t6osat un programme d'actualit6

G. Ferrand
D6partement Projets Observation de la Terre, Division M6t6osat,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, Pays-Bas

Le systeme Met6osat est un systeme autonome
et ind6pendant, conQu pour les m6t6oro-
logues. Un satellite geostationaire, stabilis6 par
rotation d 100 tours/minute, est equipe d'un
radiometre qui prend des images de la Terre

toutes les demi-heures. Le satellite embarque
egalement une charge utile de telecom-
munications oour la transmission des donn6es
image d la station sol principale, la diffusion des
images traitees aux utilisateurs et la collecte de
donnees. En plus de la station principale situ6e
dans l'Odenwald en Allemagne, les instal-
lations au sol comprennent essentiellement le

centre de contr6le des oo6rations et le centre
de traitement des donn6es, tous deux d
I'ESOC. Une station comol6mentaire oour la

mesure de distance est installee d Kourou en

Comment rester pendant 18 ans le programme spatial europ6en le plus
connu, non seulement des sp6cialistes mais aussi du grand public?
Rester d l'6coute des utilisateurs, perfectionner I'outil de production
et am6liorer le service, ces trois recettes de marketing qui ont fait leurs
preuves dans le secteur priv6 ont 6t6 appliqu6es avec succds au
programme M6t6osat.

Guyane f ranqaise. Ce systdme permet
I'observation de la Terre et de sa couverture
nuageuse, le traitement des images pour en
extraire les informations m6t6orologiques, la

diffusion d'images et la collecte de donn6es
sur l'environnement.

Dialogue avec les utilisateurs
f experience acquise sur la s6rie des satellites
M6teosat et le dialogue continuel avec les

utilisateurs ont permis d'affiner les missions du
systeme Met6osat au cours des annees.

La prise d'image, mission essentielle
A I'origine, il etait pr6vu d'observer la Terre et
sa couverture nuageuse dans le spectre visible
(0,4-1,1 ;rm) et dans le spectre infrarouge
thermique (10,5 - 12,5 pm) De cette maniere,
on disposait d'un jeu de deux images,
I'une correspondant d ce que voit I'oeil humain
et l'autre sensible d la temo6rature de la scdne
observ6e. Peu aprds I'approbation du prog-
ramme, les meteorologues ont demande
a disposer d'une image inf rarouge sup-
plementaire correspondant a la bande

Le systdme M6t6osat
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D'HYDRAZINE

PRINCIPALE

Vue explos6e du satellite

d'absorption de la vapeur d'eau (5,7 -7,1
pm) Apres des etudes de faisabilite
concluantes, le radiomdtre est modifie pour
inclure le canal vaoeur d'eau et fournir trois
rmages.

Limage visible, la plus detaillee, consiste en

une mosaique de 5000 points par 5000 lignes
Les images en infrarouge thermique et vapeur
d'eau comprennent chacune 2500 points par
2500 lignes. Cependant. lorsque le canal
inf rarouge vapeur d'eau est en fonction-
nement, I'image visible est reduite de 5000 d
2500 liones

ll faut attendre le programme
Meteosat op6rationnel pour
nra lac r{ar rv imanps pn
Yvv

infrarouge et l'image visible
soient obtenues simultan6ment
avec le maximum de definition.

RADIOMETFE

MOTEUR D'APOGEE

Traitement des images
Les images reEues du satellite par la station

sol de l'Odenwald sont transmises a I'ESOC
La, elles sont d'abord trait6es pour corriger les

deformations g6ometriques. En effet, le

satel I ite n' est pas parfaitement g eostation nai re,

il ne tourne pas exactement a 100 tours d la

minute et son axe de rotation n'est pas
rigoureusement perpendiculaire au plan de
l'6quateur terrestre Les donn6es image sont
ensuite calibrees pour prendre en compte le
gain optique du radiometre et la sensibilite des
d6tecteurs Apres corrections geometriques et
radiometriques, les images sont pretes a la

diffusion aux utilisateu rs

Les donn6es images sont aussi trait6es pour
en extraire les parametres m6t6orologiques:
champs de vents d differentes altitudes,
temperatures de surface de la mer, cartes de la

hauteur des sommets des nuages, cartes de
distribution des nuages, cartes du contenu en

vapeur d'eau de la haute troposphdre et bilans
radiatifs.

Diffusion des images
lmages et informations met6orologiques sous
forme de cartes sont transmises aux utilisateurs
de Meteosat. Pour cela, la charge utile du
satellite offre deux canaux de diffusion dont
la couverture radioelectrioue est ouasi-
hemisph6rique (42o/o du globe terrestre).

Les images retransmises par la station de
I'Odenwald en direction du satellite sont
diffusees, soit en numerique a destination des
services met6orologiques, soit au standard
WEFAX (Weather facsimile) pour une utilisation
beaucoup plus large (560 utilisateurs 6taient
recenses en Europe et en Afrique des 1983)

A la demande des utilisateurs, les images du
satellite am6ricain GOES-Est (70o Ouest), et du
satellite japonais GN/lS (150' Est) sont
egalement retransmises par le Centre de
Meteorologie Spatiale (CMS) installe a Lannion
en France; I'ensemble des images retrans-
mises couvrent les deux tiers du qlobe

A partir d'octobre 1983, cette mission est
etendue d la retransmission des messages
meteorologiques en provenance des
plates-formes de collecte de donnees et toute
station de reception WEFAX peut alors recevoir
ces messages collectes et relayes par le

satellite

Lorbite geostationnaire est soumise a de
multiples perturbations qui obligent d mesurer
regulierement la distance du satellite aux
stations sol Jusqu'en 1989, ces mesures
utilisent les technioues classioues de
modulation et mobilisent les deux canaux de
diffusion huit fois par jour. Les nouvelles
techniques, modulation a bande etalee et code
pseudo-al6atoire, permettent d'effectuer les

mesures de distance sans avoir d interrompre
la mission de diffusion, sa disponibilit6 devient
permanente, le gain obtenu est sup6rieur d
une heure par jour.

En septembre 1995, d la demande
d'Eumetsat, la nouvelle organisation chargee
d'etablir, maintenir et operer les systemes
europeens op6rationnels de meteorologie
satellitaire, la diffusion des images numeriques
est partiellement encryptee

Collecte des donn6es
Les donnees d'environnement mesur6es
localement sont transmises automatiquement
oar des olates-formes de collecte de donnees

ANTENNE S/BAND TTC
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Archivage des images
ll ne faut pas oublier la source de donn6es
meteorologiques et d'environnement que
constitue les archives Met6osat grAce aux
images qui se sont accumulees au cours des
annees, Fin novembre 1995. olus d'un million
d'images enregistrees sur bande magnetique
et plus de 50 000 images sur film photo-
graphique sont disponibles

Perfectionnement de l'outil de production
fun des objectifs du programme preopera-
tionnel est de verifier la viabilite du satellite et
son adequation aux missions qui lui sont
dorrnlrroq Fn offot N/atancat oci lo nromiorvvL rv vr vr I rrvl

satellite geostationnaire d'observation de la
Terre construit par l industrie europeenne;
les solutions techniques retenues pour sa
realisation demandent d 6tre confirmees
avant de s engager dans un programme
ooerationnel

M6t6osat F1 , F2 et P2
Meteosat Fl lance le 23 novembre 1977
repond positivement a la question essentielle
que l'on peut raisonnablement se poser, en
fournissant sa premiere image seize jours plus
tard, le 9 d6cembre. Cette performance
demande cependant d etre confirmee par le
comportement a long terme du satellite.

Les performances du satellite en orbite sont
donc analysees pour detecter les defauts
patents aussi bien que les imperfections non
decelables lors des essais au sol, De mdme,
certaines faiblesses de conception sont mises
en evidence lors de I'utilisation intensive du
satellite. Corrections et ameliorations sont
etudiees et eventuellement introduites sur les
moddles suivants

lVeteosat F1 met en evidence I'imoact du vent
solaire sur les satellites geostationnaires,
ph6nomene qui n'avait pas encore ete etudie
":'ar loq cniontifinrrpc or rrnn6anc I oc

protections thermiques du satellite sont
compos6es de couches de mylar aluminise qui
se chargent electrostatiquement sous I'effet du
vent solaire Lorsque les charges accumulees
sont trop importantes, une d6charge electrique
se produit et les interf6rences electro-
magn6tiques ainsi generees perturbent le
bon fonctionnement du satellite. Leurs
consequences sont facilement corrig6es par
telecommande mais une ou deux images sont
perdues et ce comportement n'est pas
acceptable pour un systeme operationnel. Les
satellites suivants sont corrig6s en
consequence: toutes les parties metalliques
sont mises a la masse, le blindage du cdblage
est renforce et les circuits electroniques sont
modifies pour les rendre tolerants aux
perturbations 6lectromag netiques

Sur Meteosat Fl , quelques lignes d'image sont
systematiquement perdues a des instants bien
precis. Cette anomalie, sans influence sur la
valeur m6t6orologique des images obtenues,
est due a la coincidence entre I'impulsion
solaire qui pilote l'horloge interne et la phase
du signal d'horloge reconstitu6. ll est d noter
qu'aucun essai effectu6 au sol n'avait permis
de detecter cette perturbation qui depend de
la conjonction de plusieurs parametres dont la
position exacte du satellite sur son orbite Les
satellites suivants sont eouio6s d'un circuit
d'anticoincidence pour eviter la repetition de
ce dysfonctionnement.

La panne de Met6osat Fl qui reduit la mission
du satellite a la collecte de donn6es le
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24 novembre 1979, soit deux ans et un jour
apres son lancement, est encore dans toutes
les memoires Le disjoncteur electronique du
crrcuit de puissance principal se met a oscille(
ce qui rend vaine toute tentative pour le

r6enclencher. Tous les satellites ulterieurs
sont equip6s de s6curites supplementaires
desti nees a cou rt-ci rcu iter chaq ue disjoncteu r.

Cette interruotion orematur6e de deux des
trois missions ne remet pas en cause la

conception du satellite dont la duree de vie

specifiee est de trois ans avec une probabilite
de survie de 500/0. Le satellite continue
d'assurer la mission de collecte de donn6es
jusqu'd ce qu'il soit mis definitivement hors

service en octobre 1984, soit apres plus de 6
ans en orbite,

Meteosat F1 est equipe d'une batterie qui

fournit I'energie electrique necessaire pour
traverser les 6clipses lorsque les panneaux
solaires du satellite sont dans l'obscurite Une
am6lioration notable aDoort6e aux satellites
suivants est I'ajout d'une deuxidme batterie qui
normcl r-lc 12isscr sOuS tension tOuS les

sous-systemes pendant les eclipses et ainsi de
reprendre plus rapidement la mission en sortie
d'eclipse. De plus, cette deuxidme batterie
offre une marge de securite appreciable pour
le contrOle thermique pendant les eclipses.
Une autre am6lioration est I'introduction d'un
mode de charge lent pour maintenir les

batteries normalement chargees sans I'inter-

vention des ooerateu rs,

Alors que Meteosat Fl est lance par la fusee

am6ricaine Thor-Delta 2914, les satellites
suivants sont mis en orbite par le lanceur
europeen Ariane Ce changement n6cessite le

renforcement de la structure du satellite,
I'abandon du moteur d apogee americain
Aerojet pour le moteur europeen Mage et une
nouvelle optimisation des tuydres du systeme
de contr6le d attitude

Pour 6tudier plus en detail le phenomene
de decharges electrostatiques observ6
sur Meteosat F1 , deux experiences sont
embarquees sur Meteosat F2. f une permet de
mesurer le flux d'electrons et leur 6nergie dans
la gamme de 50 eV a 20 keV, I'autre de
surveiller le niveau du bruit radio6lectrique et
d identifier les decharges electrostatiques.

Meteosat F2, lance en juin 1981 , assure les

missions de prise d'image et de diffusion
pendant sept ans, jusqu'd la mise en service
de Meteosat P2 en juin 1988. La mission de
collecte de donnees, defaillante sur ce satellite,
est poursuivie par Meteosat F1 et reprise plus
tarrl nar le satellite americain GOES-4
lvleteosat F2 est mis hors service et retir6 de
I'orbite geostationnaire en decembre 1991 ,

soit plus de dix ans apres son lancement

Le satellite Meteosat P2 ne b6neficie pas

entierement du programme d'amelioration
puisque ce deuxidme moddle de qualification
a ete integre avant m6me le premier modele de
vol Meteosat F1 Par contre. il embarque
I exp6rience LASSO qui permet la

synchronisation d'horloges atomiques avec
une pr6cision meilleure que 10 nanosecondes

Lancement de Meteosat-F1
en novembre 1977.

Lancement de M6t6osat P2
(Ariane 401)
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Son principe est la d6tection d'impulsions laser
contr6l6es par les dites horloges et la mesure
du temps qui s6pare les impulsions
successives ll embarque aussi une experience
(le premier modele etait monte sur M6teosat
F2) pour mesurer le flux d'electrons et leur
energre dans la gamme de 30 a 300 keV

Meteosat P2 est lance le 15 juin 1988 ll assure
la mission Meteosat jusqu'au lancement de
MOP-1, premier satellite du programme
op6rationnel, en 1989, puis est gard6 comme
satellite de r6serve En collaboration avec
I'agence am6ricaine NOAA (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration), il est deplace
en juin 1991 a 50o Ouest, puis pour pallier le
manque d'un de leurs satellites GOES, est
repositionne a 75o Ouest en janvier 1993 Les
operations correspondantes effectu6es par
l'ESOC sont connues sous les sigles de ADC
(Atlantic Data Coverage) et XADC (Extended
Atlantic Data Coverage) ll est finalement mis
hors service et retire de I'orbite geostationnaire
en novembre 1995, a la fin du programme
Met6osat oo6ration nel.

MOP-1, MOP-2 et MOP-S
f avenement du Programme Meteosal
op6rationnel apporte des modifications
importanles pour ameliorer la qualite des
images et permettre la mission de distribution
de donnees met6orolooioues.

Une qualite essentielle d'un service
op6rationnel 6tant sa disponibilit6, la

redondance du radiometre est augment6e:
quatre detecteurs visibles au lieu de deux,
deux detecteurs vapeur d'eau au lieu d'un seul
et les electroniques des chaines images ainsi
que celles qui commandent le balayage sont
doublees

famelioration des donn6es images porte sur
les trois types de resolution: spatiale.
temporelle et radiometrique f image visible est
toujours a resolution maximum, l'image vapeur
d eau est disponible en permanence et les
donnees des images visibles et vapeur d'eau
sont codees sur 256 niveaux de gris au lieu de
64 Ces modifications n6cessitent en outre le
doublement de la cadence num6rioue des
donn6es image,

Pour profiter au maximum de I'amelioration
des images, le controle des interferences
electromagnetiques devient plus s6vere

Le systeme de calibration comprend
maintenant deux corps noirs pour obtenir une
calibration vraie, plutot que relative, y compris
en cas de pollution s6vere de l'optique froide.

' ,..r1
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La mission MDD conduit a introduire un
troisieme canal de diffusion qui est obtenu par
le partage d'un des deux canaux originels,

Pour permettre ie maintien en orbite de
plusieurs satellites et leurs op6rations, chaque
satellite utilise des frequences diff6rentes pour
ses liaisons de servitude Par contre, pour

r^ +'^^^^^'ence vis-a-vis desdJ-urur rd u dr r-Pdl

utilisateurs chaque liaison de mission ne doit
avoir qu'une seule frequence, et pour eviter
tout risque d'interf6rences chaque liaison peut
maintenant 6tre mise en marche ou arr6tee d la
oemanoe

MOP-I est lance le 6 mars 1989. Suite a
certaines difficultes observees pour syn-
chroniser l'ensemble des convertisseurs de
tension du systdme d'alimentation,
un relais est rajoute sur
les satellites
suivants.

ll permet
de selectionner
le mode de fonctionne-
ment, synchronis6 ou non,
des alimentations qui est optimum pour la
qualite des images, En 1992, apres la mise en
service de MOP-2, MOP-1 devient satellite de
r6serve ouis est mis hors service et retire de
I'orbite geostationnarre d la fin du programme
Meteosat op6rationnel en novembre 1995

On observe sur MOP-2 lance le 2 mars 1991 ,

une deformation geometrique variable des
images infrarouges et vapeur d eau La

recherche de l'origine de ce defaut oblige a
d6velopper de nouveaux algorithmes dont la
precision est le centieme de pixel (element
d'image); d titre de comparaison le traitement
de l'image se fait alors avec une precision de
I'ordre d'un tiers de pixel. fanomalie est due
aux microvibrations induites par le m6canisme
de balayage du radiometre qui font tourner
l'une des trois lentilles du bloc ootioue. Le

mode de fixation des lentilles par sertissage,
procede classique en optique, est alors remis
en cause, bien qu'il ait fait ses preuves sur les

quatre satellites precedents En parallele,

I'ESOC d6veloppe et met en oeuvre un logiciel
qui corrige les effets de I'anomalie Fin

novembre 1995, MOP-2 est toujours le satellite
principal qui assure la mission Meteosat, sa fin
de vie nominale est actuellement prevue pour
avril 1997, soit apres plus de six ans en orbite

On verifie que le sertissage des lentilles du
radiomdtre est satisfaisant sur MOP-3 (lance le
20 novembre 1993) Les images infrarouges et
vapeur d'eau sont geometriquement correctes
mais presentent une instabilite radiometrique.
fanalyse de I'anomalie qui a dure presque
deux ans conclut a la rupture de la suspension
du bloc optique refroidi Cette suspension,
realisee en fibres de verre Dour assurer
I'isolation thermique entre le bloc optique et le

reste du radiometre, est l'un des
elements critiques

du satellite
fESOC,

en coopera-
tion avec l'industrie,

developpe un logiciel qui

compense les effets de l'anomalie
N/OP 3 est considere comme satellite de
r6serve, sa fin de vie nominale est actuellement
pr6vue pour mars 2001 , plus de sept ans aprds
son lancement

Programme de transition M6teosat (MTP)
MT? replique des satellites de la serie MOB
beneficie de lentilles serties et coll6es pour
6viter I'anomalie de MOP-2; en outre, les
proc6dures de fabrication des brins de
suspension du bloc optique ref roidi sont
revues et leurs criteres d'acceptabilite sont
modifies pour 6viter la repetition de l'anomalie
de MOP-3 Ce satellite doit 6tre lance mi-l997

Am6lioration du service
Finalement, I'ESOC charge des op6rations et
de l'extraction des oaramdtres m6t6oro-
logiques est en fin de chaine en contact
permanent avec les utilisateurs et d ce titre
responsable du service rendu Au cours des
annees N/eteosat, il a toujours su reagir en

lmage composite: MOP-2 et
ADC*r\.
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Dernidre image regue
par l'ESA

temos reel oour maintenir les missions ll a

adapte ses moyens de contrOle au nombre et

type de satellites en orbite, perfectionn6 sans
aaaao aaa mn\/ana do nalnr rl ainci nroYvv

I'expertise de son personnel pour fournir
regulierement les parametres m6t6orologiques
en ouantite et oualite croissantes et ce
malgre les particularit6s propres a chaque
satellite,

ll n'est malheureusement oas oossible dans
cet article de decrire de maniere exhaustive
tout ce travail d'ameliorations effectue par
I ESOC Seulement trois exemples sont
rapportes ci-dessous pour en illustrer la

comoetence et le orofessionnalisme

En preparation a la mission ADC, une nouvelle
antenne de 13,5 m est install6e debut 1991 . A
partir de ce moment, l'ESOC avec trois
antennes peut assurer la mission Meteosat sur
l'Eurooe, ooerer un deuxieme satellite
au-dessus de l'Atlantique et maintenir jusqu'a
deux satellites suoolementaires en 16serve.

Le traitement des donnees images devient
subitement inadequat lorsque I'anomalie du
satellite MOP-2 est detect6e fESOC en

collaboration avec l'industrie, developpe un

nouveau logiciel operationnel qui corrige les

effets de la rotation de la lentille, ses
performances sont telles que les images
MOP-2 ainsi traitees sont de meilleure qualite
que les images des satellites precedents
traitees avec I'ancien logiciel Paradoxalement,
on peut dire que cette anomalie se traduit par
l'amelioration de la qualite geometrique de
l'image,

f anomalie de MOP 3 oblige de nouveau
I'ESOC a faire developper un nouveau logiciel
qui compense les variations radiom6triques
des images infrarouges et vapeur d'eau: les

images ainsi corrigees permettent I'extraction
des parametres m6t6orologiques avec une
qualite comparable d ceux extraits des images
des autres satellites De m6me que I'anomalie
de MOP-2 a conduit d de meilleures images,
on s'attend d des retombees ben6fiques de
I'anomalie de MOP-3 pour la calibration des
images infrarouges et vapeur d'eau

Dix-huit ans apr6s le lancement du
premier satellite, le programme M6t6osat
op6rationnel s'achdve
Souhaitons a Eumetsat, qui reprend le contr6le
et I'exploitation des satellites, le m6me succes
que l'ESA qui a su defricher et faire fructifier,
au profit des utilisateurs, les capacites des
satellites

Que MT? le prochain et dernier satellite de la
serie Meteosat, en soit le premier par le merite
et fournisse les bons et loyaux services
auxquels nous sommes habitues

Enfin, que les prochains satellites Meteosat
Seconde G6neration, en cours de develop-
pement, soient les dignes successeurs des
satellites actuels et perp6tuent le succes de la

La station de I Odenwald est equipee
originellement d'une antenne de .1 5 m pour
contr6ler le satellite Meteosat F1 Apres le
lancement de Meteosat F2 en juin 1981 quand
il est clair que ce nouveau satellite ne peut pas
supporter la mission de collecte de donn6es,
une nouvelle antenne de r6ception de 10 m,

est installee en quelques mois. elle permet de
ooursuivre la mission de collecte de donnees
nrAaa A t\/l6i6ncal tr1 Plrrc iard nrranr{ no

satellite qui ne peut plus Otre maintenu a poste
est definitivement retire du service, en octobre
1984, cette antenne est adaptee pour recevoir
les messages de collectes de donnees via le
satellite am6ricain GOES-4 or6te a l'ESA oar la
NOAA.

G
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The Second Parabolic Flight Gampaign
for Students

W.J. Ockels
Automation and Informatics Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, and
Faculty of Aerospace Technology, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Introduction
Although it is always important that the next
generations are well aware of the opportunities
that space offers, it is now of the utmost
importance. Europe is entering into the era of
the International Space Station, a longterm
programme extending well into the next
millenium, and ESA will also begin
implementing its outreaching vision defined by
the Long-Term Space Policy Committee, which

In conjunction with the European Commission's 'European Week for
Scientific and Technological Culture' in November, ESA organised the
second parabolic flight campaign for students. Students selected
through a competition, were again given the unique opportunity of
experiencing weightlessness as they performed their own scientific
experiment during a parabolic flight. The experiments covered a wide
variety of disciplines. Some illustrated well the effect of microgravity
while others may offer new and far-reaching scientific results.

The primary goal, however, is to educate and motivate the students
rather than to obtain new research. lt is hoped that the campaign will
stimulate the next generation to think about space and the potential ol
microgravity. lt is in that way that an innovative future user community
for the International Space Station Alpha can be built. The great
enthusiasm shown by many students and the wide coverage provided
by the media also demonstrate the interest in space and the
promotional value of the campaign.

expresses the need for innovation and new
technologies. Today's young people will be the
ones who eventually take over and become
responsible for implementing much of today's
plans. Action is therefore required now to
ensure that they are made interested in

space-specific technologies early enough and
are aware of the unique potential for research
that the Space Station will offer. Only by giving
young people the opportunities noW will
innovative R&D in Europe be guaranteed for
the future.

One aspect of that, to give students the
opportunity to develop an understanding of
weightlessness and how it can be used aboard
the Space Station, is already being addressed:

ESA has now organised two parabolic flight
campaigns dedicated to students and their
exoeriments. The first one was held in 1994
and the second one in 1995. Attempts are now
being made to make it an annual activity.

The Aerospace Students Association of the
Delft University of Technology (NL) first
proposed the idea to hold a parabolic flight
campaign for students. ESA accepted to
organise such a campaign. The participants
are selected through a competition based on
their proposal for an experiment that can be
carried out in 25 seconds oI zero gravity,
including the experiment's originality, its

demonstration value for microgravity research
and its educational value. They are then invited
to carry out their experiment aboard a special
parabolic flight This year's competition was
launched in March with a deadline for
submissions in June. An international jury,

under the author's chairmanshio. selected 23
experiments covering a wide variety of
disciplines (Table 1) The 55 students chosen
represented 11 countries (Table 2).

The campaign was held in the week of 2O-24
November as part of the European
Commission's 'Eurooean Week for Scientific
and Technological Culture'. The time remaining
for the selected students to prepare their
experiments was extremely short, much shorter
than is normally given for the preparation for a
professional experiment. In spite of the tight
deadline, all experiments were ready on time.

Preparing for the campaign
The student campaigns are set up like regular
ESA parabolic flight campaigns although they
must take place in Europe, in keeping with the
philosophy of the European Week for Scientific
andTechnological Culture. The 1994 campaign
was performed from the CEV base in Bretigny,
south of Paris, with CNES's 0-g Caravelle
aircraft This year's campaign was held at the
Valkenburg Naval Air Station in The
Netherlands. NASA's KC-135 arrcraft was
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Table 1. Experiments performed

Scientific field Experiment and experimenter Reference

General physics

Fluid Physics

Combustion

Material processing

Crystals and glass

Optics

Biology

Iechnology

Convection of vibrated granular material under the influence of microgravity
Volkhard Buchholtz & Jan Freund (Technical University of Berlin)

Three-dimensional visibility of a magnetic field
Lutz Kunath (Technical University of Berlin)

Orbital simulation model
Zaky El Hamel & Paolo Sabatini (University of Milan)

Modes of vibration and control of bobbing on a tethered system

Danielle Innorta & Luca Soli (University of Milan)

Wave-movements in a free-hanging rope wrthout gravitational force
Evert-Jan de Theile, Femke de Theije & Koen Koustaal

(Universities of Nijmegen and Eindhoven, The Netherlands)

Visual gravity by measurements experiments, & Space table
Bjorn Ottar Elseth, Laurent Van Ham (Delft University, The Netherlands)

Synchronous picosecond sonoluminescence
Thomas J Matula (University of Washington, Seattle, USA)

Capillary effects in two-phase flow in porous media for enhanced oil

recovery and contaminant in soil transport modelling
Nicolas Boseret & Eric lstasse (University of Brussels)

Capillary waves without the disturbing effects of gravity

Tamim Sidiki & Christian Berg (Bergische University of Wuppertal, Germany)

Experimental confirmation of thermo-vibrational convection in a fluid cell
Achille Cicalla & Massimo Piccirillo (University of Naples)

Study of a liquid mirror under microgravity
Alexandre Cuva (University of Geneva)

Thin liouid frlm exoeriment
Thomas Gribovszki & Raghuram Tumkur
(Utah State University and Mullard Space Science Laboratory, Surrey, UK)

Diffusion flames in hyper- and microgravity
Ahmed Abatorab & Piotr Podobinskr (Warsaw University)

Solidification of hypermonotectic Al-Pb-Bi alloys in aerogel crucibles
Gudrun Korekt & Stefan Hofacker (Cologne University, Germany)

Fabrication of a metal matrix composite in microgravity
Jason Maroothynaden (lmperial College London)

Structural relaxation in microgravity
Christophe Le Deit & Benedicte Friot (University of Rennes, France)

Behaviour of a heap of marbles in microgravity
Olivier Savin, Guillaume Faure (ENSAE Toulouse, France)

Focussed by air: large atr lenses

Manuel Reiter & Robert Holzer (Linz University, Austria)

Microgravity as a release of nastic reactions explored on the example
of rapid leaf movementsby Mimosa pudica
Wolfgang Neumann (Munster University and Bonn University, Germany)

lnvestigation into the behaviour of invertebrates in microgravity
F.J Bell (Guildford Grammar School, UK)

Welding in microgravity
Thomas Kluge & Oliver Kropla (Technische Hochschule Aachen, Germany)

Test of the Rapunzel deployer and the Star Track project

Michiel Kruijff, Eric-Jan van der Heide, Dieter Sabath & Manfred Krischke
(Delft University, The Netherlands, and Munich University, Germany)

Artificial cat
Roland Vissers, Quirien Wijnands, Bastiaan Willemse, Jeroen Deweerd
& Robin Biesbroek (VSV, Delft University)

u- te

G-19

t-3

l-4

N L-4

N-1/3

US-1

B-2

G-7

t-6

un- |

UK-6

DI

G-18

UK-4

F-3

T-l

AU-1

G-22

UK-2

G-9

NL-6

NL.7
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used; it was ferried from Houston because the
Caravelle is no longer available lt was the first
time that the NASA plane had made parabolic
flignls abroad The company Novespace which
had macle tne arrannements for the Caravelle
\^/ra roannnaihlo fnr tho:rrennomantc fnr tho

KC 135 with NASA

The company Orbitrcs had been contracted to
oversee the accommodation of the
avncrimentq nn lho aircrefl:nd lhoir q:[olv

They visited each experiment development site
lo insnect the exneriment and to advise where
necessary The student teams managed. with
strong enthusiasm and professionalism, to get
their experiments ready in time while satisfying
the safely regulalions Each of the students.
who rarged Irom 17 to 31 years of age, also
had to undergo medical examinations and
physiologrcal test ng before tl^ey could be
accepted for flight

The flight week
The campaign took place during lhe week of
20-24 November 1995 The students, some
with additional 'ground support' in the form of
family and Iriends. gathered in a hangar at the
air oase to ready their experimenls for flight

Rofnro lna 2.tr r:, tlinht ^+^'+^! ^ilrVrrr PlU9ldi llllU JtdltUU. d
oafnr,, rn,, h^ld 2nd cvtonqiVo flinhiJdlUty IUV UVV VVO) | lElu ul

briefings were given to address the energency
nrnnorlrrroc Periininrnta \A/oro nirlon nntinnal

medication against motion sickness

Table 2. Geographic distribution of the

experiments performed - 11 countries were

reoresented

Austria 1

Belgium 1

France 2

Germany 6

Italy 3

Netherlands 3

Norway 1

Poland 1

Switzerland 1

United K ngdom 3

USA 1

An arnh nf lhn firrn dn'7q 6f lho n:mn:inn lhovl I Yqul I ul tl lv llvE uqyo vr Lr ru uqrrrvqrvrr, u rv

NASA KC 135 conducted a two-hour flrght.
which provided at least 30 parabolas Up to 15

students flew on each flight along with the
campaign manager a medical doctor. two
photographers and up to four journalists The
NASA crew was very experienced and
eff icient

The variorrs exnerimenls were accommodated
on the ditferent flights n such a way that each
experimenL could fly Lwice i{ necessary lf an
ovnorimont onnnrrnforerl nrnhlomc r'lr rrinn itq",'Y",,,
first flight it could be improved and flown again
on a second flight In that way. all experiments
had a fair chance and each of the 55 students
could experience at leasl one flight

The more than -100

participants in the second
parabolic f light campaign
for students, in front of
NASA's KC-'|35 which is
specially-equipped for
parabolic flights

v \\-**-
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Students working during a
parabolic flight

The payload had to be reconfigured after each
flight. The students did not spare their efforts
and energy to work until late to be ready for the
flight the next day A very strong team spirit
evolved, not least due to the fact that the day's
video footage was shown and discussed each
evenrng,

The students oroved to be an excellent work
force. During the flights. about a quarter of
them became sick (which is typical for first-time
flyers), but that did not hinder them from
performing their experiments enthusiastically
All students were greatly impressed by the
effect and the experience of weightlessness
Such an experience cannot be fully
anticipated They became aware of a new
environment and started to think differently
about what microgravity is and how it can be
used

There was much media interest in the
campaign. More than 30 journalists from TV,

radio and the printed press, from 10 European
countries, visited the base to cover the
campaign. Some l9 journalisls also
participated in the flights

The experiments performed
In soite of the fact that scientif ic results were not
the prime objective of the campaign, the level

of research undertaken could well withstand
the criticism of orofessionals As was the case
in the first campaign, the students showed their
limitless creativity and great enthusiasm. Many
proposals received were unique and the

experiments selected covered a wide range of
discinlines The exnerimentS are described
oerow.

Generalphysics
To study the convection process in

microgravity, two students from Berlin made
sand grains of different sizes and colour shake,
which causes the grains to move in an upward
motion called convection They demonstrated
that this process is different in weightlessness
The samples, which are fixated in an emulsion,
will be cut in slices back in the laboratory to
observe the convection process, indicated by
the coloured layers that formed

Another student from the same university
looked at how small magnets float around a
large magnet in weightlessness and the shape
of the magnetic field lines. lt required some
negative g impulses, which the pilot specially
provided, to make all the small magnets come
loose from the floor and show very clearly the
field Several good photos were taken

Despite the many experts who doubted that the
quality of the zero-g would be sufficient.
students from the University of Milan success-
fully simulated the solar system (Fig 1) They
were able to make a small ball make a full
elliptical orbit around a sphere, attracted by the
high electric voltage of the sphere (3 kV)

Italians are known for their interest in tethered
satellites and two students, again from the
University of Milan, are no exception They

=--__y
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were able to simulate a tethered satellite system
in the aircraft They subjected a small (10 cm)
satellite with an elastic tether to a magnetic
force that simulated the gravity gradient

One of the multinational teams, consisting of a
Norwegian and a Dutch student, designed a
'nizza lahle lhat rrses air suction to hold the
pizza on the table in microgravity and, just as
importantly, to collect the crumbs. Such a table
has drawn quite a lot of interest from Space
qt2ii^n onninoorc

A team from the US undertook a definite first.
They observed for the first time the variations of
the light emitted by a small cavity created by
ultrasound in water. The accoustically-excited
cavity was expected to be brighter in
uroinhtlaccnocc Tho 2-a nhaqo hnt,lrorror

showed the brightest bubble, an effect that the
team will now need to explain.

Fluid physics
A team of Belgian students observed how
water drives out another fluid (isotane) by
^^^if l^.., {^"^^^ i^ ^ ^+^^l' ^{ ^-^ll ^l^^^udpltcil y ruruub il r d ]Ldun ur Jr rdil 9rdJJ
spheres. This is a model for the cleaning of
oil-contaminated soil. Contrary to their
calculation, the surface of the water did not
move in zero-g A second try with water
only, fortunately, confirmed the theory that
they had learned from their professor, They
returned home with good data and a puzzle to
solve

A student from Wuppertal, Germany, was very
pleased with his results He was able to take
photos of gravity-free waves on the surface of
silicon oil in zero-g

Students from the University of Naples heated
a fluid cell on one side to create so-called
Marangoni convection Small particles or
tracers allowed the currents that formed four
cells, two clockwise and two counter-
clockwise, to be seen just as the students had
learnt in the classroom

The production of a mirror by rotating liquid
mar.r rr\/ did nni roanh lho docirad ch:no

although interesting photos were taken. The
enthusiasm of the students, from Switzerland,
was not hampered. On the contrary, they are
now eager to analyse the pictures and learn
why the shape turned out to be different

A team of students from Surrey, UK, and Utah
State University, USA, were able to pull very
thin films of soapy water from a dish They were
studying the possibility of making thinner films
in weightlessness Thin films will eventually be
needed for solar sail propulsion,

Combustion
A team from Warsaw studied flames and
showed how the slow burning in weight-
lessness can allow oart of a flame to break off
and float away, eventually burning itself out.
This is very relevant research for the fire
orotection of future soace laboratories

Material processing
Students from London worked with a soecial
composite that melts in boiling water, to
determine its reaction in weightlessness The
experiment had to be discontinued on its first
flight because the water container leaked so
badly Back in the hangar, the students worked
hard to resolve the problem and, the next day,

on the second flight they successfully melted
and solidified samples (using a jet of cold
water) Few others in the world are able to claim
the oosession of a so-called metal matrix
composite sample that is 'space-made'

Figure 1. Two ltalian
students perform an orbit
simulation using a small
mass attracted by the high
electrical potential of a

central sphere

Figure 2. Students from
Austria attempt to produce
a large air lens inside a hot
tube and observe it with a

laser
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Students from Cologne were able to make new
alloys from aluminium, lead and bismuth, using
rapid cool-down and solidification within the 25
seconds of zero-g They now have many
samples to analyse in their laboratories

^^,^+^t^ ^^) ^t^^^u/ yJ rdlJ dr /u y/dJJ

Students from France used a furnace to melt
glass and then dropped pieces into a cooler
durirg the zero-g phase. such that new
samples of glass are formed, to determine how
the crystallisation of glass differs in

microgravity They had some bad luck First,

they were not aware that only the American
airplane had a 11O-volt power supply and that
the hanga6 where preparations were made, did
not. Then. during the experiment s second
{li^hr ^ ^l^^- ^^l-^l^ nnl ctr rnk in lho nnnlorlllgllt, d Vld)J JdlllplU VUL oLuur\ il r il ru uvvrul

and the team could not make anymore
samples Whether the few samples of glass

they were able to obtain will satisfy their
objective will have to be seen

Some other French students carried out a
rather theoretical study of the order of many
small hall-hearinns held between two
transparent plates as a model of a crystalline
slructure After difficulties adapting to lhe
somewhat wild environment in the airplane, the
nlr ralan+o finall', man1666{ tn nhtoin anmoJIUUUIILJ lllldlly llldl ldvuu Lv vuLqil | rvrrrv

results on the amount of disorder that the balls
show when in reduced gravity

Oplics
An Austrian team attempted to test their novel
idea of using the mirror effect created by hot air,

like one sees on a hot road ( tala morgana ). to
produce an air lens inside a hot tube (Fig 2)
Despite some problems with the optical bench.
a laser produced a clearly visible beam and,
for the smaller diameter tubes at least, the lens
effect was indeed witnessed

Biology
A German student attempted to study lhe
possible rapid motion of mimosa leaves in

microgravity Mimosa plants are particularly
sensitive, their leaves open and close rapidly
when disturbed The plants proved however
not to be 'relaxed' enough, the student found,
as their leaves stayed lolded from the outset

British students flew a small aquarium
containing tropical fish The students were
surprised to see the fish swimming in
nose-down loops when in weightlessness
What once was a professional and costly
experimenl in Skylab was now repeated by
students in a simple and cheap manner.

Technology
A team from Aachen. Germany. tested the
well-designed setup that they had developed
for welding steel pipes together in

weightlessness (Fig 3) Many welds were
made The students have a wealth of material to
investigate

Another international team, from Munich and
Delft, investigated quite a new approach for
orbit transfer, the use of long tethers They
looked at the initial deployment of a re-entry

Figure 3. A student from
Aachen, Germany, places
two steel tubes together,

ready to be welded in
weightlessness

t-q
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Figure 4. Students from
Delft practise rotating an
artificial 'cat' in
weightlessness, by
remotely controlling its feet
and body

capsule allached by a lelher. A journalist with a
tether attached to her bell was 'deployed as a
replacement for the capsule After being giving
a slight push she floated through the airplane
and the students were able to measure the
tension of the tether and observe the
characteristics of its deployment

The students f rom the Delft University of
Tonhnnlnnri rrihn nrnenicod tho nnmnolilinn

also flew an experiment Using a mechanical
'enaco .2t lhai ihori had .raalod thorr

crrnnoecIr rllri r]omnnclrzlnd lha ^^+ ^ -t-ilir', r^ouuuuooruily uurrrur roildlYu lllg uot J dulllLy LU

turn itself while in free fall (Fig 4), a capability
that cals use lo always land on their feet

All students are now analysing their data, Many
of the experiments will undoubtedly show
inleresting results The participants will meet in

the near-fLrture to discuss their lalest findings

Conclusions
This year's ESA student parabolic f light
campaign was again a great success The 55
Fr rrnnoan ctr r.lontq irihn narlininalorl

experienced for themselves the weig htlessness
in which they performed their experiments
They demonstrated the potential of tomorrow's
microgravity science community. These young
European researchers proposed innovative
ideas and implemented them in an unusually
chnri timo Tho nnnnor:tivo cniril lhai lhov

displayed was very encouraging, not only for
themselves but. lust as importantly. tor lhe
supporting technicians. operators. nanagers
and pilots

Fnr m:nV nf iho cir talanr^ rh^ ^^-^^i^^ ,".^^ ^rt). tllY UdlllPdlgll VVdJ d

significant experience in their life and should
have a posilive impact on their future ca'eers
Tho ovnorionr:c h:c inCreaSed their intereSt in

science and technology, made them aware of a
large variety of other scrent,lic disciplines. and
has nivcn each one Valuable Contacts with,,*" v'
Frrrnno:n n2rtnara

t is highly recommended to repeat such an

event in the following years. With new students
entering university each year it is in tacl
justified to create an annual sludent parabolic
flight campaign programme as an activity to
enhance Frrrnne s scientitic culture
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The Dynamic Behaviour of Fluids in
Microgravity

W. Teichert
Drnrlr rni f-onlro Fnn-,,vrneetng.

M. Klein
Slructures and Mecnanisms

IKOSS GmbH Stuttgart, Germany

Division, ESTEC Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Low gravity and fluid dynamics
lhere are severd rrethods tor aralysirg the
dynamic behaviour of fluids under normal
grav ty conditions on Earth A cornmon
assumption in such methods is that the free
surface of the f uid is f at and at right angles to
the direction in wh ch gravity is act ng, i e
normal to the gravity vector. In tfr s case.
surface tension does not contribute to the
fiuid's dynamic behav our. However. thrs

assumption rs no longer va id if gravity is

s gnificantly reduced as is the case for a

sate lite n orb t

The increasingly large volumes of fluid that have to be carried aboard
satellites designed for long operating lifetimes, but which often must
also deliver high-accuracy pointing, mean that special attention has to
be paid to the behaviour of f luids in low gravity. Several novel methods
are being used at ESTEC to model the influence of the fluids on the
satellite's dynamic behaviour in orbit.

in a res oud acce erdl'or of lusl 5, lO ' n s'
Under such cond trons, a flu d in a typical 1

m diameter tank will have a Bond number of
less ll-ar 1 , wiici nears ll-at tie "ee srrface
will be curved and surface tension has to be
cons dered when mode ling the fluid In some
.:(oa it minht he nnq L - ' ^ ^r^ ^ --- ir'vuour rr I rv rr uu l.JvJJ U U LU I C9IUUL g dvlly

e'fects in the ara ys,s deperd rg or tie lank s
r^l znptcr :r d lhe trinc of tlt d that L holds Tl-is
would be true for example, for a 0 6 m tank
carry ng n trous oxide. for wh ch the Bond
number would be 01 under a Eureca-type
residua acce erat on

Free-surface shapes in low gravity
Cors de' rg orly srrlace-Lers on etfecls. lhe
f.ee->urface shape can be delern red analy-
tical y for s rnp e tank geometries lf the tank
wall s a shel of revoluton, the free-surface
shape s spherical The tank geometry, fluid
volume and contact angle between tank wall
ard tree sLr'ace are "equired lo dele'nine ll-e
shape of the - uio I re contacl angle is '-nair v a
p'operry o'tie fl; d ard distinguisie> wellilg
f uids such as water, and non-wetting fluids
s-ch as lVe'crry -l-e val;e of tl-is argle is also
ir'lrrenced hv hc -rrrface nale'ia oI rie larh.
and it is usua ly drffrcult therefore to ascerta n

the contact ang e exactly

Figure 1. Typical contact
angles for wetting

(e.9. water) and
non-wetting

(e.9. mercury) fluids

An ndicator of the mportance of the surface
tens on is the so cal ed 'Bond number' which
ir r onr. r r r af ihn . -lr lirra m rn niir doc ni lhot) d I go)urv ur il q rrquvg rcg iltuuc- ur lr u

gravitat ona and capil ary forces lt s

p'opo't ora to the grav tV eve . ll-e flr d
ders'1v ano the sor,are of ll-e characte'isLrc
length of the fluid's free surface, and s

irvor<.c \/ nrnnorinn2l 'o tl-e sl.face lensior olI Y'"Y"'
the fluid lf the Bond number is much greater
than I , the su rface-tens on effects can be
neglected; if it is much ess than 1 the grav ty
[ornoq n:n ho noolonlcl

I^ r-r'^ ^^ ^ - Bond number 'or waterru tonE qr Ig^cr P c, r ,u

n a 2 / n.n-drareter tube srblecl lo Earth s

gravity is 1, and the f uid surface in such a tube
s curved lf the tube diameter is much smal er,

gravity forces have no s gn ficant influence on

the flurd and the water would not flow out when
the rhe iq lr.rncr-l '.ncirlg f gvvn

The grav Ly level or an o'bit ng spacecra'L is

very low On a spacecraft I ke ESA's Eureca
rel'ievable plar'orr fo" eranole drag resulls

WETTING FLUID

NON.WETTING FLUID
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So Ia' we have been corsrderirg only tanks
with an ax -symmetr c lnner surface Tanks for
m crogravity applications often contain baffles
and flu d-management devices and their
^f f^, r, ^^^^ la l-'n nanr i^^r^^ ^^ - ^^-r .l^^UI UULS I CCU IU UU UUI JIUUICU dJ d IIU^L JIUP

Fluid sloshing frequencies
The 'luid slosl^irg nodes o[ tarhs sublect to

Ea'lh s gravily e"h,b L 'requenc es that are
usual y far be ow the structural resonance
frequencies The first sloshing mode in a typical
spacecraft tank has a f requency around 1 Hz
The f requency is approx mately proportional to
the square root of the gravity. and therefore
decreases if the gravity eve is reduced lf the
Bond number becomes smal , the frequency's
!^^^^:^^^^ ^^ rA^ ^ /rr^^ r^^^i^^ i^^.^- ^^UUpC lUCllUC Ul ll r JU lduu lU l5lurl lllUlUd5U5
A ^ ,r..+i- . -.p nncqih p fnr qimole
^l dlytlUdl )U Ut Ul l) dlu VvJrl
problems of imited eng neering value, but
numerica methods are needed to model
comp ex eng neerng proo ems

Fluid slosh ng mode frequencies in micro
gravity are generally very low. typ cally n the
range 0 I to 0 01 Nz These low frequency
modes cou d nterfere w th the structural
bend ng modes of arge solar arrays, or w th

liln c Alrrlr na rnn Arh lr'-nnlrn Q',-l^mI ru )dlu iltu ) ntiltuur dru vru r vu l u Jy\lcr I

(AOCS) As a result. such f uid effects n low
nr:riit,r roorr t-r ho rlotglpl'lipgd as one oI Lhe

rnoTe critical nputs when ana ys ng the
dyramic control of satellites

Analysis methods
Approp.iate aralysis capabr ities have been
establ shed at ESTEC to support evaluation of
the performances of satel ites wth stringent
porrtirg 'eqJ 'en e.rts faci it es are availabte
for the generation of a simplified dynamic
model (few degrees of freedom) of the
propellant flu d n low grav ty for coupling with
salellile nass ard sriffress mat'ices as npL,l lo
the sate lite AOCS model The anaiysis facil ty is

based on tne boundary-element program
RAYON and employs stardard graphical
software for mode v sualisation (PAIRAN) and
a gereral-purpose firite elemenl progra.n

1ASKAl lor esrabl sring ll-e sarellile s mass and
stiff ness matr ces

Tho en:lrrqrc q enndr al^{ i^ +h-^- ^+^^^ n ^ ^I ru qr ury )r J uvr ruueicu | | ll llUU JIUpJ nJ d
| "s <.lcn thc <hanc of the 'luid S '.ee Surlace
ls determ ned Subsequently. the mass and
stiffness matrices are evauated Finally, the
f uid rodes and freqrences are compuled
ard simpl fied models are derived. assuming a

r g d tank At present the analysis of the tank
geometry is imited to cylindrica tanks with
e lior cal errd caps. a spherical lank be ng a

spec al case o[ suci a geometry

Free-surface shape determi nation
Ar man.^nn-l ar.l ar tf6 11176 chena ovtromocn) lql lullYU Ydllul, ll u r!.u rr op! u^t'g rrgJ

are the flat free surface obtained when the
sr,"ace lersion rs negligible ard lhe spherical
surface in zero gravity Numercal analysis is

lecessary when grav ly and surtace Lension
are taken nto account simu taneously, and in
lnosl cases a non-ilnear rleraton process ts

reouired lo delve tie "ee-su'tace shape Tl-e
latter is discretized using finite elements, and
th s deal zation s employed lo descrrbe the
boundary of the fluid

f tgure 2 shows the d t'erert sl-apes ol lhe f ree

surface at different Bond numbers for flurd
conrained ir a cylindrical lat, lt ,s possible ir
rhe aralysis lo def re ar of'set angle oetween
the tank's axis and grav ty vector The surface
siapes d solayed ir tie r gil hand ligure are
fnr:n nffqet:nnlo nf \o

Once tie free su'1ace and ils conlacl line witn
'h^+^^ ^,^ lh ',,^ h^^^ ^. 1-kli^h^i il ,^ ^^^,,+^L ru Ld r\ vvd I rrdvc ucc I q)louil)t tuu. tt ) ud)y LU

dere"nine ll-e 'luid bourdary necessary lo
eslab rsh ll-e tlr d dyranics

Figure 2. Meridian of the
f ree-surface for diff erent
Bond numbers, in a

cylindrical tank

AXIAL GRAVITY FIELD INCLINED GRAVITY FIELD

::::=-r--=----r-:--
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Generation of fluid mass and stiffness
matrices
To account for the effect of the f u d on the
satellite, the fluid mass and stiffness matrices

' t ^^i '-^'emented r the sate liledru 9crlurdrsu dr u rrPl

mathematica model In general. the latter is

oui t up Lsrrg lhe [inile-elenert .rethod (Ff M)

Similar fin te-element representation of the fluid
wou d nvo ve a significant mesh-generation
effort Boundary-e ement techniques. however,
l:r'i itale 'itr np.lpr2t nn Of tie f u d matriCeS A

rurrber o' oi'liculties related to tie usage of the
borndary-element method (BEN,1) for tf-is tyoe
of flurd processing have been solved The
cono nalior ol FEM ano BEM techn ques
arr ved al has beer employed success[ully
to rep"esent satellite p'ope lanl tanks. wh ch
have then been coupled into the satell te
mathemat cal model for pointing-performance
eva uatrons

As an exarrp e of the aralysis possibilities.

F gure 3 snows the first mode of vibration of the
flu d in a satel ite tank

oerive from lre aller single-degree-o[-free-
dom models which have equiva ent dynamic
behav ours in terms of tank interface loads

\ r -- - ^^-i^ - ^^! ^ -^ lulum ntodels a.e IWorvrdJs 5iJrlr9 dr ru puru
types of models wh ch can be nserted directly
into the sate lite AOCS model (Fig 4)

The simp if ed rrass spring node s are deter-
mined by the v brating mass and its location,
the spring stiffness, and the residua mass and
its location The vibration characteristics of the
pendulum model ate determined by the
pendulum length rather than the spring
stiffness, and can be used for non-zero-gravity
conditrons

Conclusion
The ana ysis of fluid effects in satellite
^.^^^ll^nl rnlzn lhrl h )a hoAn nroaanlOn \/Or\/iJlupulldl lt ldl l\) ll ol I ur uuu I vrurur ruu vur y

briefly here can be emp oyed to support
stab lity and poi nti n g-performance eval uatlons
for spacecraf[ susceoliole to fluid-driven
perturbations n the microgravity environment

Figure 3. The first fluid
sfoshing mode at O.02 Hz

Figure 4. The mass-spring
and pendulum models

Derivation of dynamically equivalent simple
models
The importance of each mode of vibrat on
nonenrlc nn lhp ln:d ^ ^^- -^-^a ^- rA - .-6, -- gullu dtuu dl t lu Lorl\

nre'face wiLh tie salel ite The inter'ace [orce
-^ r^^ ^!{^^1 ve r1rooal rrass mat.ixuuPUtu)urLrYgrgut

of the v brational modes lt is poss ble to

The latter include missrons such as

Artemis, with ts large low-f requency so ar
arrays. micrograv ty and observat on-type
plallo'ns lrke Eureca ard the Polar Platforn
respectively. and tecinoogy-demonsl'atior
satell tes such as Sloshsat (an ESA technology
de.nnnclr:lrn. nrnio.ll Lhe feSUltS frOm WhiCh

wilr be used to verity thc aralylical p"ed ctiors
against rn flrght measurements

Fu.ther worh is planred to exlerd Ll-e evalua-
+i^^ ^^^^h;r;+;^^ +h-+ ^ave beeT slmna.isedLturr uqPquiltLrE) u ot rr(

above to conplex tank geonelrres and to
cover the effects of in-tank baffles and fluid-

G
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cluster science data

The CSDS User Interface - A Technical
and Programmatic Overview

F. Drigani
Cluster Project Office, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

S. Skogvold
Automation & Ground Facilities Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

P. Donzelli & S. Moulin
Information Systems Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

lntroduction
Cluster, which together with SOHO consti-
tutes the first cornerstone of ESA's Science
Programme's Horizon 2000 longterm plan, is
a mission consisting of four identical satellites

It will be launched on the first Ariane 5 launch
presently scheduled for Spring 1996. The four
Cluster satellites will orbit in a tetrahedral
formation, with the aim of building for the first

time a 3-D picture of the physical processes

The Cluster Science Data System (CSDS) is a network'based system
established to assist in the distribution of the vast amount of data
expected to be acquired during the Cluster mission. The User Interface
(Ul), a common software infrastructure, links National Data Centres
and the scientific community and permits them to ingest, select and
manipulate science data products.

The CSDS Ul was developed by a team of ESA establishments and
scientific institutes. To a large extent, it is based on existing software
in order to minimise the risk and to ensure a rapid development cycle. lt
was developed over a period of two years. There have been five
incremental deliveries, to allow early feedback to be obtained and to
enable the development team to cope with requests for changes and
new requirements in a controlled way, This method also contributed to
the development being kept within the original 'cost at completion'.

occurring in the magnetosphere The Cluster
payload consists of 11 instruments on each
satellite, each generating raw data to be
acquired and processed on ground. The
products will then be distributed to the Cluster
scientific community

To do so, a network-based system called the
Cluster Science Data System (CSDS) was
established. The CSDS includes:

- ESA's operations centre, ESOC in Darm-

stadt. Germany, as the operations control
centre for command uPlink and data
acouisition

- National Data Centres (NDCs) located in the
countries of the Principal Investigators and
responsible for the data processtng

- The Joint Science Operations Centre
(JSOC), located at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) in the UK, and which
^,,^^^,+^ +h^ ^.^i^Ct SCientistS and theJUPPUTt- U rE Prvjt
scientific community

- The CSDS User Interface, a common
software infrastructure linking the Nattonal

Data Centres and the scientific community
and permitting them to select, ingest and
manipulate the science data products.

For more information on the CSDS, see
'Collection and Dissemination of Cluster Data'

in ESA Bulletin No. 84, November 1995

The functionalities of the CSDS User
lnterface
The CSDS User Interface (Ul) offers the NDCs

and the scientific community a number of

specialised data products and services.

CSDS data products
The NDCs will make several types of Cluster
data available to the scientific communtty:

- Pilmary Parameters (PP) and Summary
Parameters fSP) data for all Cluster
instruments This data is generated based
on raw data coming from ESOC. The PP

and SP data are made available as files,

each covering one day of satellite operation.
The PP data is instrument data at

four-second resolution for all four space-
craft, while the SP data has a one-minute
resolution and is provided for only one of the
spacecraft Thus, the PP data provides a

more detailed view of the science data than
the SP data The PP data will be accessible
to Cluster Principal Investigators and
Co-lnvestigators only The SP data will be
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accessible to all scientists within the
International Solar Terrestrial Prooramme
(ISTP) community.

The files are stored in the Common Data
Format (CDF), which is a standard for all the
projects within the ISTP With this format, it is
possible for the scientists to manipulate the
data.

Each NDC is responsible for the 'pipeline
process' that generates the PP and SP i e
the process used to convert the raw data to
data products, for the NDC's own set of
instruments. The PP and SP data files for the
other instruments must be fetched from the
other NDCs

- Summary plot files
These are files generated on the basis of the
SP data for each day They provide a 'quick
look' at the PP/SP data, however. there is nc.r

means of manipulating the data They are
stored in Postcript format and will not be
subjected to access restrictions. These files
are generated by the German Data Centre
(GDC), and all the other NDCs must fetch
the files from the GDC.

- Eyenls catalogues
These are generated by the Cluster Joint
Science Operation Centre The catalogues
provide data about the predicted and
observed scientific events for the Cluster
mission. They therefore give the scientists
an indication of which time intervals to focus
on in the PP and SP databases.

CSDS Ul services to the NDCs
As mentioned above, each NDC will generate
SP and PP CDF files for their own instruments.
This data will then have to be validated by the
instrument's Pl before it is made available to the
user community. The CSDS Ul permits the Pl to
insert validation information into the CDF files.
Once the CDF files have been validated, the
NDC will perform two actions, both done with
the use of the CSDS Ul

- Include the CDF files in their own PP/SP
database

- Make the CDF files available for the other
NDCs to fetch.

At this stage, the CDF files are actually available
to the scientists that are served by the local
N DC, but not to the scientists that are served by
the other NDCs. Therefore, all NDCs will use
the CSDS Ul software everyday to look up the
other NDCs, and to pick up the new PP/SP
CDF files that are made available. These files
are then included in the local SP/PP database.

and thus made available to the local scientific
community When the German NDC is looked
up, the CSDS Ul makes sure to pick up also the
new Summary Plot files

As far as the events catalogues are concerned.
the CSDS Ul will automatically update the
copies stored in the NDCs with the newest
version from the master cataloques in the
JSOC.

The CSDS Ul permits the NDCs to manage
their own user community. They can register
users and give access rights The access rights
can be given both in terms of data type (PP and
SP data), as well as instrument and observation
time interval for the PP data

Lastly, the CSDS Ul provides utilities to manage
the databases in the NDC (remove data,
backup data, etc.) and to log user access

CSDS Ul services to the scientists
Once the data is in the NDC, the Cluster
scientists served by the N DC can access it The
CSDS Ul permits the scientist to:

- Search in the PP/SP data catalogues to
identify data of interest in the PP and SP
databases.

- Search in the events catalogues to identify
events and time oeriods of interest.

- Fetch PP/SP CDF files to their own
compuler

- Fetch SP files from their local NDC

- Visualise and manipulate interactively the
PP/SP CDF files. The data can be mani-
pulated and plotted in many ways. Some
examoles are:

- The selected data can be olotted as a
simple time plot.

- Plots can be made in which the y-axis is
a mathematical function involving one
or more parameters, or in which a
parameter is a function of another
parameter (or mathematical formulae).

- The same tool can be used to access
data directly residing on the NDC
computer as well as on the local user's
machine.

Technical description of the CSDS Ul
In this section, the CSDS Ul is presented on a
technical level. A view of the environment in
which the software will work is first presented,
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and then the different modules that make up
the system are explained

The environment and general aspects of the
CSDS UI

Figure 1 shows how the CSDS Ulfits in with the
pipeline process for generating science data in
a local National Data Centre, and how the data
flows through the system,

Data generated by the four Cluster spacecraft
undergoes several stages of transfer and
processing before being made available to

scientific users as PP and SP databases
through the NDCs Raw data is distributed, on

a regular basis, to NDCs Each NDC generates

the PP and SP CDF files for the instruments
related to that NDC These non-validated PP

and SP CDF files constitute the interface
between the local NDC pipeline process and
the CSDS Ul

The events catalogues are regularly updated in

each NDC from the master catalogues in

JSOC This is an unattended process which
does not require any regular interaction by the
NDC personnel

Three categories of users, with different roles,

make use of the CSDS-Ul:

- Principal investigators and co-investigators
(Pl/Cols)
Ntnn ^,,^+^"-^ '.h^^-- t\ut/ syslems managers
Scientific users

The Pl/Cols perform the data validation

NDC system managers perform CSDS Ul

system management tasks in the NDC and
provide support to both Pl/Cols and scientific
users registered to the NDC. Their main tasks

are:

- the DC to-DC transfer of data files from

other remote NDCs

- the 'ingestron' into PP/SP databases of

locally and remotely validated CDF files

- the catalogue management

- the user and access rights management

- the monitoring of the NDC's activity

Sniontifir- rqprq erc nrOvided with a set Ofvvvrv urv Y

client-server applications to:

- browse through the CSDS-UI and JSOC

catalogues

- fetch CDF and summary plot data files to
their home computer and

- visualise and manipulate interactively
Primary and Summary Parameters

The CSDS Ul application is based on a

client-server architecture, available for both
Sun Solaris and DEC Alpha OPenVMS

operating systems CSDS Ul communications
rely on the TCP/IP protocol. The following types
of carriers are supported:

- NDC LAN infrastructure, for NDC person-

nel, local Pl/Cols and local science users

Drt
rrqulrllb.

Figure 1. The CSDS User
lnterface's main
components and its
interfaces
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S cienL ific

Figure 2. Inlerconnection
of NDCs and users

Figure 3. The GUI for the
'Data Validation'

application

NDC SystemManager
PI/Cd and

lftal S.i€ntif ir usfls

- National Internet infrastructure for the
remote Pl/Cols and renote scierce users

- CSDS-Net for data transfer between NDCs
and with JSOC

This conl grration is depicLed in F gure 2

CSDS user interfaces are based on lVotif
(Graphic User Interface or GUI) or, for batch
processing or low network bandw dth on a
character-based interface (Command Line
Inte,'ace o' CLll Calalogues and related
query functions, and user registration were
developed usirg O.ac'e p.oducts O.ac e is

also lhe basis fo, lhe PPrSP calalogues and tne
orio n tc n: tr lnn roc

Data validation
Tie Data Valioalion applicalion atlows rne
Pl/Col to validate PP and SP CDF data files
produced by tie prpeline process Througr a

GUI (Fig 3) it allows CDF frle validation
attributes to be entered and modified, and the

incremental CDF f ile version numbering
scheme to be managed Data validation is run
locally, at each NDC

NDC system manager applications
The NDC system manager is responsible
for the management of the data products,
catalogues and users access rights. and for
the NDC s activity monitoring

l\,;+^ lil^^ ^^A ^^+^t^^,uaLa tttor a,tw wototwgtle managemenl

On a routine basis, the NDC system manager
fetches, from others NDCs data files and in
particular the validated CDF f iles for the
instruments not related to the manager's own
NDC This function is provided by the
DC to DC file transfer application

Once avai able, remotely or locally produced
clata files are innested in the PP and SPrr vuv(!

dalabrase and are catalogued by exlracting t.te
relevant information from the data files This
process is shown in Figure 4

In addition to populating the fjles database and
updaling the relaled catalogues. the NDC
syslem manager is ,equireo lo manage tnem
The Catalogue Managemenl applicatior
allows the NDC system manager to up-
date the catalogues in order to reflect any
manual modrfication performed to the data-
bases such as a deletion or relocation o1

a data file The Catalogue Management func-
tion is provided through a GUI built on the
Oracle Form product The GUI is shown in
Figure 5

Users and access rghts management
Whereas Pl/Cols have full access rights for all
instrunenl data files and catalogues. otner
users, by default, may access only SP data files
and catalogues Whenever needed, for

example during a scientif ic
campaign. the access rights o[ a

non-Pl user can be extended to the
PP data by granting the user one
or more 'campaigns' A campaign
is defined as a period of obser-
vation time and a list of instruments
for which access to the PP data
files and related catalogues is

alloweo

In agreement with the Pls the NDC
system manager takes care of
tt e data access security aspects
by managing the campaigns, the
users and access rights data-
bases These f u nctions are
provided by the User and Access
Rights application based on
Oracle Forms

NDC Syibm Manager,
PVCd and

lmalSciEntilic u5ers

\
\
|.

PuHic
Int0net
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IVDC's monrtonng of actrvitres

Al appl cations produce og information either
as flat f es or nto the Oracle database The

NDC syster nardger aravses liese'ogs lo
obtain valuable nformatton about the NDC

server behaviou r. In particu ar, the system
manager can appreciate how the users'

activities affect the NDC server and tune the
configuration accord ngly [og nformation is

also usefu for dent fying and fixing users'
proo ems

User applications
The CSDS U I registered user is provided with a

^^+ ^+ ^^^li^^riann +n -su. or irppilrjauur's ru aCCeSs a1O mallpurale
the data that is ocated at the ocal NDC or has

a ready been retrieved on h s computer. A I

these applications have a GUI and most of

them rely on a client-server
ATCNIICCIU TC

The user appl cations arer

the cata ogue browser
the lnteractive Science Data
Analysis Too (ISDAT)

the s mple disp ay

- the summary p of browser

r ^^. ._^ .^^^h^^ ..; r^e SeSS.Of||cy d u tudur uu vro t

Manager' w ndow, wh ch prov des
a menu of the appl cations
avai able

\ '::"/'

(l0l ll e

fDr e

f

LlClo0(

I

I

\

Pf9

t
:l:"

The cataloque ,brou ser applrcalion
The catalogue browser al ows
the user to Interact vely search
through the cata ogues Three
d fferent catalogue types are
(Tabe i) The cataogue browser ts

the Oracle Forms product

^.,^it^A ^av o|au Y

based on

tr.n^1 ll-e c.]l..r .n. ro hrowsef, lie LSe'Can Save

and re load a search defrnition and save, as an

ASCII fi e, a search resu t From the PP and SP

catalogues orly t s oossible to fetch merge or

sJoseL CDF 'rles lFig 6) ard rel"ieve lhe result
fi e to the user's computer (F g 7) Lastly, a
q-ery or PD or SP calalogues car be saved lor

"e-JSe oy tre data naripulation appl catior.
ISDAT (see below), this consttutes the ISDAT

ir'erlace ro Lne CDF data 'rles catalogues

The data manrpulatton applrcation ISDAT
The Interactive Science Data Analysis Tool,

ISDAT rs the CSDS Ul scientific data mani-
pu at on package The system allows the
scientists to use different applications running
on their own machines (the clients) to select
^^ - ^r^+ ^^r^ ,h-r "^-;ae on tie NDC machiredr u iJruL udld u tdr ru)tu

(rhe server) An overv ew of the ISDAI
architecture is shown in Figure 8

Figure 4. The NDC system
manager is responsible for
the management of the
data products: DC-to-DC
file transfer, data ingestion
and catalogue loading

Figure 5. The GUI lor
'Catalogue Management',
used by an NDC system
manager

Table 1 The three different catalogue types available vra the catalogue
browser aaoltcation

Catalogue type Contents

PPiSP CDF data files CDF fi e information: name, date of the data measurement,

file version, size, creation date, etc

Data interval information: start time and end time, instrument

mode. percentage of bad data, duratron of gaps. etc

(There is one catalogue per instrument and data type

i e 21 catalogues )

Orbit geometry Sampled data from the auxiliary CDF data files, which contain

data related to the quality and shape of the tetrahedron
{nrmod hrr 'f ha {nrrr (]lrrclor ,,-.- spacec'arl

Pradinron cnlar nr,nlo lrand.ru,q, uyv,u 
" 

e, uJ

Predicted geometric positions

Predicted scientific events

Predicted scientific positions

Scientific events

v.tfu hi
ffiDd m-orjiltr-
tu OFrf I t,|l
{@ ia * m-isrrmi uii

iottrfl -- - Iinrn'rjo is 1

lflr:r2:ur ior:r/il0 flr l
E;m*- i@rinn- io ----'- ir-..'-
for,m'm lrr,t on kn r
Tr' um iuo,oo- ii'- - i

d S ',:rv'l=vrl --ts-e:rry. I
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v.tfu hi
ffiDd m-orjilitu-
tu OFrf I t,|l
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Event catalogues
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Figure 6. The GUI for the
PP/SP query made via the

catalogue browser

Figure 7. The GUI for the
PPlSP resull obtained via

the catalogue browser

Figure 8. ISDAT
client-server architecture

Htr FffiiGir-fi-
wAM

rhN . -ll--
tfui& --lfg

r [**yMre

"-l :?' I

ISDAT allows the scientific user to select data
f rom the PP and SP CDF files on the bas s of

the nstrument, t me interva or another
^-r-,l^l^r ^{ ^+^.^^r Th^ ^^l^^l^^:^'^ ^^^POrdr utur ur I rtu u>t | | u Jutuuluu udtd Ldl
thon hc rli<n errcel 117 paano af r onaairlinnn.rrurr vu urJ|\J qyuu. uy r ludllJ ul d .PUUldllJUU

c ient The clients disp ay data in different
ways. fo' exarrp e. one prodJCes graphical
olols /lhe crrin'cientr wni e anolner ShoWS

the metadata of the CDF files (the cu meta
client)

A I o' lhe CDF tiles are inoexed as pal ol the
'Dala lrgesrion applicalion. so ll-e syslem
prov des quich access ro lhe oala lr adorlion.
the ISDAT server ver fies the user data access
rghts by interfacing with the Oracle user
database in the NDC

Several ISDAT clients are available They are
initia y invoked via the ISDAT Time Manager
cl ent The user specifies the time rnterval to be

vrewed All of the clients 'owned by that Trme
Manager will lhen oisplay oala 'or that tine
irlerva (althougl- the lype oIoata oisptayeo wil,
be d fferent), allowrng for example one client
(the cuigr) Lo plot an irslrunert parameter
whrle another client (the cu meta) shows the
metadata for the same instrument over the
same perod

A few exarnples o1 rre rros irpo.taat ISDAT
c renIS are:

The ISDAT'Time Manager' client
After the set-up of the session w th the
ISDAT server the Time lVanager offers the
JSer tie possibility Lo select the dala set on
which to work: PP or SP CDF files, Satellite,
Instrunenl. as well as the lime pe.iod ot
irteresl Once a slr,table seleclion l-as oeen
made, the user can select which client to
use from the 'Clients' menu

User'and arcess
righrs datab 3ie
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The ISDAT graphic client
The ISDAf graphic client is a general

Ainnla', anA Aa+a '-^ni^' 'l^+;^^purpuJU urJprdy dr ru ud.rd r rdrrpurduur I

tool lt allows the computation of derived
n212motpra nlntt nn nf n:r:motora \/orar ra

trme or versus another parameter in a
multi-panel plots window In addition, func-
tions are provide to save the retrieved or
computed values in both CDF and ASCII
files The GUI for the graphic client is shown
in Figure 9

The simple display
The 'Simple Display application provides a
nrrrck rvav fnr the rrsers to view the CDF frleS

that they have retrieved from their NDC. but it
Inoc nnt nrnrirrlo 2n\/ Arlr ma^i^' 'l^+i^^Vrvv'vu urly UOtd llldl llF/Uldllul I

facilities like ISDAT The GUI for this application
is shown in Figure 1O

The Summary Plot Browser
The'Summary Plot Browser
with a GUI to browse and
local NDC, SP files

The CSDS Ul project
History
Since the CSDS Announcement of Opportunity
in 1990, the Agency was tasked with providing
a software environment that the Cluster scien-
tific users could use to access the data At
that time the ESAfunded European Space
Information System (ESIS) was the preferred
environment, lt was under development, with
the Pilot Phase 1o be approved al lhe end of
1993 lt became clear at the beginning of
1994, however, that the future of ESIS looked
very uncertarn", and the Cluster Project
decrr^ler^l tn take rrrflent aCtiOn tO feCOVef the
srlualron

A 'tioer leam comnosed of staff lrom ESA and" .'Y"'

thp D:i: Contrpq rni:c qot r rn tn :ddrocc tho

situation A User Requirements document.
cnnlaininn lhc sncr:ifiqgtiOnS [Or the ClUSter
communily s requrremenls. was prepared
with the joint contribution of all the affected
parties: the end-users. ESA and the Data
Centres On the basis of that document,
tha linnr tnam r^'/i^\liad tho ovictinn anrltl lU tlgUl LUdlll lUVlUVvuu u ru un roLr rV qr ru

planned software systems available within the
Cluster community, and identified those most
suilable for the provision of the required
SETVICCS

Tha trQlQ cnflrarrro nrnrrir]arl hrr trQQlNl .n.l fha

ISDAT package provided by the Swedish
Institute of Space Physics (lRF U) were
identrfied as Lhe best candidates to be the
building blocks for a new CSDS User
Interface* * These recommendations were
presented to, and accepted by the CSDS

Steering Committee and the lmplementation
,Vorking Group The prolect team was then

provides the user [rnally Set-up and tne cost at completion
retrieve, from the agreed

Thanks to a goal-orienteo management
approach. good collaboralion. and the loint
effort of all the entities involved, the CSDS Ul
^,^i^^r r^^6.'.^^ ^r-^^d\/ in nlano hafnro ihoPIUJUUI lUOlll VVdJ dllUduy il | prquu uurvru Lt ru

end of May 1994 and was working towards
Release 1 of Ihe svstcm

Figure 9. The GUI for the
ISDAT graphic client

. A few months later, in June 1994 ESA's Scence
Prog'anre Co'n'r'l ee (SPC) oec ded o l.a^s'e' fSlS
to the scientif c nst tutions ESA no longer supports the
deve opment of ES S

" As tre 'eade' 'ray have 'ealised l'o'r ll-e e.rn ca
desc. ol or. rl'e ern User lrre'[ace "var orobab y loo
Irm ted to defrne the overa software that prov des much
more f unct onalrty to end-users and Data Centres, than
just the interface to data

Figure 10. The GUI for the
simple display

Elle Edlt Inst garar lelect lraphlce [elp

0,0 15,0 30.0 45,0 0.0 15.0 30,0 45.0 0.0 rs.o 30.0
Stqrtr 1995-03-24 00:47:19.0 Intervol: 10339.0s mlnute3

5&05 l$(tr 1,5!106 a!i{F 2,5i06
CL_SP_FGM_20000101_v0l,cdt tr (GsE) lnTl vr Tlm€ lm6l

0 5q+05 l!+{I I sr+(tr 2|+tr6 2 5r.6 3..{B
CL_SP_FGM-20000101_V0l cdf 8y(GSE) lnTl vs. Tln€

5!S 1i.06 l,5.r0$ ?q106 a Ss06
CL_SP_FGM_Z0000101_V0l,tdll 8x(GSE) lnl vi Th6 lnrl
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Major project activities
The major project activities were:

- The extension and modification of the
original ESIS ciientiserver software to cope
with specific CSDS Ul requirements for
catalogue browsing. user access control
and logging

- The extension and modif ication of the ISDAT

software to cope with specific CSDS Ul
requirements for scientific data manipu-
lation
TA^ !^.,^r^^-^^+ of a dedicated Data

- 
| | ru uuvutupr I rur tL

Validation and Ingestion software to
interface with the NDC pipeline systems

- The integration of the above packages into a
consistent software system to be made
available for two different computer plat-
forms (Sun/Solaris and DEC Alphai
OpenVMS)

The project team and the division of work
The CSDS-Ul project was carried out by ESA,

with the support of contractors Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL, UK) Queen Mary
and Westfield College (UK), and IRF-U With
raano^l l^ trQA'c rnlo trqTtra norfnrmad,vovvvr vv, ,v,,,,vv

the project management while ESRIN was
rocnnncihlo far iho rlorrolnnmant nf iho

following modules;

fa^+^t^^,,^ h,^,^,^^"voLotwvuE utvvvJgl
ll^^' i^+^ l^^^i^^v)Er u4ro ru99[ 19

- Access control
-^^,^,.,^',^nvut iltE I tor ilPutoLtu

ESRIN was also responsible for the overall
CSDS-Ul integration, testing and deployment
to the Data Centres. and will also provide user
support and maintenance during the operation
of the Cluster satellites

RAL was responsible tor the development.
integration and testing of the following
mo0utes:

Description
Tgef tednAdlvitles H
Bcic Devdopnerl

Rrdiord Upgtades

Wbiffenance

Mlestones:

Rdeese 1 L

Rebase2

Re/ease3

Rdease 4

Release 5

- Data ingestion

- Data validation

- File transfer

IRF-U was responsible for the adaptation,
improvement and extension of the ISDAT
package to meet the CSDS U I requirements for
the scientific analysis of SPs and PPs

Queen Mary and Westfield College acted as
the consultant for all the aspects pertaining to
the CDF,

Budget
The overall project development has remained
within the original cost at completion of
1730 KAU (This figure includes only direct
costs lt does not rnclude about 200 KAU of
ESA staff costs ) The 270 KAU originally kept
ln ^n\/6r nnnlinnonnios haS been USed tO

include new functionalities as requested by the
USCTS.

Schedule
The project adopted an Incremental Delivery
Approach (Fig 11) Three software deliveries
were envisaged The formal acceptance of the
software has been applied however to the final
versron only,

The first delivery (Release 1) took place in July
1994, just three months after the official start of
the project This release mainly addressed the
system management functionalities made
available to the Data Centres

The second delivery (Release 2) was
distributed to Data Centres in February 1995 lt

contained all the Data Centre functionalities
and most of the functionalities for the end-user.
The Data Centres evaluated lhis version, and
the feedback was reported to the development
team Moreove( this version gave the the Data
Centres the opportunity to become acquainted
with the various installation procedures.

Figure 11. Schedule for the
CSDS User Interface

proiect
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Finally, in July 1995, after having passed
a {nrmal ^^^^^+-^^^ toel nrnnor{r rro rrriihd lUlllldl dUUUVtdl IUU LUor |!Jrvvvuuru vvrLrl

the Cluster project office, the final version
(Release 3) was made available to the Data
Centres and to the end-users.

The Data Centres, in turn, were in charge of
re-executing the acceptance procedures
before formally accepting the software. This
activity, carried out during the past summer, led
to the orooosal of several new features to be
implemented, and identified some critical
limitations in the performances

Based on these results, a new version
(Release 4) was prepared and distributed in

December 1995. The user community has
introduced some more new reouirements and
ESA is now planning a fifth version for release
in April 1996, in conjunction with the new
launch date for the mission.

Maintenance of the Ul
Throughout the life of the Cluster mission, i,e.

until mid-1998, ESA will provide regular
maintenance to the User Interface Procedures
to collect the Software Problem Reports from
end-users and Data Centres have been put in

olace and will be imolemented on a fixed-effort
base (requiring about two person-years per
vear),

Conclusions
The CSDS-U I prolect is the practical
demonstration of an efficient way to develop
the infrastructure to distribute the data from
ESA scientific missions at a relatively low cost
and within a strict schedule A few basic
principles that may be easily adopted in other,

similar projects, have been followed:

- lnvolve the customer in the definition of the
I teor ront riromontc f r^* ^^ ^^.1., ^+^^^uovr rvvuilurrrurrLo ilUllldl lUdlly JtdVU

- Agree on a minimum set of requirements.
Development started only when this was
achieved

- Do not re-invent the wheel Existing and
proven applications were selected

- Each to his own trade, Scientific institutes
were responsible for the development of the
scientific applications and ESA, as the
f unding agency, exercised overall
management and control.

- Do one thing at a time. New requirements
were screened and introduced as extra
deliveries at the appropriate time

- Think ahead. Plans with a defined budget
and spare resources for contingencies were
developed

- The user's advice is the best advice,
Frequent incremental deliveries were
introduced to obtain feedback from the
users G

GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment):
an high - tech remote sensing instrument to monitor the

Earth atmosphere
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drop testing the huygens probe

Drop Testing the Huygens Probe

E. Jdkel
Huygens Project, Scientific Projects Department,
ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

P. Rideau
Huygens Project, Aerospatiale, Cannes, France

P.R. Nugteren
Fokker Space Systems, Leiden, The Netherlands

J. Underwood
Martin Baker Ltd., Higher Denham, United Kingdom

lntroduction
A special full-sized model of the Huygens
Probe, designated SM2, was assembled for
this test lt was attached to a gondola and lifted

to an altitude of approximately 38 km by

a stratospheric balloon The probe was then
separated by ground command from the
gondola for the parachute descent test

The Huygens Probe was drop-tested at the ESRANGE Balloon Launch
Site in Kiruna, Sweden, on 14 May 1995, to simulate its spectacular
journey through Titan's atmosphere. The Probe's descent to the
surface of Saturn's largest moon is scheduled lor 27 November 2004
(Fig. 1). The development and verification programme included this
demonstration, with a full-scale model, of the Probe's essential
characteristics during its free fall and the Titan parachute descent.

It

Figure 2. The Huygens Probe and gondola assembly prior to suspension from the
auxiliary balloon

The specific objectives of the drop test were to
demonstrate:

- the descent sequence under dynamic
conditions

- the functioning of the descent subsystem,
including the deployment, inflation, drag
coefficient, structural strength and stability
of the parachutes

- the operation of the parachute deploy-
ment device, separation of the back cover,

separation of the front shield and operation
of the parachute jettisoning mechanism

- the functioning of the spin vanes under the
stabilising drogue chute

and to provide the data needed to correlate
predictions with flight results.

The SM2 Probe
Mechanical design
The external shape of the SM2 Probe (Fig 2) is

almost identical to that of the flight model
that will descend into Titan's atmosphere The

inner structure is built to flight-standard, as

are the back-cover and front-shield release
mechanisms and the descent control sub-
system. A special bracket was added to
interface the Probe and the gondola to allow a
pyrotechnic separation, with umbilical separa-
tion provided by a lanyard

Electrical design
The electrical system was specially designed
to meet the objectives of the drop test and
was powered by NiCd rechargeable batteries.
The data acquisition and telemetry system
managed the interfaces with the various
sensors, providing signal conversion and
conditioning of the sensor outputs, formatting
of the data into PCM frames, and transmitting

cl
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Figure 3. Auxiliary and
main-balloon filling on the

'launch pad'

The follow ng instruments were used for data
registration during the descent:

anaaln 
"n-^*^ "^OUUUIUIUI I IUIUI)

film cameras (upward- and downward-
looking)
-^^, l^" r^+^ ^^^^^...' o, 19urdr rdLU JUr r)ur)
lomna12l I rro epnanr.rur rPUrqru u J9r rJv o

- a GPS receiver

Iogether witl' the followir^g equipment

- Power Distribution Unit (PDU)

- Pyro Timing Firing Un t (PTFU)

- Camera Power Supply (CPS)

- PC|\/ encoder

- solid-state data recorder
lranamillnv 

^^^ 
+^l^-- Lrilrsr'ilrrur dJru rerurneIfy an1enf a

- battery packs
l-'na+n' ma+^ ^ ^'{ +h^Iruqrer ro.J o ru Lr rsl'ffiOSI?IS

A ll ^^n-^r^ ^^/..l /..]^-^ -^nrric linn enrl iolomolrrrnll JUI IJUIJ dl lU Udtd dUVuro Lrur o ru rururrruil y

equipment were off-the-shelf rtems The PDU
PTFU and CPS were custom-made

the data (at 38 400 bit/s) to ground via the
gondola lt simultaneously stored the data ir a
qnlirl-cl:lo roe orl,or /14 N/lnrrtot nnhnard rho

Probe

The S band transmitter (2 W), uti ising the
telemetry link between the Probe and the
gondola. operated at a 'requercy ot
22515 GHz and had a link range of up to
18 km at a 55o angle The Probe could be
commanded 'rom lhe ground via the gondola
up to lhe 'nomelt of separation: thereafter. il

operaled aulonomously lnder Lime-lagged
commands from the Pyro Timing and Firing
Unit

The Probe's instrumentation determined
altitude and horizontal posrtion. vertical and
hor,zonlal velocily and accelerat ons. ro.l. yaw
and prtch axis rate. and also hanoled orboard
event tini n g. vrsual ;mag i.rg a nd l'ousekeepi ng
data

Redundancy
As a compromise between programme risk
^^! ^,.^ir^L - 4,,!-^, a lmitoel rprlr rnrlannridllU dVdlldUlU UUUVUI. u I rrilruu ruvurruqr ruy

scherre was applied lr particular.
all safety and mission-critical elements were
fully redundant
ll^e oyros were not'edundanl ano powered
by fu ly redundant battery clusters

- the separation detection was based on
malority voting

- the data acqr sit on was redundant.
througi: (a) relay v.a the gondola to ground.
(b) storage n paralle in the Probe's
solid-stale da[a recorder. and (c) a oirecl link
tn nrn rnrl el Q-hand rnr]ni+iannl F rn,. r rn\ru vruurru ol u-uq ru \quurLru ror uqunuP/

The Probe's integration, testing and
launch
The elpr:-rir:al testino of l1e VarioJS LnitS WaS

per'ormed by tie rnit supp'iers and later by
Fokker Space & Systems (FSS) as work-bench
tests pror to integration The Probe and

F.rlln^^ ^^^^^l^ inlnvq,rvvr I vur ruvro vvEru il rrr-

grated by FSS s engineers in

the company's clean room
at Schiphol (NL) The radio-
frequency and mass property
tesrs were oerforrred al ESTEC
in Noordwijk (NL) Finally
just prior to its shipment to
ESRANGE (S), a system func-
tional test was conducted on
+ha nnmhina^ ^^n^^ralProbe
assembly by FSS at Schipho
which included a pyro separa-
tion test

The Flinht Ar:r:entanr:e Review
was sLccess'ully compleled al
FSS on 4/5 April 1995, and the

lesl ca'rpaign sLarled on 17 April at rie
Swedish Space Co'po'ation s sourding-rochet
and balloon launch fac lity at ESRANGE All
loclc norfnrmod ar Qnhrnnn \^/ora ranortad in

Kiruna after the intervening shipment and
reassembly An end-to-end test with the CNES
^"^,,^! ^+^+i-^ .^^ elcn norfnrmcd et thoVlUUllU JLdLIU I VVdS orru VUrrv rrruu uL Lr tu

launch site

A namnlnia Aratt raa121q:l fnr tho |rnn locrn UUI rlPlElU UIUJJ lUllUqrrur rvr rrru uruV ruoL

\^/2a al laaaaafr rllrr cnnrir rntod nn 12 Llztt dr rrinnvur I rv

wh ch operation of the gondo.a. Probe and
ground station was checked whilst
commandirg lhe Probe .ust as ourrng lhe rcal
fllght A Launch Acceptance Review held at
ESRANCE on 13 May showed lhal all systems
were ready for launch

Flight and recovery
The Huygens Probe System Drop Test took
place on 14 May 1995 wrth the fo lowing flight
scenaro:



orop lesl rq lie i-ygers p.obe

4

Probe'gondola suspension under aLrxr ary
ba loons ancj ba oor nf at on (F g 3)

aunch and ascent (F gs a & 5)

[e ease of the Probe and subsequent
Teease of lhe baloon at af attude of

37 z1 km

free fa of Probe
descerl ol Probe and gondoa urder
pa racr ulcs
andrng of tf e var ous Probe terns and ti e
gondc a
recovery of the d fferent Probe tems and ihe
gondola (F gs 6 8)

The ,urreather fo'ecast \r./as acceptab e and thc
rvrnd d rectrons n the tropospnere and
stratosphere determincd rnrith a sourding
bal oon on thc cvening of i 3 lVlay conf rmed
tnat the \r nd pattern \n/ould guarantee a sale
land ng for al iterrs descend ng r,,'ilhoul a

parachute r,vrth n lhe ESBANGE salcty zone

Tipb"t p o . L tF'-,.io'golard ^ePtObr
rvas rr,raTr-red up overn ght to approximate y

3O"C r order to keep t r'"irthin terrperature
rm ts during the very co d checkout env ron-

ment on the launch pad and the almost 3 h

ascent phase cluring r'vh ch it,,vould be arge y
nact ve The glondo a fted off at 8 15 a m
oca t me (Figts 3 & 4) and two rn flrght
cneckouts \t,,e r€r pcrlo[med dur ng tne ascent
phase one t hour prior to Probe re ease and
one to conf rm irea thy status at release

The Probe \'vas re eascd f rom the gondola at
11 09 a m ocal t me at ar a tilude of 37 z1 km

A ot thc Probe s systems lunct oned pcrfect y

during the de:scent the descent modr e

5

and ng aI 11 27 a m (F g 6) Ihe Probe was
cQnrolora aftp'lorJirg a-d good dala v.e 'e
transmitted to ground v a the gondo a, which
had a much ongcr descent t me

A housekeep ng data rryere recorded and
d stribuLcd to the ana ysrs teams The fi m
cameras operated f ar'vless y and the qu ck-
ook analysis revealed that the parachutes and
r.recnanrsms had ope rated accord ng to plan
The Probe and the gondo a (F g 7) ,"vere both
recovered and flolvn back by he copter to the
launch srte (Fg 8) the same day, the front
sh cld and back cover were ocated the
same day, but r,vere recovered the fo ow ng
oay

Figure 4. Probe/gondola
ascent at the moment of
auxiliary balloon release

Figure 5. Main balloon and
Probe/gondola ascent after
auxiliary balloon release

Figure 6. The descent
module after landing

,
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Post-flight analysis
The posl flighl parachute analyses were
conducted by Martin Baker Ltd and the Probe
and system analyses by Aerospatiale Analyses
nf tho rrrhnlo aanr anao n[ ovonlc 1n:r:nhrrte

deployments/inflations, back-cover and front-
qhiold qon:r:tinnc\ u,ere based on the film
mate'ia' shot. whicn was of excellenl quality
The otner sensors (GPS. gyroscopes. accel-
or^molora\ \^/oro rreo.l fnr lho rirao-cnoffiniontv uv vvv"'v'v' 

'L

and Probe stability analyses

All three fllght parachutes - pilot, main and
nlrl,-'ilioar rlnnln',nn nloanlrr anrl infl:lorlJloulllJUl uYvluyEu uruur ry ur ru il ilruruu

very positively Pilot and main-chute inflation
occurred at Mach 0 8, at a dynamic pressure
.onrecont:Tivo n{ cnnlj[iOnS On Titan The
parachute deployment and inflation times were
no nrnz-linlnr-l nnd lhn drsa aaolfiaionta \^/oroa) Plgulutgu. ol lu tl lu urcv uuuilrurur rrJ !!u u

also within specification

Detailed analysis of the film taken confirmed
thal the.e was no post-sepa'ation conlacl
between the Probe and its back cover or front
shield The back-cover separation was slightly
{^^r^" rh-^ ^"^i;^.^i due to a lower Probetd)Lgt Lt ror I PtEurutEu.
wahe recirculation (subsonic) conpared with
tho nroriintorl Titen-pntrr/ .2ap /cr rnorcnnie)
Tho lrnni ch,ol.l c qen:r:tinn chnurod nnnd

correlation between predicrions and flrght
TCSUItS

The stability analysis confirmed that the main
n212.nrlo nnor:iinn in tho F:rth q rrnnor

stratosphere, provided very positive damping
of Probe oscillations. which is consistent with
predictions for Titan's atmosphere

Drrrinn lhc rJcqr:ent nhase Urder the slabiliser"",,',V
chute in the lower stratosphere and lropo-
sphere. lhere was no obvious danpirg. which
is in contradiction with predictions for the Titan
almospl'ere Additional helicopter drop lests
were therefore conducted and their results
demonstrated that this undamped motion was
not due to an interaction between the descent

module's wake and the stabtliser chute Further
analysis of the w nd conditions during the
nrinin:l elrnn toct rerip:lod lh:t dr trinn tho
doa.onl lhrnr rnh lho lnrrror airzinanhoro 2nal

lrnnncnhoro tho irrinI pa-l rnrahaA ^^^^^o ^{ltuPU)Pr rEtE U rE \vil ru rldu ludul luu JPEEU) wl

50 m/s and there was a high wind gradient lt

was the resulting turbulence continuously
exciting the Probe and stabiliser chute that was
r::rrqinn lhc rrndamncd motior Condilions on
Titan are such that there wi I be sufficient
damping to stabilise the Probe within specified
limits

The spin analysis showed good agreement
helureen orediclions and test results for lhe
descert under the main paracf-rJte Lower than
expected spin rates durrng the descenl
under the stabiliser chute were recorded
Tne Probe will nevertheless meel all of tl-'e
qr-ionl,fic ohior:liripq cven Ltnder WOrSI-CaSe

assumptions

Conclusions
This highly successful Huygens Probe System
Drop Test al oweo a conplele tlighl sequence
test to be conducted with a fu l-scaie Probe
model Most importantly, it demonstrated: (i)

correct parachLrte deployment/inflatior in the
Probe s wake. with correcr dynam,c pressures
'or lhe pilot ano na n chutes: (ii) clear back
cover and front-sh eld release/separalion

Although tne individual parachutes and
'necharrisms had already beer lested
avloncivo rr :l cr rhcrrciar ^^! ^"^r^'_ l^"^l +h^
un rur rrrvu y u' JuuJyrLvr 'l dl lU )y)tUlll lEVEl. tr lE

SNl2 Probe Drop Test demonstrated the
descenl sequence under .ealislic dyramic
conditions for the first time and fias thereby
provioeo the necessary lolal confidence
regarding the flight model Probe's successful
descent nto Tltan's atmosphere in November
2004
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Figure 7. The gondola after
landing

Figure 8. Recovery of the
gondola by helicopter



huygens probe lightning susceptibility

Lightning Susceptibility of the Huygens

C. McCarthy & H. Hassan
Huygens Project Division, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes, ESTEC,
Noordwiik. The Netherlands

After an interplanetary cruise phase of some
seven years, ESA's Huygens probe will be
targeted on Titan and released from its NASA
mothercraft, Cassini Thereafter Huygens will
begin its 22-day coast phase prior to entering
the Titan atmosphere on an ambitious mission

to collect scientific data from the larqest moon
in the Saturnian system

To fulf il its mission to collect scientific data from Titan, ESA's Huygens
probe must descend through the Titan atmosphere. In doing so, it
faces the possibility of being struck by lightning, particularly in the
lower regions of the atmosphere where clouds are known to exist.
Protection against such a threat had to be built into the design, and the
design later had to be tested. lt proved to be the first time that a

European spacecraft had to be tested for lightning susceptibility. The
probe performed well in the testing: it was able to survive all strength
of strikes aimed at it. This gives the project team the confidence to
forge forward with the assembly of the flight model in preparation for
the launch in October 1997.

The threat of lightning
During the probe's design phase, concern was
raised about the possibility of the probe being
struck by lightning during its descent through
the Titan atmosphere, particularly in the lower
regions where clouds are known to exist (cloud
movement causes triboelectric charging)
Although there is little hard evidence of
spacecraft suffering f rom lightning strikes
during flight, a few facts and incidents deserve
to be mentioned:

During its launch in 1969 Apollo 12 was
'struck' twice as it rose through the cloud
layer above Cape Canaveral No lightning
was observed either before or after the
launch. The cause of the strikes to the
^^^^^^.^q i^ +Ai^ ^^se is believed to be theJPdUUUTOTt IrUil) UO

intensification of a pre-existing electric field
by the presence of the vehicle itself
The instrumentation on all four Pioneer
Venus orobes failed at an altitude of about
twelve kilometres lt is possible that the
failures were due to electric discharges

- Research performed by NASA's Ames
Centre in California shows that commercial
aircraft flying in the United States are struck
by lightning once per 3000 hours of flight
time, despite the fact that most aircraft
operating time is spent above the clouds

Lightning is known to exist in the atmospheres
of Earth and Jupiter, but what about Titan?
No terrestrial-like electrical discharges were
observed by Voyager 1 during its fly by in

1980. This. however. does not rule out dis-

charges with a magnitude, repetition rate and
characteristics different to those known on
Earth. In fact, the objective of one of the
Huygens probe experiments will be to search
for and characterise lightning in the Titan
atmosphere.

Given the threat, it was deemed necessary to
protect the probe from damage by a possible
Titan lightning strike. The primary method used
was to shield all of the probe instruments in a
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metal 'cocoon' This decision imposed certain
constraints on the design at both system and
cr rhcrrctom lorrol Thtr ^+f^^li',^n^.. n{ fhnruuryrLui I rru EIIEUIIVUI lU)J Ul Ll lg

chosen design solutions consequently had to
be tested and verified on the Enoineerino
Model(EM)probe.

Testing for lightning susceptibility
Testing of a spacecraft for susceptibility to
lightning is unusual for ESA as none of its
riohinloc h:rro rrot hoan ronrrirorl tn nor{nrm an

entry/re-entry through an atmosphere In fact. it
is believed that the Huygens probe is the first
fully functional European spacecrafl that may
be sublecled to direct lightning strikes

The venue chosen for the test was the
Universitat der Bundeswehr in Munich,
Germany, which is not far from the facilities
of Daimler-Benz Aerospace, the company

Figure 1. The impulse voltage generator (with only 10 stages). The gold balls (on
right) are used to transmit the current to the obiect being tested.

Figure 2. The lightning current simulator with its two impulse current generators
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responsible for the assembly. integration and
testing of Huygens The university's high
voltage test facilities are mainly dedicated to
research work, but about 200lo of their time is

allotted to commercial testing in order to stay in
touch with the 'outside world' Where possible,
unusual tests are selected for the commercial
:nnnrtinnmont Tho ioctinn n{ iha nrnha {all

squarely into this category

The facility has:

- An impulse voltage generator (Fig 1) which
has as its source a 12-stage Max generator,
rarilh oqnh cteno nenahlo nf nrndr rninn rrn

to 100 kV giving an overall capability of
1 2 MV and 36 kJ, Various output wave-
forms can be selected as required
A lighlning current simulator (Fig 2) com
prising two impulse current generators.
each with a capability of 100 kV and 100 kJ.

capable of producing current peak values
up to 200 kA Various output waveforms can
^t^^ h^ ^^t^^+^^dIJU UU JUIUULUU

A short example helps to put the above
nrrmhorc inin norcnontirro tho fanilitrr nor-Y"'
formed one test that involved generating an
electrical arc over a distance of four metres

The impulse voltage generator was used to test
the nrnhc The tcst that was Chosen consisted
of a number of direct strikes of 5 kA maximum
amplitude with a pulse rise time of 50 kA/ps
The amplitude selected is considerably less

than the 200 kA used as the terrestrial model
when testing an Earth-bound design Because
Titan is much farther from the Sun than the
Earth is. there is less energy available on Titan,
less convective motion, and Titan has a more
conductive atmosphere.

The test configuration used (Fig 3) was with
the probe mounted fore dome upwards and
isolated from the ground plane by standing it

on wooden blocks The current was injected by
positioning the electrode with an appropriate
qnark nan at qelcr:ted oointS on the fOre dOme
and on the central ring. with the ground strap
positioned on the probe top platform and on
the central ring,

The current injection and exit points were
chosen lo ensure that main current paths
through the probe structure would be through
or adjacent to areas of known susceptibility For
example, most cables were routed in a bundle
around the periphery of the equipment
platform, which is directly on the inside of the
central ring, so magnetic fields set up by large
current pulses travelling around this ring could
conceivably give voltages induced into some of
the signal lines contained in these bundles



nuygens probe lrghtnrng susceptibility

The test was performed wtth the probe

activated and running n descent simulation
mode, with power being provided by its inter
nal batter es Data communications were vla
cnon altrr-nnnctrr cted Iihro nntin iinkq thorohvJVUV ul

,i^^ r^^ ^r^^+ri^al isolation of the ilemPrg)gr vrr I L rs srgutr ru(

under test Prior to the start of the susceptibility
testing, the probe had to be initialised via its
Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE);

thrs essentially'uns lh'orgh the procedures
performed by the orbiter prior to separa-

tion with the probe Following initialisation, the

umbilical connections were disconnected and
the EGSE was removed from the test chambrer
since it is buit on y to commercial standards
and is not lightning proof '

Probe passes test
The plan was to start the testing with a

low-amplitude current level of about 1 kA and
build up progressively to the maximum value.

noting susceptibility levels f any should occur.
Strikes were made first on the fore dome and
then on the central ring Both the

audibre and vis;al effects were
impressive, even when viewed from
r r.Jin+annn af oa',arnl -^iroa lhrnrrnhd Ul)td IUU Ul )EVElOl lllurrur rr rvuVrl

a protective meta lic grid The probe
proved 1o be virlually inperv ous
to any strength of strike that was

directed at rt and continued to
operale normally throughout the
test The'e we'e a lew very minor
hicc.rps or the telenetry data

stream wh ch resulted in a loss of

daLa for a maxrmum period of six

seconds with autonomous recovery
afte'wards fhis can be tolerated
f rom a systems viewpoint

The EGSE did rol fare quite as

well Dur ng one lrghtning strike, the
frnnt onr-l renlz ctnnnoal nnmnlotalrr

and needed 1o be reset When one
considers that this rack was not
'wired' to the probe (communicatton
was via an optical link) and had

been moved f ve or s x metres away
at the time of the strike, it gives

an indicalior of how e'fectrve the probe s

lrghtning protection really is A full post-test

checkout was subsequently performed; it

showed tl'at all lhe probe syslems had

survived the test

Conclusion
This test marks the end of a successf ul

Huygens Probe EM system test campaign
The results achieved give the team the

conf dence lo go full speed ahead wilh llight
moder assembly. leading lo launch in October
1997 In lurn. it also brings us one step closer

Figure 3a. The probe being prepared for testing, with the impulse voltage
generator in the background. The central ring (silver band) separates the fore
dome (on top) from the probe top platform (copper-coloured, on bottom)

3b. The probe undergoing
testing for susceptibility to
lightning. An electrode
(dish shape above fore
dome) with a suitable spark
gap is placed at selected
points on the fore dome
and the central ring, and
current of different
amplitudes is injected.

to the longer-term oblective of receiving
^i^+,,.^^ ^-i i^+^ +.^."l Titan s cloud_coveredfitututuJ arru uoLo ilurl

surface in 2004
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The Ariane-S Booster Recovery System

J. Gigou
Directorate of Launchers. ESA. Paris

J.M. Astorg
Directorate of Launchers, CNES, Evry, France

F. Barreau
Directorate of Launchers, Adrospatiale, Les Mureaux, France

Introduction
The Ariane-S heavy lift vehicle currently under
development is the successor to the Ariane-4
generation of launchers. Specific Ariane-5
docinn nnalc aro

vvq,v qr v.

- optimum performance

- low launch costs

- very high reliability and safety, and

- operational flexibility

Ariane-S's solid-rocket boosters are designed for high reliability and
minimum cost. Already during the preliminary design stage, the
possibility of recovering the boosters after flight was therefore
considered to be of great interest for meeting both of these goals. To
ensure enhanced reliability during the entire production phase, there
will be stringent post-flight inspection of the spent boosters. The
possibility of refurbishing and reusing the recovered boosters has,
however, been rejected. lt is currently considered a non-cost-effective
option because of the specific design and reliability complications that
this would incur. lt is currently planned to recover four boosters per
year.

Ariane-S is being developed under the
auspices of ESA, which has entrusted the
prime contractorship for the programme to the
French National Space Agency (CNES)

For the first two minutes of Ariane-S flight,
propulsion will be provided mainly by two
large solid boosters (EAPs), assisted by the
cryogenic main stage, which forms the
lower composite of the launcher. The upper
composite includes the Vehicle Equipment Bay
(VEB), a storable-liquid-propellant stage, a
fairing, and a dual-launch Ariane support
structure (SPELTRA) and adapters (Fig 1)

Payloads are housed under the fairrng and in
the case of a dual launch within the SPELTRA.

The twin solid boosters have been designed
and developed by:

- Aerospatiale (F) which is responsible for the
booster stage, and whose main
subcontractors are SABCA (B), Fokker (NL),

Figure 1. Ariane-S on the
launch pad
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Dassault (F) and Raufoss (N)

- Europropu sion, a loint venture between
SEP (F) and BPD (l). wh ch is responsible tor

the solid-propellant engtne

The EAP stage (Fig 2) consists of

- a so id-propellant eng ne, whose function ls

to provide thrust

- a con cal alumin um aft skirt, which acts as a

support for the launcher on the launch table
until I tt off

- a conical aluminium front skirt. a structure
which s aI a 12" angle, terminated by a

hemispherical nose cone structure wn ch

transmits thrust to the cryogenic main stage
through a damper device and includes the

electrical fltght and recovery systems

a forward attachment device, which trans-

mits the longitudina and transverse loads
between the soltd-booster stage and the

cryogenrc marn slage
an aft attachment devtce, whose main task

is to transmit transverse oads between the

solid-booster stage and the cryogenic main

stage
anozzle actuator unit. whlch directs thrust
a telemetry subsystem
pvrolechnrc subsyslens for slage seoara-

tion and range safety

The total mass of the EAP stage is 277 tons aI

lift-off, decreasing to 40 tons at the end of

a two-mlnute burn The boosters are then
separated f ron the nain stage and are ready
to enter their recovery phase

Moscow's Scientif!c Research Institute for

Parachute Constructron (SRIPC) which has

much experience in recovery systems, has

been helping with the development of the

Arane-5 booster recovery system SRIPC has

been involved in arl Sov'el narred space
recovery systems, including that for the Soyuz

capsu res

One of the challenges in developing the

Ariane 5 Booster Recovery System (BRS) has

been that of working with a variety of such
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Figure 2. One of the
Ariane-5 boosters
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Figure 3. Schematic of the
Booster Recovery System's
operation. The main events

(1-'10) are listed in Table 1

(next page)

organisations with different technical and
managerial methods The excellent coopera-
tion that has been established between the
different organisations involved, coupled with
the extensive ground testing and simulation
that have been conducted have contributed to
the present high degree of confidence in the
system that has been developed.

Fokkcr Sn:cp and Svclamc hac hoan
responsible for the BRS system studies
and hardware development management.
SRIPC and Spain's Confecciones Industriales
Madrilenas (CIMSA), in the form of Union
Temporal de Empresas (UTE). develops,
qualifies and produces the BRS parachutes,
canister and the control box, including the
altitude-determination system,

For the nose-cone release system. the
pyrotechnic pistons are developed by Aero
spatiale (F) and the pyrotechnic chain
by Dassault (F) as an Aerospatiale sub-
conlractor.

The maritime segment is designed by the
German company Harms-Bergung and the
maritime operations in French Guiana will be
managed by CNES

The on-board system
The reduction in launcher payload capacity
due to the inclusion of the Booster Recovery
System (BRS) is small, and the system
can be omitted when necessarv for launch
performance reasons

All BRS elements are housed in the booster's
front skirt. The BRS is equipped with its own
power supply and control system and has
limited electrical connections to the stage The
control system maintains the BRS in a 'dormant
state' during Ariane's ascent phase and for
up to 10 seconds after EAP separation This
ensures that there is no possibility of accidental
operation of the parachute chain and no
electrical interference with the launcher
systems

Before splashdown, the EAP stage is

decelerated to a speed of 27 mls and
reoriented into a vertical nozzle-down position
with a 10o maximum impact angle A four-
stage parachute system is used, which
includes an auxiliary parachute, a cluster of
three drogue parachutes, a main parachute,
and an additional chute to limit the speed
increase during the main parachute's deploy-
ment (Fig. 3 and Table 1)

5
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These six parachutes are packed in separale
bags compressed to reduce volume. and
housed in the parachute canister. The auxiliary
parachute is linked to the nose cone by a
I5-metre strap The drogue parachute is

connected to the booster via a removable
anchor bracket The main and additional
parachutes are connected to the booster skirt
via a fixed anchor bracket. All of these
elements, including the moving parls of the
anchor brackets, are delivered in kit form readv
for use

Table 1. Main events in the booster recovery sequence

The canister (Fig 4) is made up of welded
aluminium skin panels with a beam-reinforced
bottom and four connection brackets to the
first ring frame at the top section Four struts
located in the middle of the shell and
connected to the third ring frame prevent any
lateral motion under the 18 g maximum ascent
and re-entry flight loadings

Both anchor brackets for the drogue and main
parachutes are made of titanium alloy to save
weight, but must be strong enough to transfer

Figure 4. The parachute
canister

Altitude

0

+ 10 km

59 km

150 km

8 5-27 km

48-52km

1320 -2770 m

1200-2640 m

Events (referenced to Fig. 3)

Launch phase (1)

Removal oI first safety barrier in control system (switching of baro relay) (1)

Booster separation from central stage (2)

Removal of second safety barrier rn control system Arming of safety device (BSA)

Culmination of ballistic phase (3)

Removal o{ third safety barrier in control system (switching of baro relay), initiation

of Altitude Determination System (ADS) (3)

lgnilon of nose-cone .elease expandable ttbe (4)

lgnition of nose-cone separation pistons

Separation of nose cone

Release and deployment of auxiliary parachute

Release and deployment of drogue parachutes

De-reefing of three drogue parachutes, in four steps (5)

Activation of drogue strap release pyros and release o{ drogue parachutes (6)

Release and deployment of additional parachute (7 & 8)

Release and deployment of main parachute (7 & 8)

De-reefing of main parachute, in four steps (9)

Splashdown atv <27 m/s (1 0)

Initiated by

Pressure

trlantrinal cinnrl

supplied by booster

Pressure

Altitude from ADS

Time delay from ADS

Separation piston force

^^"^n.,^--i^ +^"^^T as,uuy,,a,,,,u w,uc

Nose cone movement

Auxiliary parachute force

Built-in cable cutters with

pyrotechnic delay

Time delay from ADS

Drogue parachute force

Drogue parachute force

Built-in cable cutters with
pyrotechnic delay

ol
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Figure 5. The booster's
nose cone

Figure 6. The control
system and its layout

shock loadings of up Io 132 tons at parachute
openrng.

The nose-cone release system (Fig. 5) uses an
expandable tube to break the connection ring
to the cone and prevent any fragment genera-
tion towards the parachute pack The cone is
jettisoned aI 27 mls with the help of four
pyrotechnic pistons installed on the first ring
frame of the booster. These pistons and the
tube are activated simultaneously by a pyro-

technic chain The pyro command is gener-
ated by the control system and secured by a
safe-and-arm device (BSA) The safe position is

maintained until the end of the ascent flight to
avoid any risk of premature separation

The control system consists of a control box
(Fig 6), an altitude determination system
(ADS), and a power supply The three sub-
systems are fully redundant to ensure a high
degree of reliability. Power is supplied by two
nickel-cadmium batteries The control box is

activated just before booster separation by a
command from the on-board computer.

Integration of the BRS into the booster skirt
The parachute system is integrated into the
skirt during the booster's final assembly
in Kourou, French Guiana This operation is
aarriad nr rl rrcinn 2 onnnial iin tn nirin9qrrruu vul uoil rv o DPEUIOI llv LU V|VV

the parachute system the necessary 12"
inclination in the skirt (Fig. 7) Two removable
guide rails prevent any contact between the
parachute system and the booster during
installation. and align the positions of the
threaded holes for connection The two
brackets of the drogue and main parachutes
are connected with their counterparts on the
tnn rincr Onr:e the nvrotechnic chains have
been connected, the nose cone closes the
front skirt of the booster.

Development status
Qualification testing of the parachute chain has
included three release tests from a helicopter
with a mass of 5 tons for the qualification of the
drogue parachute, and five release tests from
aircraft with a mass representative of the
booster for the qualification of the overall
parachute chain (Fig 8). A failure during one of
tho rlrnn toctc la.l tn: rodacinninn nf tho

main parachutes, which were subsequently
successfully requalified

The canister and control box have also been
flight-qualified and all tests have been
successfully completed.

The nose-cone separation static test has
already been completed and the dynamic
test respecting the real dynamic pressure
conditions is presently being prepared in
Russia.

il
l"

tuming ot 8SA
at EAP $p{atlo

tlo@ Ecpnallon
pyrotcchnlc plctom
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Qualificat on of all pyrotechnic
devices inclrding safeLy testing 1e g
ionilron of recfinn cr rtter in lolded'v"'.'"' '

^^.^^h,,rn nrnt,\ h^^ ^t^^ ^t"^^^,,POTOUT rUrE POU^/ rdJ O|JU dilUdUy

been completed

The maritime segment
The two boosters will fall back into
the Atlantic Ocean approximately
500 km down range of the Kourou
launch site lmpact will occur
nozzle-first, with the main and
supporting parachutes remaining
attached to the booster's f ront
skirt After impact, the booster will
stabilise in a vertical position with
about 10 m of it above the water,

A specially equipped vessel will be
waiting, approximately 8 km from
the expecLed splash-down point. to
tow the two boosters to Kourou
harbour. to be dismantled ready
for post flight examination. first in

Guiana and later in Europe To facilitate
lhc se2rch nro.trqq hoth bOOSterS will be
equipped with Sarsat localisation and homing
beacons

Prior ln tnuiinn o:r-h hggg[gr will be rotated
inln a h^.i-^^+-l ^^^iri^^ ,,^i^^ ^ ^^^^;^lil rtv q rrur r/ur rL4r PUJltut I u)il t9 d Jpuutdl

@

inflatable buoy installed in the booster's nozzle
by divers Air will then be injected to expel lhe
water f rom the motor. The total recovery
operation. incJudng towing back to Kourou
harhor rr iq exnpctpd tn take abOUt 80 hOUrS

Conclusion
All hnnctor rpan\/or\/ 

^' '^li+i^^ti^^ la^r^ h^',^
^il uuvrrur ruuvvur y r-lUdllllUdLlUl I IUJtJ I ldVU

hcpn r-nmnlctcrl :nar[ from tWO nOSe-COne
qen:r:tinn toqtq Tho flinht-mnnlol hnnciarc fnr

the first launch of Ariane-5 (V501) presently
expecled to take place ir Aprrl 1996. have
already been del.ve'ed lo the Kourou launch
srte

Figure 7.
parachute
skirt

Integration of the
system into the

G Figure 8. One ol the
parachute release tests

OJ
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futu re applications of micro/nano{echnologies

Future Applications of Micro/Nano-
Technologies in Space Systems

A. Martinez de Arag6n
Technical Directorate, Systems and Programmatics Department,
System Studies Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The challenge to reduce costs and delays
in space activities
The main objective of most space agencies in
the mid to long term is to reduce the costs and
delays associated with space-based services,
This means strongly reducing spacecraft
lifecycle costs and lead time, without reducing
(and most likely increasing) performance In

turn, this would allow the full potential of space
to be exploited and space-based systems to be
competitive with ground-based systems thal
provide similar services For scientific and

The reduction of costs for a given performance is a maior goal of
space systems technologists. Extreme miniaturisation, by reducing
the levels of resources required, is a possible solution.
Micro/nano-technologies allow the production of multiple types of
microdevices and their integration into microsystems, resulting in
application-specific integrated microinstruments. In recognition of
their importance, ESTEC and lndustry held a Round Table on
Micro/Nano-technologies for Space. Based on the conclusions and
recommendations made at the meeting, activities are proposed to
gradually introduce these technologies in space-based systems.

technology or engineering break-through,
oriented towards mass production of space
subsystems, and based on distributed (instead

of the current centralised) systems and
services The economles of scale achieved by
centralising functions would be exceeded by
mass-production savings, and a new lifecycle
could be initiated, resulting in more affordable
space-based systems and services

Why micro/nano-technologies?
One area where innovation is proceeding at
a very fast pace is miniaturisation, as may
be observed in everyday life High levels
of miniaturisation may be achieved by
applying micro/nano-technologies The term
micro/nano-technology is broadly defined to
encompass the synthesis and integration of
materials, processes and devices of sub-
millimetre to submicron size lt is used to mark a
distinction between micro (current state of the
art in disciplines such as electronics) and nano
(mostly understood as referring to mole-
cular devices). These technologies allow the
production of microsystems (the European
term) and microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS, the American term), understood to be
the integration of microelectronics with peri-
pherals and micromechanics, and resulting in

devices such as application-specific integrated
microinstruments (ASIM) and eventually nano-
satellites (satellites weighing only a few kilo-
grams).

Microengineering is a discipline dealing
with the design, materials synthesis, micro-
machining, assembly, integration and pack-
aging of miniature 2-D and 3-D sensors,
actuators, microelectronics and microelectro-
mechanical systems. The goal of the discipline
is to develop and produce intelligent micro-
instruments, and some results are currently
being applied, in among other areas, medicine
or the automotive industry: smart (chemical,
pressure, temperature) sensors to reduce
emissions, smart microaccelerometers for
crash detection and airbag deployment, and

Figure 1. Magnetic printing
heads (in background) with
magnetic poles and
metallic coils integrated on
silicon, produced by
cEsM (cH).

exoerimental missions. more data and data of a
higher quality and interest would be produced
within a shorter time from the mission approval,
and that within the budgetary limitations,
to satisfy the respective communities. In

commercial sectors, space-based services
should be considerably cheaper for the
operator than the equivalent ground services in
order to offset some perceived disadvantages
of space. such as difficult (if not impossible)
upgrades and maintenance or less direct
control, and to become competitive

Spacecraft manufacturing is currently a

labour-intensive, one-off, artisanal task: few

similar units are ever produced. Due to this fact,

traditional cost reduction approaches such
as new design and production paradigms,
modularity, and pre-fabrication, will help
reduce the costs, but not to the required levels.

A sensible way to significantly decrease costs
and enable commercialisation could be via a
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smart micro-gyroscopes in active suspension
systems

Microsystems manufacturing relies mostly on
the equipment and fabrication techniques
used for very large scale integration in the
electronics industry, as for example to produce
microprocessors lt is expected that the
advantages shown by these techniques
in terms of cost and reliability, e.g. in cur-
rent computers, will also apply to
microinstruments and microsystems. Other
techniques are specific to microsystems, such
as bulk and surface micromachining and
LIGA (Lithographie mit Synchrotonstrahlung,
Galvanoformung und Abformtechnik mit
Kunststoffen, or deep-etch X-ray lithography,
electroforming and moulding), the latter
allowing moulds for mass fabrication of
microstructures to be oroduced

Figure 2. Flight models of the Space Bioreactor, mounted on the base of a Type ll
experiment container (black box at the back). Dimensions: 84 x 60 x 60 mm3.
Produced under ESA contract 10080/92 by Mecanex S.A. (CH) in collaboration with
the Institute of Microtechnology (lMT) at Neuchatel and the Space Biology Group
ETH Zurich. The limited space available in the experiment container made
essential the use of miniaturised components. Key elements are a micropump for
fluid circulation and microsensors to monitor vital parameters in the reactor
chamber, manulactured at lMT. Four units flew on 5T5-65 (1994), and it is
scheduled for ref light in March 1996.

Most European countries are heavily involved
in microsystems research, with public funding
at high levels. As an example, the European
Union will invest about 100 million ECU in the
Fourth Framework Programme, through the
ESPRIT and BRITE-EURAM programmes, in
microsystems and related technologies ESA
member states have the capability to produce
and, with high proficiency, to design new
devices and to conduct research on new
concepts and applications. Although the
quality of fundamental research, creativity and

ingenuity are high in Europe, applications are
still scarce and there seems to be a gap
between research on the one hand and
industry or users on the other.

The main advantages offered by micro/
nano{echnologies are:

- the total resources required (e.9. mass,
vorume, power) are reouceo

- a simple overall system results from the
integrated microsystem replacing several
discrete components

- microsystems are produced in a batch
process, which adds mass production
benefits such as low unit cost and the
possibility of incorporating redundancy into
the wafer layout by design

- high system reliability is made possible
by incorporating several microsystems
for redundancy (the low unit cost and
low resources reouired oer unit make
replication feasible) and via built-in
redundancy, resulting in lower risks

- system performance per unit cost and mass
is higher, which could be used to reduce the
total cost (commercial systems) or to
increase the total performance for a given
CoSt

- small test facilities are suitable

- there are synergies between different
sectors, which would allow the production
of common microsystems and thus help
reduce for each sector the high
development costs and the investments
required to reach maturity, and solve
microsystems limitations; joint develop-
ments would allow the critical mass needed
to fully profit f rom batch production
advantages to be reached

These advantages are even more significant
for the space sectori where each of the
points has a strong influence on cost.
Microminiaturisation could play an essential
role in Europe in designing new generation
satellites, thus preparing the European space
industry for the challenges of the global
competitive market. The impact could be
similar to that achieved by the transition from
the vacuum tube to the integrated circuit,
which has resulted in the huoe consumer
electronics market.

Microsystems are a growth sector, although
one that is still in the early development phase.
As such, there are a number of critical issues
that would require specific actions for their
correction, such as:

- the cultural change required to accept and
fully exploit the advantages offered by

oo
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microsystems, which demands new ways to
present and discuss problems (new or old)

and for new paradigms in their solution, and
not just the miniaturisation of current
solutions

- the generation of embedded software to
allow smooth and reliable operation of

microsystems which, gtven the flexibility
required to operate smartly, communicate
and interface with other microsystems and
the external world, will be extremely
complex

- lifetime, which is of particular concern,
notably for micromechanical parts, since
their reduced dimensions change the
importance of some effects (e g friction)
with respect to ordinary-sized components;
in addition, some characteristics of the
materials used introduce undesired effects
that have to be compensated in new ways
(for example, valves made of silicon, which

leak under high pressure due to silicon's
rigidity, requiring innovative solutions)

- the development of low-volume production
and testing techniques for devices having a
minimum feature size of less than 0.2
mtcrons

- packaging and interconnecting, which for
m icrosystems are si g nif icantly different f rom

semiconductor and hybrid packaging due
to the sensors and actuators having to
interact with the environment and being
frequently exposed to rougher operating
conditions; in addition, the packaging and
interconnectron costs may be a significant
part of the total microsystem cost

- the need for improved tools for the
computer-aided design of microsystems.

Micro/nano-technologies in space
Launch is one of the highest cost factors for
space-based systems and is directly related to
mass. Payload and platform are the two other
major contributors to cost The platform mass

and cost are related to the payload mass,
power requirements and volume. Any
reduction in mass, volume and power

requirements is thus desirable and will have a

significant effect on cost. Microsystems are

considered an excellent means of obtaining
these reductions. They could become the
means to implement decentralisation, whereby
a given number of dispersed components
could be used in place of a larger centralised
unit, thus achieving greater efficiency,
redundancy and economies of scale. This
leads to cost reduction on space-based
systems - not only at the payload and platform
levels but also in launchers and ground
facilities down to the end-user - through the
economies of scale achieved by batch
production, and the replacement of some
high-performance units with multiple
standard-performance parts, each based on a
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Figure 3. Complete microspectrometer system: A LIGA microspectrometer is
placed on a photodiode array, in the upper lett corner (orange rectangle). lts
dimensions are 18 x 7 x 6 mms. The critical dimensions are the grating teeth with
3 m length and 0.2 m height which extends over the full LIGA height of 125 m. The
system's characteristics are: sensible to energy in wavelenghts f rom 400 to
1100 nm (other ranges also available: near UV, lR), transmission ol 25o/o, spectral
resolution 7 nm, dynamic range up to 20000; ADC, micro-controller and serial port
included. The overall dimensions of the system are 70 x 60 x 15 mms. The signal is
received from the collecting optics via fibre-optics. Developed at the Institut ftir
Microstrukturtechnik (FZKllMT), Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH (D) with
internal funds, Being considered as instrument in preliminary analysis.

microsystem. This is because cost increases
exponentially with performance after a certain
point This requires new ways of thinking about
the services demanded, and the systems
needed to orovide those services In the soace
sector, other changes would be necessary,
such as in the path from data acquisition
on-board the spacecraft to deltvery of
information to the end-user, spacecraft
networking, launch, de-orbiting, operations,
ground infrastructure, tracking and station-
keeping, amongst others.

The Technical Directorate of the Eurooean
Space Agency started considering micro/
nano-technologies and the resulting micro-
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systems to solve specific problems in the early
1980s Since then, activities have taken place
in areas such as micro-sensors. -optics. -lasers,

-mechanics, -electronics, life support,
bio-reactors, robotics, thus showing the
multidisciplinary nature and potential of
micro/nano-technologies. European microsys-
tems have flown on several space missions,
including Olympus and several Space Shuttle
mtsstons

The Netherlands The suooort of the national
delegations was essential to the success of the
Round Table The main objectives, framed by
iho nonorin nnal nf rorlr rninn iho nnclc nf

access to space and of space-based services,
were to better understand micro/nano-
technologies and how these technologies may
benefit the space sector. to establish working
contacts with the micro/nano{echnologies
community, and to generate ideas on the
nntcntial rqpq :nr^l new miSSiOnS WhiCh

micro/nano-technologies may enable..

The Round Table was organised around the
following points:

a) presenting microsystems technologies to
the space community: ESA. national dele
gations and space agencies. industry, and
research institutions

h\ nrocantinn iha nanrrliariiiac nf an2.ouyqvv

systems, together with areas where micro-
systems could be applied in the future, to an
interested selection of microsvstems
researchers

c) presenting what other non-European space
agencies are planning for the future

d) proposing recommendations for the future
and making suggestions for an action plan

The general conclusion was that mrcro/
nano-technologies could, in due time:

- contribute to a significant reduction in the
cost of access to space, profiting from
microsystems' recognised advantages and
ultimately based on distributed systems and
servrces

- make possible certain types of missions and
applications. by virtue of their volumei
massipower reduction potential

Figure 5. The Fuga 15 video camera chip is the
basis of the visual telemetry system on-board
Envisat. lt is being developed by MMS (F), IMEC
(B) and OIP (B). The microcamera teatures include
random addressable pixels, logarithmic response
and a digital interface.

Figure 4. Quartz angular rate sensor (tuning fork) developed by Jan Siiderkvist,
Colibri Pro Development AB (S), tor automotive and other applications. The
sensor is well suited to space applications due to its small size and ability to
withstand harsh conditions. The tines of the tuninq fork sensor element shown
are 2.5 mm long.

. The Round Table
presentations have been
published as ESA WPP-91 To

order a copy, contact the
author by lax (31 71 565 51 84)
or by e-mail (amartine
@vmprofs estec esa nl)
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Based on the developing interest, the
increasing internal activity, the perceived
potential of micro/nano{echnologies and a
growing system awareness, an informal
working group was formed in ESA's Technical
Directorate. Contacts were made with
European industry, research centres and
organisations, as well as the European Union
A preliminary assessment showed that microi
nano{echnologies constitute a good target for
cooperative applied research under the
coordination of an organisation such as ESA,

since space may provide good opportunrties to
demonstrate the potential of microsystems,
which then may help the space sector in

opening ways to reduce costs and broaden
applications. In addition, the innovative con-
cepts required to create microsystems may
oermeate into the soace sector and stimulate
new mission ideas Activities could be
coordinated amongst the different interested
parties, including funding institutions, to avoid
duplication of efforts and increase the overall
effectiveness

Round Table on Micro/Nano-Technologies
for Space held
The ESA Working Group on Micro/
Nano-Technologies recommended holding a
Round Table on Micro/Nano-Technologies for
Space together with Industry This Round
Table, which was organised by the System
Studies Division of the Technical Directorate,
took olace on 27 - 28 March 1995 at ESTEC in
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One basic view that emerged from the Round
Table was that the competence to manage the
technologies required to produce micro-
devices (in the fields of sensors, optics, lasers,

mechanisms, electronics, etc) and to combine
them into one fully working microsystem
had to be fully developed in Europe, The
space sector may offer possibilities for
demonstrating the usefulness of these tech-
nologies and ESA should help develop the
competence to design and produce micro-
systems adapted to the space environment
and capable of satisfying the space sector
reouirements.

It was agreed that micro/nano-technologies
should be seen as a key factor within the cost
reduction and miniaturisation efforts. These
technologies could be a means to produce
very small payloads and spacecraft with all the
related benefits Micro/nano{echnologies are
suitable for building distributed systems
consisting of several similar or identical small
units, whose combined effect would be
equivalent to that of one large system unit. This
type of concept is the basis, among others, of
very long baseline interferometry, synthetic
aperture radar and phased arrays,

It was also recommended that a detailed
analysis should be initiated to derive specific
requirements based on common space
mrssions requirements which could be
presented to the micro/nano-technologies
community for evaluation Instruments for
Earth observation, planetary exploration,
space science and communications missions
should be specified. Increases in the platform
efficiency per unit mass could be based on
advances in areas such as management of
highly distributed systems and the data they
generate, decentralised control and support
(e g power regulation at the user level),

autonomy (of each subsystem and of the total
spacecraft), on-board intelligence, spacecraft
networks, inter-spacecraft communications.
These are some of the subJects to consider at
the space segment level, together with product
assurance and qualification, in addition to
how the subsystems and payload mass,
volume and power consumption should
be reduced Similar analysis should be
applied to the ground equipment and the
launcners,

Other general recommendations, amongst the
major suggestions of the Round Table,
included those to reconsider product
assurance and the space qualification process,
and to follow standardisation efforts in industry
and specialised organisations, within the
objective of defining reusable modules,

The Round Table considered that ESA should
endeavour to:

- adopt innovative systems approaches
specifically for microsystems
evaluate at ore-ohase-A level distributed
missions profiting from microtechnology's
potential (a distributed payload could be
N/IRAS in the microwaves region of the
spectrum; an optical imager could be
distributed on several soacecraft)

- analyse at a basic level payload/missions
using commercial off-the-shelf components,
and then assess and study what should be
done to space-qualify the result.

Figure 6. Thermal switch for temperature control. The emissivity may be changed
to any value, which allows dynamic temperature control. Internally funded
development conducted by Verhaert D&D (Kruibeke, B), IMEC (Leuven, B) and
Wildcat Micromachining (USA). lts adaptation to space is under study.

Actions proposed for future activities on
micro/nano{echnologies for space include:

- specify space-related requirements to
device developers, and assess with them
the feasibility of those requirements

- establish good communicatron channels
between potential space users and micro-
systems developers (research centres,
laboratories, universities, industry)

- initiate small programmes for developing
and qualifying integrated devices for
adverse environments (with utilisation in

space)

- harmonise ESA initiatives wrth national and
European Union programmes, rncluding
demonstrators for the technologies

- introduce microsystems as a specific
subject within ESA's technology pro-
orammes
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Figure 7. 3-D multi-
chip-module (MCM)

associating I x I silicon
chips in 8 levels connected
by fusible microbumps and

wire bonding. Developed by
LETI (Laboratoire

d'6lectronique, de
technologie et

d'instrumentation, F), this
MCM has 1 Gigabit memory

capacity.

Figure 8. Micromachined
accelerometer developed at

LETI and commercialised
by Sextant Avionique for
aeronautic applications
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- study, at the system level, misston
opportunities and the implications of the
cultural change associated with
micro/nano-technolooies.

How to proceed
The motivation behind the aoolication of
microsystems to space is manifold: significant
cost reductions, the possibility of enabling new
functions and improving the performance of
existing ones, better ways of doing a job, the
ability to accommodate data proliferation and
increases in data quality, shorter development
times, controlled risk, with all of these reasons
resulting in better performances per unit cost
and mass

Microsystems are being developed at a fast
pace for applications in areas such as

automobiles, medicine, aeronautics, defence,
and consumer electronics The soace sector
should follow closely these
developments in search of syner-
gies and be ready to adapt and
integrate available elements, and
profit from the industrial push. Joint
actions could be contemplated
with other European and national
organisations. In this respect, most
welcome is the EuroPractice action,
funded by the European Union's
trSPRlT nr^n12mmp whefe fOUf

clusters of manufacturing and
testinn r:omnanies have been
scler:ted in Frrrone to facilitate
iho encocc in rlocinn ;. Jno proouc-
tion facilities for microsystems

,.,^lt 
-,,l+i^ki.as weil as murlrcnrp mooules

and application-specific integrated
circuits to users interested in

accessing advanced technologies

The photos shown here present some current
and foreseen space applications. Some, as is
the case for life sciences studies confined to
small volumes, have been made possible
by the high miniaturisation levels micro-
systems permit. Other available microsystems
having a potential use in space are, for
instance, spectroradiometers, mass spectro-
meters, m icrocameras, m u ltiparameter log istic
sensors, distributed unattended sensors,
embedded sensors and actuators, inertial
navigation units, GPS receivers, propellant leak
detectors and wear monitors for ball bearinos

Essential [or f ully exploiting microsystems
potential are new ways of addressing the
problems to be solved, and the search for
different solutions Aoolications and devices
based on orincioles different to those on which
conventional units are based have to aooear
for the full potential of micro/nano{echnologies
to be exploited, An example from the past is the
reolacement of electro-mechanical scan
imagers with CCDs Currently, rotating masses
are being replaced by vibrating combs and
tuning forks in microgyroscopes and angular
rate sensors, microaccelerometers could be
used instead of Earth sensors, microresonators
could be used in place of much bigger SAW

filters, and microelectromechanical RF

switches could provide better isolation than
PIN diodes

There are, however, some space-specific
limitations of mlcrosystems, and the space
sector will have to devote resources to
overcome them if it wishes to make widesoread
use of microsystems in all possible types of
mission The two most critical limitations are the
high costs of development or adaptation to
space and the high susceptibility to radiation.
As for any other devices having a high degree
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of integration (e g microprocessors), the costs
will increase by the need to qualify for space
use, The risk of single event upsets (which are
non-destructive but disrupt operations) and
also of destructive effects such as latch-up
currents or low-rate dose degradation and, in
the case of micro-mechanisms, radiation-
induced deposition are factors to be
considered These problems are not unique to
microsystems but affect most high density and
low-voltage microelectronic devices, a proton
being a big particle at these scales The above
issues are aggravated by space not being
perceived as a market by industrial device
producers.

The integration of microsystems into conven-
tional systems is an issue demanding an urgent
solution for the first aoolications of micro-
systems in space to be able to demonstrate
the maximum advantages. Of particular
importance are the respective interfaces:
microsystems require very low voltages
(around 3 V) whilst standard bus voltages
are much higher (28 V), the dimensions of
standard mechanical connectors are similar
to those of microsystems, and other dis-
functionalities might be mentioned Adding to
the microsystem all the devices required for an

cases, in a box not much smaller
than the conventional unit to be
replaced by the microsystem To

flight-qualify microsystems, and
given their low impact on the
spacecraft budgets (mass, volume,
power), microsystems could be
piggy-backed on the modules they
would eventually replace, operating
in oarallel for observation and
comparison purposes, and offering
an additional redundancy.

The gradual introduction of micro-
systems in space-based systems
may be phased-in in several different
ways, and the following is proposed:

a) Use microsystems when the
need arises, as has been done
until now with examples such as
microaccelerometers (Olympus,
Space Shuttle flights G21 and
D 2), bioreactors based on
micropumps and microvalves
(Shuttle flight 5T5-65), micro-
positioners (Silex experiment on
Artemis) and is being proposed
for Envisat (visual telemetry
systems using microcameras to
monitor the deployment of
appendages) and MIRAS. In

these applications, microsystems either
allow new activities or comolement or
enhance existing systems. As for new
applications, the use of microgyroscopes
would allow fast recovery of a tumbling
spacecraft, propellant leaks could be
detected, the wear of ball bearings
monitored, and smart sensors would only
report in case of change. Actions will consist
in adapting to space available micro-

Figure 9. Pressure sensor
integrated with GMOS
circuitry developed by CNM
(Centro Nacional de
Microelect16nica, E)

Figure 10. Active
endoscope actuated by
modular shape memory
alloy microactuators,
produced at MitechLab,
Scuola Superiore
Sant'Anna (l)

acceptable interface may
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Figure 11. Electromagnetic micromotor developed at IMM (lnstitut f0r Mikrotechnik
Mainz, D). Such micromotors use various electromagnetic principles and are
composed of precision mechanical parts and elements, fabricated by the LIGA
method. Ball bearings guarantee long lifetime, and planetary gearboxes allow
higher torques. The micromotor's diameter is about 2 mm, and it generates a
torque of 0.1 uN.

systems, and producing new microsystems
requiring limited levels of development

b) Develop microsystems that could replace
current modules or subsystems; ideal
candidates would be instruments, f ull
payloads, subsystems such as attitude and
orbit control (since it is the most expensive
subsystem on most spacecraft, and it

is formed by sensors, actuators and
processors, this subsystem, reaction control
aside, could profit the most from the
advantages introduced by micro/nano-
technologies) and on-board data handling.
The main advantages would be a release of
resources, allowing additional functionail-
ties to be accommodated, more units of a
similar type to be flown, or make possible
missions where mass is critical (e g
probes) The above miniaturisation activity
would result in smaller and lighter satellites
(mini and microsats). lt is worth mentioning
that nanosatellites have been shown to
be as feasible for some limited types of
missions such as imaging another satellite
during commissioning.

c) Exploit the advantages of decentralisation,
either via distributed microsystems on
the same spacecraft (the flying carpet
concept) or through networks (intelligent
constellations) of micro(nano)satellites (the
swarm concept) Spacecraft networks
are perceived as the next step after
constellations.

ESA's technology programmes are well
adaoted to the oeculiarities of research
on emerging technologies such as
micro-systems They allow prospective
research and development to be
oerformed and research to be
conducted both in suooort of new
projects and on existing technologies
to reinforce industrial competitive-
ness (applied research). Both the
scr:nnd nhasos of the Basic
Technology Research Programme
(TRP) and the General Support
Technology Programme (GSfP) will
explicitly include micro/nano{ech-
nologies related activities. ESA's

In-Orbit Technology Demonstration
Programme (TDP), offering flight
oooortunities in low Earth orbit with
short duration missions and thus

resulting in a limited accumulated radiation
dose, is well suited to show in orbit the
achievable oerformances of the devices
produced using micro/nano-technologies.

The Eurooean soace sector should note
develooments from other industries that are
currently more competitive, and adapt its

culture accordingly An imaginative and
flexible effort is required to produce new
paradigms which, although different to those
traditionally in use, include the new concepts
and result in similar or imoroved functionalities
at lower costs ESA's role would be to foster
these changes
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by John Krige & Arturo Russo

This is the first part of a two-volume history covering

Europe's cooperative space efforts, which traces their

beginnings from the late 1950s and the subsequent

developments of a European space programme from

that time up to the early 1970s lt recounts the efforts of

the fledgling space community that launched ESRO (the

European Space Research Organisation) and ELDO

(the European Launcher Development Organisation),

with much government support, and shows how those

two organisations gradually evolved, and how the

foundation was laid for a single European Space

Agency.
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Archives of the European Community at the European
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with key players involved in the build-up of the

European space programme, John Krige and Arturo

Russo provide a lively picture of the complex and at

times dramatic process of Europe's slow, but

determined, efforts in establishing a cooperative space
programme.

'This volume provides an important contribution to our understanding of the development of science and

technology in postwar Europe. lt should thus be of interest not only to those who were directly involved in

Europe's fascinating venture into space, the space scientists, and those concerned with the organisation and

implementation of the space projects in government and industry, but also to the general public who watched,

and simply by virtue of their support became participants in, one of the most remarkable successes of European

integration
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programme and their enthusiasm for that cause, and will read this fascinating story with a similar sense ol
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ESA's ETOL Software in International
Markets

B. Melton
Automation and Ground Facilities Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands
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Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), Sdo Jos6 dos Campos, Brazil

Zhu Yilin
Chinese Academy of Space Technology (CAST), Beijing, China
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Computer Resources International A/S, Leiden, The Netherlands

ESA originally developed its Test Operations
Language (ETOL) software to meet the
requirements for pre-launch checkout of the
Agency's own satellites. The ETOL normally
forms the main comoonent of the Overall

Checkout Equipment (OCOE)
used for system-level electrical
testing. Many ESA and non-ESA
projects have used it, including
ECS, Marecs, Olympus, Hubble-
FOC, Ulysses, Giotto, Hipparcos,
lSO, IRAS, ROSAT, ltalSat and
SAX. lt has oroven to be a
competitive, viable and robust
product for European companies

interested in supporting emerging nations and
industries entering the satellite development
arena.

The China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CBERS) programme is a
joint Chinese/Brazilian initiative to develop a satellite to monitor
natural resources and the environment. Although the majority of the
work is to be undertaken by the Brazilians and the Chinese themselves
for their own technology development, some key elements of the
programme have been procured through competition, on the
international market. One of these items is the Overall Checkout
Equipment (OCOE) to be used in the assembly, integration and test
programme of the satellite. The ESA/ETOL system has been selected
as the main component of the OCOE. Two flight models are currently
planned, one of which will be integrated at the Integration and Test
Laboratory (LlT) at the INPE premises in S5o Jos6 dos Campos, Brazil

- the largest and most advanced integration and test facilities in the
southern hemisphere. The use of ETOL in this programme represents
another commercial exploitation of this highly successful European
development.

One recent examole of such a successful use
of the system is in the China-Brazil Earth
Resources Satellite (CBERS) programme.
When the Chinese Academy of Space Tech-
nology (CAST) and the Brazilian National
Institute for Space Research (INPE) decided to
develop jointly a satellite to monitor natural
resources and the environment, they chose
the ESA/ETOL standard for their OCOE. By
bringing a ready-made solution to their testing
activity, INPE and CAST will bring significant
benefits to the development of the programme.

ESA and industry have continued to work
together to bring new technology into the
electrical testing domain. Extensive use of
off-the-shelf software, increased commonality
between test and flight operations through
standardisation, together with new informatics
technology, are methods being used to
meet the challenges of reducing the cost of
ESA's programmes and retaining European
industry's competitive position in the global
marketolace

The procurement of the CBERS ocoE
Co-operation between ESTEC and INPE dates
back to the mid-1980s, when INPE staff were
seconded to ESTEC's Data Handling Division
for a period of training With the background
of this experience of the methods and
tools used in Europe, it was decided to
adopt the ESA/ETOL standard, which is

implemented in a wide range of products
from European suppliers, for the CBERS
ocoE.
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In January 1994 INPE issued an international
call-for-tender for the supply of two satellite-
level OCOE systems The publication of the

call-for-tender raised considerable interest
from a range of suppliers not only in Europe but
around the world A contract was awarded to a

US company with the European company,
Computer Resources International A/S (CRl),

to supply and customise the ETOL software

The other elements of the OCOE have been

supplied by:

- DBA Systems Inc, Melbourne, Florida -
OCOE hardware, the TM/TC station, and
overall OCOE prime contractor

- Satellite Services BV, Katwijk aan Zee, The

Netherlands - Colour Synoptic Display
Subsystem

The award of the prime contract to a company
from a non-member state of ESA raised, for
trqA f ha nrroctinn nf 2.noaa tn Frrrnno:n,v YUvrUv'

technology by non-ESA member states lt was
necessary to obtain the approval of ESA's

delegate committee for transfer of technology
In order to protect the rights of European
industry, it was a condition of the software
licence issued by ESA that only executable
code would be delivered, thus protecting

the position of European suppliers in sub-
sequent tendering actions on the world
market

The international context of the contract
brought added complications lt was neces-
sary to configure the software for the CBERS
characteristics on a computer platform in

Europe, to deliver and perform acceptance in

the United States on the target hardware, and
to train users who would eventually exploit the
system in Brazil and China

This could only be achieved with confidence by
starting from a stable product with a proven

history of success, and by paying attention to a

thorough rehearsal of tests and procedures
before facing the customer.

In addition, the user documentation had to be
^{ ^ hi^h ^+^^!^.! *^ ensure that extensiveut a tilvtt )Lot tuqtu LU

support was not required in the utilisation
phase

The total development time was five months,
with a further one month of OCOE acceptance
and training activities in the USA prior to
delivery of the systems to the customers This is

being followed up with further training and
support activities by CRl, both in China and

RUN TIME DATA
o
!
m
!
3
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Figure 1. Structure of the
ETOL system
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Figure 2. An artist's
impression of the CBERS

satellite

- Interface drivers for acouisition of data
(telemetry) and transmission of data (tele
commands)

- Input/output supervisor for the Man-
Machine Interface

The software was originally developed by CRI
for ESA/ESTEC in the late 1970s. Since that
time, it has been used on numerous ESA and
non-ESA missrons During its lifetime it has
undergone numerous enhancements, both
functionally and technologically, being cur-
rently available on VAX computers under the
VMS operating system

One of the main features of the CBERS OCOE
is that it eliminates the need for soecialised
hardware, both for the data acquisition
interface and the Colour Display Subsystems
The telemetry acquisition and telecommand
sending to the TM/TC station is achieved by
means of an Ethernet-TcP/lP interface This is

also the case for the interface to the Special

Brazil The software was also installed in the
EGSE reference facility at ESTEC.

The CBERS ETOL software
The ETOL system supports the following main
f unctions (Fig 1):

- Monitoring of telemetry data
Monitoring of the execution of telecom-
mands

- Automatic test sequencing
Colour synoptic display

- Archive and replay facilities

Checkout Equipments (SCOES) The Colour
Display Subsystem is implemented as a
software package running under MS-DOS on
an IBM-comoatible PC. The OCOE is there-
fore made up of a standard VAX computer
and IBM-compatible PCs, both with Ethernet-
TCP/lP interfaces

The ETOL software has also been updated to
meet the CBERS data-handling requirements
The housekeeping telemetry data is sent to the
ground at two different bit rates, 625 and 2500
bits/s. The science data is sent to the ground
via higher speed telemetry links The tele-
command link uses a mixture of simole
telecommands and block telecommands. Both
the telemetry and telecommand conform to
ESA PCM Standards,

The CBERS mission
In the past decade, remote-sensing technology
has been aoolied to studies of natural
resources and is proving to be the most
efficient way to collect data for monitoring and
planning national development. Given the
importance of remote-sensing data. a co-
operative programme was signed in July 1988,
between the People's Republic of China
and Brazil, to develop two Earth resources
satellites The organisations involved are the
Chinese CAST and the Brazilian INPE The
CBERS programme thus pools the financial
resources and skilled manoower of two
developing countries to establish a complete
remote-sensing system

The satellite will provide an effective and rapid
tool to survey Earth resources and monitor
disasters, contamination and the ecological
environment Both countries will use the results
obtained by the mission in a wide variety of
areas, including agriculture, forestry, mining,
geology, meteorology, environment, water
conservation. and mapping

The use of satellite-based Earth resources
monitoring can be highly effective. For
example, to survey the whole of China's
territory, only about 500 photos are needed
and the task can be accomplished in several
days. An equivalent aircraft survey would
require over a million photos and take ten years
to complete. A satellite-based system permits
monitoring of areas not yet thoroughly
investigated because of their vast expanse
and inaccessibility such as oceans, deserts or
forests The use of a satellite also allows
repeated and regular observations to be made,
periodic surveys being necessary to provide
information on plant growth, deforestation,
river course changes, the forming and melting
of ice and snow, to give but a few examples.
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etol in international markets

This cooperative programme is based on the
principles of mutual aid and mutual benefit
It has also oromoted and stimulated the
development of space technology and satellite
applications in both countries. This coopera-
tion between the two countries sets a
precedent for international cooperation in

space and other high technology spheres,
setting a valuable example to other developing
countries as to what can be achieved bv
pooling of resources

The prolect is funded 70o/o by China and 300/o

by Brazil The first satellite will be integrated in

China at the CAST facility in Beijing The
second will be integrated in Brazil at the
Integration and Test Laboratory (LlT) in Sao
Jose dos Campos The first CBERS satellite is

scheduled to be launched in 1997, by a
Chinese Long March launcher f rom the
Taiyuan Launching Site, in the People's
Reoublic of China. The second is to follow two
years later. Each satellite will have an expected
lifetime of two years

Satellite description
The CBERS satellite (Figure 2) consists
of a payload module and a platform
The main body is a box measuring
2.0 m x 1,8 m x 32m, with the width in
creasing to 8 4 m with the solar array
deployed CBERS weighs 1450 kg in initial
orbit lt has a single solar array on one side
of the satellite.

The satellite is designed to operate in a

sun-synchronous orbit oI 778 km altitude with
a 98 5 degree inclination. The local time at the
descending node is 10:30 a,m. The repeat
cycle is 26 days and the satellite can provide
global imaging coverage

Payload
The characteristic of CBERS that differentiates
it from existing Earth resources satellites, is its
multisensor payload with different spatial
resolutions and data-collection freouencies
The three imaging sensors on board are:

- the Wide-Field lmager (WFl)

- the CCD Camera (CCD)

- the Infrared Multi-Soectral Scanner
(IR-N/SS)

Their characteristics are shown in Figure 3 The
WFI has a large swath of 900 km whrch gives a
synoptic view with a ground resolution of
250 m and covers the Earth surface during a
period of less than five days In addition, the
CCD and the lR-MSS sensors provide detailed
information of a sampled area of 120 km (20 m
and 80 m respectively) The CCD has a

Figure 3. Ground coverage
provided by the satellite's
main instruments: CCD,
lR-MSS, and WFI

pointable capability of +32", providing an
increased observation f requency or
stereoscopic capability for a given region
Thus, any phenomenon detected by the WFI
may be zoomed in on by the oblique view of the
CCD with a minimum time lag of three
days. These multisensor data are especially
interesting for ecosystem monitoring where a
high frequency of information is required

Wide Field lmager (WFl)

The WFI is used to get low-resolution,
wide-field image information in two visible
spectral bands: 0 63 to 0 69 pm and 0 77 to
0 89 pm. The ground resolution is 250 m and
the swath width is about 900 km The repeat
cycle is reduced to five days owing to the wide
swath width.

CCD camera
The CCD camera is used to acquire
high-resolution remote-sensing image
information about the Earth in visible and
near-infrared spectral bands lt has five
spectral bands: 0 45 to 0 52 pm, 0 52 to
0 59 pm, 0 63 to 0 69 pm, 077 lo 0 89 pm,
and 0 51 to 0.73 um

The ground resolution is 20 m and the
swath width is 120 km Earth images in

the five spectral bands can be obtained
simultaneously, The CCD camera, using
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Figure 4. INPE's Integration
and Test Laboratory (LlT)

scanning pushbroom techniques, mainly
takes images of the areas around nadir.

but also has side-looking capabilities to
cover any specified area within a three-day
perod

Infrared Multi Spectral Scanner
The lR MSS obtains medium resolution
phanochromatic image information in four
spectralbands: 0 5to 1.1 prm 1.55 to 1 75 pm

2 08 to 2 35 pm and 10.4 to 12 5 pm. The
ground resolutions are 80 m for the first three
bands and 160 m for the last band The
temperature sensitivity for the last and
far-infrared band is 1 2 K The instrument only
takes the images of the areas around nadir. lts
imaging mode can be performed by ground
command in real time nr deferred hv time
tagging

heat pipes. Only in special circumstances is the
active method of using an electric heater
employed The temperatures inside the satellite
are generally maintained within a range of 0oC
to 45"C, except for the Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd)
battery which is kepl at a range f rom - 5oC lo
I r tror\T IJ V

The function of the electrical power supply
subsystem is to provide all the instruments and
eouioment on board the satellite with the
required electrical power. The subsystem
includes the solar array, the NiCd battery
regulators and converters The output of
the solar array will be 1100 W at the end
of its lifetime, which is designed to be two
years,

The attitude-and-orbit-control subsystem
(AOCS) realises the Earth pointing of on-
board remote sensors and three-axis attitude
stabilisation, to keep the solar panel continu-
ously tracking and pointing to the Sun, and to
maintain the Sun-synchronous orbit The main
features of the AOCS are to achieve the
three-axis pointing accuracy of 0.2 to 0.3o, the
three-axis measuring accuracy of 0150 and
the solar panel accuracy of 50

The LIT facility
The Integration and Test Laboratory
(LlT) at INPE was designed and
built to meet the needs of the
3razilian space programme (Fig. 4)
It renresents one of the most
sophisticated and powerful facilities
in the qualification of industrial

products that demand a high reliability

The facility has two main areas in which
integration and test activities are carried out
The laroer is a class 100 000 clean area of
1600 mi, with a useful crane height of 10 m.
The types of tests performed there include
thermal vacuum, climatic, vibration/shock,
Electromagnetic Interference (EN/l) and
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) The
second area is smaller, 450 mz, with a crane
hook height of 6 m and operates under class
l0 000 conditions Tests performed there
include alignment measurements, centre of
gravity and moment of inertia There are also
checkout equipment rooms, test control
rooms, and additional laboratories

The total area of the facility is 1O 000 m2 with
all the necessary utility infrastructure. This
includes a filtered compressed air system,
closed circuit water system, grounding system
with less than I Q resistance and an
uninterruptable power supply. G

Other payloads
In addition to the imaging payload, the satellite
carrres a Data Collection System (DCS)
for environmental monitoring: a Space
Environment Monitor (SEM) lor detecting
high-energy radiation in space: and an
experimental High Density Tape Recorder
(HDTR)to record imagery on board

The platform
The platform consists of the structure
subsystem. the thermal-control subsystem.
iho olanirin:l nn\^/ar cr rnnlrr cr rhcrrctom

the attitude-and-orbit-control subsystem, the
on-board-data-handling subsystem, and
the tracking, telemetry and command sub-
system.

Thermal control is implemented mainly by
passive methods such as using thermal
coatings, multi-layer insulation blankets, and
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Le Conseil r6uni au niveau minist6riel:
son histoire, son 6volution

G. Lafferranderie
Affaires juridiques, ESA, Paris

l- histoire
Au debut des ann6es 1960, deux organisations
sont mises en place: le CERS/ESRO et le

CECLES/ELDO, avec des missions differentes,
des Etats membres et un fonctionnement
different. ll a fallu y ajouter la CETS (Conference
europ6enne des telecommunications par

satellites) pour coordonner les positions des
nAVs crrron6ens clans le cadre desY*J "
negociations des Accords Intelsat int6rimaire
Tres vite la necessite d'une coordination

On pourrait s'6tonner que la Convention de I'Agence ne comporte pas
d'article d6di6 a un Conseil - ou Conf6rence, peu importe -
minist6riel et qu'il faille scruter I'article Xl.2 de la Convention ou
I'article 10 du Rdglement int6rieur pour voir mentionner l'expression
'Conseil r6uni au niveau minist6riel'. Certains pourraient 6tre surpris
que certaines matidres ne soient pas r6serv6es aux Ministres, et
qu'aucune p6riodicit6 ne soit mentionn6e. C'est ld une des originalit6s
de la Convention de n'avoir 6tabli qu'un seul organe souverain, le
Conseil, tout en lui laissant la possibilit6 de se r6unir, quelle que soit la
matidre, soit au niveau des d6l6gu6s, soit au niveau minist6riel
(ministres qui sont aussi des d6l6gu6s), ce qui sous-entend une
gradation dans la difficult6 de trouver une solution. C'est un choix
delib6r6 qui a 6t6 fait par les r6dacteurs qui s'explique par l'histoire et
par le concept recherch6 de I'institution.

politique d haut niveau s'est faite sentir: ce fut
d'abord la Conference des Ministres de I'ELDO
(non pr6vue par la Convention de l'ELDO) en
juillet 1966 puis la mise sur pied de la

Conference spatiale europeenne qui reunissait
oour la oremiere fois a Paris en decembre 1966
les ministres des Etats membres de I'ELDO, le

Danemark et I'Espagne, plus I'Autriche, l'lrlande,
la Grece, la Suede et la Suisse comme
observateurs.

La Conf6rence spatiale europ6enne
ll convient de s'arrOter un moment sur la CSE:
une 'Conference' et non une nouvelle
Organisation intergouvernementale appelant
un nouveau traite soumis a ratificaiion,
rappeler quelques dates et r6sultats car le

souvenir de la CSE plane peut-etre encore

A Rome en juillet 1967 la Conf6rence
mentionn6e ci-dessus d6cidait de devenir un

organe permanent Tous les Gouvernements
membres de l'ESRO, de I'ELDO et de la CETS

etaient invites a se joindre Le mandat de la
CSE etait 'd'elaborer une politique spatiale
europ6enne coordonn6e et de verller d son
execution' Les decisions v sont prises a
I'unanimite.

La troisidme reunion de la CSE, tenue d Bad
Godesberg en novembre 1968, a fait date avec
des decisions de principe sur les programmes,
les lanceurs (la clause des 125%) et les

institutions avec ref6rence d une Organisation
spatiale europ6enne unique Mais quelques
semaines apres, le compromis 6tait remis en
cause! Puis ce fut la crise d I'ESRO, les
'package deals', les reunions de Bruxelles de
1970, 1972, 1973 et 1975 (avril 1975 fut la

derniere r6union de la CSE) et enfin le bout du
tunnel avec la signature a Paris en mai 1975 de
la Convention de I'ESA. La CSE se comoosait
notamment d'une Conference des Ministres,
se r6unissant une fois par an et prenant ses
decisions a I'unanimite (ce qui obligeait les

Gouvernements a donner des instructions
conformes a leurs repr6sentants auprds de
I'ELDO, de I'ESRO et de la CETS)

fachdvement des negociations en 1971 sur
les Accords Intelsat conduisit a la disoarition de
la CETS A noter que la CSE avait mis en place
un groupe de travail charge de suivre les

travaux des Nations Unies d un moment
important de preparation des grands traites sur
I'ocnana I o Qpala+aria+ A+ai+ ana' 'rAI uo|./quu. LU 9uurCLdl ldt UIAIL dJJUIU

alternativement oar les services de I'ELDO et
de I'ESRO

fobjectif de cr6er une Organisation spatiale
europ6enne unique (qui apparait d Bad
Godesberg en 1968, confirm6 en 1973) ne
pouvait qu'entrainer une premiere question:
fallait-il conserver dans cette nouvelle Agence
un niveau 'ministeriel' ou pas? Si oui, faillait-il
que ce niveau soit partie integrante de
I'Organisation ou devait-il en demeurer
ext6rieur?

Avril 1974, le projet de Convention etait pr6t
comme demande par la CSE. Une dernidre
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r6vision du projet de Convention d I'initiative de
la France en reportait la signature; elle avait
parmi ses objectifs celui de faire du Conseil
l'organe souverain et supreme (suppression
de la reference aux Conseils directeurs de
programme) En avril 1975, la CSE transmettait
le texte arrete pour qu'il soit soumis d une
Conf6rence des Plenipotentiaires,

Le Conseil dans la Convention de l'Agence
La conception retenue de I'ESA, d'en faire une
Organisation prenant la suite de l'ESRO et de
l'ELDO, ayant une comp6tence en R&D allant
du programme scientifique aux applications en
^^^^^^+ t^^ t^^^^,,.^ {^i^^i+poJJdr rr Pdr ruJ rdr ruuurJ, rdrJdrL r-lu ur I

m6canisme de coordination oolitioue externe
ne se justifiait plus (la CETS ayant disparu et
aucune autre Organisation'spatiale' n'existant).
Point majeur, l'ESA recevait le mandat expres de
traiter de la politique spatiale europ6enne d long
terme (cf article ll.a de la Convention). Le

Conseil est l'organe politique souverain; il

cumule les competences de caractdre politique
qui 6taient celles de la CSE et les competences
d'ex6cution. Pourquoi des lors aurait-on eu

besoin d'une autre instance politique,

exterieure? Les Communautes europeennes
n'attachaient alors guere d'attention d I'espace
et la creation de I'ESA n'y fut pas mentionnee
comme a I'ESA celle d'un possible r6le de la
Commission . . . dans les ouestions soatiales

Un seul point donna vraiment lieu a debat: la
nerioclir:ite des reunions ministerielles
Finalement, les partisans d'une non-periodicite
(comme la Suisse) I'emporterent, arguant du
risque de politisation de toute question et de
deshabillage du Conseil ordinaire si des
16unions regulieres ministerielles etaient
instituees

Un point de vue contraire est defendu par M.
A Lebeau dans son ouvrage L'Espace en
heritage (Editions O Jacob, Paris, f6vrier
1986): '.. . le systdme cooperatif actuel souffre
d'une faiblesse specifique, la confusion, dans
le Conseil de l'Agence spatiale europ6enne, de
deux fonctions: une fonction de Conseil
d'administration et une fonction de
concertation politique entre les Etats membres'
(page 370).

La Convention de l'Agence etait ouverte a la

signature le 30 mai 1975 avec cette disposition
originale, d'un Conseil qui peut se r6unir soit
au niveau des del6gu6s soit au niveau des
Ministres. Comment cette disposition a{-elle
joue?

Les textes
Le Conseil au niveau ministeriel est une
formation du Conseil, organe souverain

(a) f article X de la Convention cree deux
organes: le Conseil et le Directeur general
Larticle Xl est consacr6 au Conseil La

mention d'un Conseil ministeriel aooarait au
paragraphe 2 simplement comme une
option, une formation du Conseil: 'Le

Conseil se reunit en tant que de besoin soit
au nrveau des delegues soit au niveau des
Ministres'.

Nouvelle mention du Conseil ministeriel est
faite au paragraphe 4 pour distinguer un
President du Conseil au niveau ministeriel.
Mais le paragraphe 5 de l'article Xl sur les

fonctions du Conseil ne fait aucune
distinction entre les deux formations et ne

reserve au Conseil ministeriel aucune
competence particulidre

.-

A son tour le Reglement int6rreur du Conseil
(article 10) precise certains points de
oroc6dure lorsoue le Conseil se reunit au
niveau minist6riel; aussi, le Conseil est le
Conseil et peut traiter de tout sujet quelle
que soit sa composition et selon les regles
de oroc6dure et de vote du Conseil.

La Convention laisse ouverte toutes
possibilit6s, n'edicte aucune frontiere,
aucune periodicite, rien de ce qui aurait pu
rigidifier ce m6canisme et cr6er des conflits
Par la la Convention fait en sorte que le
Conseil au niveau ministeriel soit le niveau
de recours politique, strategique.

(b) Reunions et pr6sidence du Conseil
ministeriel
Le President est elu a I'ouverture de la
reunion ministerielle et reste President
yusqu'a I'ouverture de la 16union

ministerielle suivante ou'il convooue Bien
s0r la fonction est remolie oar le titulaire du
portefeuille auquel est rattache I'Espace au

Conf6rence Pl6nipotentiaire
le 30 mai 1975 d Paris
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sein du gouvernement. ll s'ensuit que la

duree de la fonction de Pr6sident du
Conseil minist6riel va varier, qu'il n'y a pas
de r66lection et que pendant cette p6riode
le Conseil aura deux pr6sidents, l'un au
niveau des del6gu6s, I'autre au niveau des
Ministres (il ne prend pas pan au Bureau,
n'assiste pas aux r6unions du Conseil
ordinaire, etc.). ll peut recevoir une mission
politique comme celle de r6soudre un point
de n6gociations (cf. la mission du Ministre
Riesenhuber d Washington en f6vrier 1987).
La jurisprudence rev6t alors toute son
importance pour pr6venir des conflits
toujours possibles.

La pratique: Comment et quand une
r6union du Gonseil au niveau minist6riel
est-elle convoqu6e?
La r6union de Toulouse des 18-20 octobre
1995 fut la sixidme, si on considdre comme
premidre la r6union de f6vrier 1977, alors que
la Convention de I'ESA n'etait pas encore
formellement en vigueur mais appliquee de
facto. La Rdsolution no 1 de I'Acte final de la
Conf6rence des pl6nipotentiaires de mai 1975
le permettait, il n'y avait pas de contradiction
avec les Conventions en vigueur, celles de
I'ESRO et de I'ELDO, qui etaient bien sOr

muettes sur un niveau minist6riel.

(i) Paris, f5vrier 1977

Cette r6union (pr6vue pour le deuxidme
semestre 1976) se tint d Paris au sidge de
l'Agence les 14 - 15 f6vrier 1977 et le

Ministre italien de la recherche. Mario Pedini

fut 6lu President du Conseil minist6riel
Cette r6union avait 6t6 pr6par6e par un
groupe de travail (preside par M. Van

Eesbeeck, Belgique) cree par le Conseil en
octobre 1976 qui avait identifie les points a

soumettre et pr6parer des projets de
Resolutions. La r6union minist6rielle adopta
des D6clarations et quatre Resolutions (on

peut se demander aujourd'hui quelles
furent les raisons de faire de certains sujets
des pr6occupations strat6giques, si peu de
temps apres la signature d'une toute neuve
Convention)

(ii) Rome, janvier 1985

ll faudra attendre les 30-31 janvier 1985
pour assister d la deuxieme reunion
minist6rielle qui se tint d Rome, d la

splendide Villa Madama et qui fut
convoquee par le Ministre italien de la

recherche, L. Granelli. Elle porta a la
presidence le Ministre neerlandais Van

Aardenne.

Les grands programmes arrivaient a leur
terme; le President Reagan avait invite 'amis
et alli6s' a oarticioer d l'aventure de la

Station soatiale. Le XXdme anniversaire de
I'Eurooe soatiale celebre e I'ESTEC donna
I'occasion d'un echange de vues officieux le
9 mai 1984 et le Conseil, le lendemain,
enregistrait le souhait general de voir se tenir
une reunion ministerielle Les 25-27 juin
1984 le Conseil cr6ait un groupe de travail
charg6 de pr6parer la 16union ministerielle
Tout d'abord le President du Conseil. le Prof .

PremiEre r6union du
Conseil, Paris, l6vrier 1977
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1) Date:

Ville:

Pr6sidence:

Textes adoptes. -

Resolution sur le programme Earthnet
Besolution sur un programme de satellite europ6en de teledetection
R6solution sur I'Agence et les systemes operationnels
Resolution sur I'Aoence et ses relations ext6rieures

SESSIONS DU CONSEIL DE L'ESA AU NIVEAU MINISTERIEL-

Fevler 1977
Paris

Conseil des Ministres: Mario Pedini (l)

Conseil des Delegues: Wolfgang Finke (D)

/l Date:

Ville:

Presidence:

Tavtac adnnt6c* *

R6solution No, 1

R6solution No 2

Date:

Ville:

Pr6sidence:

Tpvtcc aalnnt6c""'

Resolution No 1

Resolution No 2

Date:

Ville:

Presidence:

Tovtoc ednnt6c**'

Resolution No 1

Resolution No. 2

Date:

Ville:

Presidence:

Textes adopt6s**:
R6solution No. 1

R€solution No. 2
Resolution No 3

Date:
Ville:

P16sidence:

Textes adoptes:
R6solution No, 1

R6solution No, 2

Janvier 1985
Rome

Conseil des Ministres: G W.V van Aardenne (NL)

Conseil des Delegues . Harry Atkinson (R-U)

Plan spatial europ6en d long terme
Participation au programme de Station spatiale

Novembre 1987
La Haye

Conseil des Ministres: Heinz Riesenhuber (D)

Conseil des Delegues: Henrrk Grage (DK)

Plan spatial europeen d long terme et programmes
Participation au programme de Station spatiale

Novembre 1991

Munich
Conseil des Ministres: Claudio Aranzadi (S)

Conseil des Delegues: Francesco Carassa (l)

Plan spatial europ6en a long terme 1992-2005 et programmes
Programmes d'observation de la Terre et de son environnement

Novembre 1992
Grenade
Conseil des Ministres: Hubeft Curien (F)

Conseil des Delegues: Francesco Carassa (l)

Mise en oeuvre du Plan spatial europ6en d long terme et des programmes
Coop6ration internationale
Cooperation spatiale avec la Feddration de Russie

Octobre 1995
Toulouse
Conseil des Ministres: Yvan Ylieff (B)

Conseil des Delegues: Pieter Gaele Winters (NL)

D6cisions sur les programmes, les finances et la politique industrielle de I'Agence
Orrentations de la politique et des programmes futurs de I'Agence

3)

4)

5)

6)

Seules les sessions du Conseil au niveau ministeriel ont ete prises en compte (voir articles Xl.2 eI 4 de la Convention, et
les Rdglements et Procedures, article 10) et non les 16unions de la CSE.

Voir Iextes fondamentaux ESA. Volume 4
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R6union du Conseil, Rome,
janvier'1985

Atkinson en assumait la presidence qui6tait
ensuite confi6e au delegue neerlandais M

De Bruine. Le Conseil, a la mi-decembre
1984, enregistrait I'etat d'avancement des
travaux ainsi que la demande de la France
de traiter egalement du programme
Hermes. La 16union etait formellement
aooel6e le 21 decembre 1984.

Comme l'on sait, elle a adopt6 deux
Fl6cnlrriinnc nnr rr la nromiAro fnic rrnoY-"',*Y'",
Resolution sur le plan spatial europ6en d

long terme, qui enterina des objectifs de
programmes plus que des programmes, et
une R6solution no 2 sur la r6oonse d fournir
au President Reagan

(iii)La Haye, novembre 1987

Le Conseil crea un groupe de travail charge
de pr6parer la 16union ministerielle, Ce
groupe tjnt treize r6unions (et une reunion
informelle la veille, chargee de connaitre les

derniers developpements s'il y en avait). Le

groupe de travail se consacra aux deux
sujets strategiques, la proposition du
Directeur g6neral de Plan spatial europeen
d long terme et les n6gociations avec les

Etats-Unis sur la Station spatiale
internationale. Encore une fois des doutes
serieux apparurent dans le mois prec6dant
la r6union minist6rielle quant a une issue
oositive. Les documents n'etaient distribues
qu'au debut de la semaine precedant celle
de la r6union ministerielle

Le Conseil ministeriel 6tablit un groupe de
travail charg6 de finaliser le texte du projet
de Resolution no 1 , objectif auquel il parvint
a I'issue d'une seance de nuit. Finalement,
comote tenu de contacts entre la

Presidence et les d6legations, le Conseil
ministeriel vota les deux R6solutions (le

Royaume-Uni s abstenant quant a la

Resolution no 1) ainsi que la Declaration
finale mise au point par un petit groupe de
redaction

(iv) Munich, novembre 1 991

On y retrouve les memes ing16dients et un

deroulement similaire. Mais cette fois-ci
I'environnement international a change
avec la chute du mur de Berlin, la remise en
cause de Ia configuration de la Station
spatiale internationale, et surtout les

contraintes 6conomiques et financieres des
Etats membres, Le Directeur general attirait
d'ailleurs, avant la 16union ministerielle,
l'attention du personnel sur ces divers
elements. Comme cela 6tait devenu usuel,
le Conseil crea, le 13 d6cembre 1990, un
groupe de travail charge de preparer la

r6union ministerielle. Ce groupe de travail
oorta d sa oresidence M. E. Triana
(Espagne) et prepara sept projets de
Resolutions, De ces sept projets, il n en
resta que trois qui furent adopt6s par le

Conseil ministeriel aores d'ultimes
n69ociations et 'confessions'. Le Ministre
espagnol Aranzadi fut elu Pr6sident. lci
encore la tenue de la reunion fut incertaine;
les dernidres hesitatrons furent levees par
un accord entre le Chancelier Kohl et le

President Mitterrand sur les objectifs a
atteindre. Le Conseil ministeriel d6cida
essentiellement de revoir le plan a long+^'6^ +'^^ ^a^' - et de se revoir un antvil ilu 

- 
LruP ur rur -

aprds. Le temps des vaches grasses etait
termin6 pour faire place A celui d'une
gestion rigoureuse.

(v) Grenade, novembre 1992

Selon l'accord de Munich, le Conseil au
niveau ministeriel se tint donc une annee
nlr rc iard on Fcnanno A Gronada I o

Conseil etablit un groupe de travail le 16
juillet 1 992 sous la presidence de M.

Mennicken Le lVinistre f rangais de la

Recherche, le Prof Curien fut elu d la
presidence du Conseil ministeriel

Le Conseil ministeriel adoota trois
R6solutions, sur le Plan spatial europeen a

long terme, sur la cooperation internationale
et sur les relations avec la Federation de
Russie, Le Conseil abandonna quasiment le
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projet Hermes qui fut 'reoriente'. et r6duisit
6galement le projet Columbus. Les

Ministres annoncdrent, en annexe de la

Resolution no 1, leur 'intention' de
souscrire les Declarations et des taux de
contributions, entre crochets ou avec des
fou rchettes

On a egalement pr6sente cette r6union
comme un echec Ce n'etait pas

l impression de ceux qui y participerent:
une decision sur un plan d long terme, la
confirmation de certains objectifs politiques
essentiels (cooperation a la Station spatiale,
cooperation avec la Russie, poursuite du
programme scientifique sans coupure, etc,).
Mais ces 'decisions' restaient d 6tre mises
en oeuvre dans les Declarations de
programme et c'est la que le bat blessa

Un mot sur un groupe de travail cree par la

Resolution no 1, celui sur la gestion des
grands programmes facultatifs (Ariane,
Hermes, Columbus, DRS). Ce groupe de
travail du Conseil fut dirige par M Inglis
(Royaume-Uni) et ses recommandations
endoss6es oar le Conseil Que
recommandait-il? Une couverture de
I'enveloppe financiere de programme aussi
complete que possible, quitte a reduire le

contenu initial du programme, un contrOle
rigoureux des d6penses, Un deuxieme
groupe de travail du Conseil fut institue pour
reflechir sur le systeme financier; il fut
olac6 sous la oresidence de M. Hofman
(Suisse). ll est a I'origine du systdme dit du
tout ECU'

(vi)Toulouse, octobre 1 995

Cette reunion etait prevue par la R6solution
no 1 adopt6e a Grenade (pour avoir lieu en
fevrier 1995) En decembre 1994, le

Conseil adopte une Resolution qui cr6e le
groupe de travail habituel charge de
p16parer la reunion ministerielle (avec
mention de 14 pointsl) N/. J.D. Levi
(France) en est elu President. Le Groupe de
travail tint quelque treize reunions, mit au
point le projet d ordre du jour, et prepara
deux projets de Resolutions, I'une sur les

decisions, l'autre sur les directions et bien
s0r suivit les progrds dans les negociations
sur les amendements de l'lGA et du MOU,
sur les Declarations de programme Le

Conseil au niveau des delegues se r6unit d
Toulouse le 17 octobre 1995 pour faire le
nnini cr rr loc nnciti^^^ ^+ r^^ +^..+^^ | ^.-- F--''tut t. uL tYJ tu^LEb. Ld

reunion ministerielle fut ouverte par le

Ministre frangais charge de I'espace, M. F.

Fillon, et porta a sa presidence le Ministre
belge, M Yvan Ylieff.

Les doutes sur la tenue de cette r6union
subsisterent (il suffit de renvoyer aux titres
de certains articles: 'L'Agence spatiale
dans la tourmente'ou '/Vo station, no ESA')
jusqu'a la derniere minute, ainsi que sur la
presence de delegations de pays de poids.

Finalement les choses se oassdrent olut6t
hion Ioc nrr^oa nnirc ao diccinArant

devant la volonte commune de faire de cette
reunion un succds. Un groupe de travail (de
nuit) fut etabli pour mettre au point le
passage de la Resolution no 1 quitraitait de
la oolitioue industrielle Les deux
Resolutions furent adootees a I'unanimite
ainsi que la Declaration finale pr6paree par

l'Executif Les Ministres preciserent le

mandat donne aux negociateurs de l'lGA et
du MOU sur deux ooints essentiels oour
I'Europe; ils adoptdrent l'ECU comme
monnaie de I'Agence et s'interesserent au
futur de l'Europe spatiale. De nouvelles
r6unions nous attendent; le President Ylieff
invitait ses collegues d se reunir en 1998 d
Bruxelles (une r6union officieuse sur les

rapports de deux groupes de travail devant
avoir lieu auparavant a I ESA). Toulouse
aura eu le merite de stabiliser l'Agence, de
lui redonner confiance

(On trouvera dans le tableau toutes
ces donn6es; Presidents des reunions
ministerielles, lieux et dates, Resolutions
adoptees).

Une analyse
(i) A part le Conseil minist6riel de 1977, les

debats ont porte sur: le plan spatial
europeen d long terme et les objectifs de
I'Agence. les programmes, la politique
industrielle, la politique en matiere de
lanceur, les questions financidres, la

cooo6ration internationale.

R6union du Gonseil,
Munich. novembre 1991
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En 1985, d Rome, pour la premidre fois,

l'Agence se dotait d'un plan spatial
europ6en d long terme comme cadre
strategique de ses actions, repris d La Haye
en 1987. Ce plan sera profondement revu a
Munich puis reajuste d Grenade (il perdit a
Toulouse son qualificatif de 'strategique')

A c6te de ces questions repetitives sur
I'Ancnce ses nhiectifg et son fonctionnement
(notamment a la suite des revues effectuees
en interne et par un consultant), on trouvera
constamment la ouestion de la Station
spatiale internationale (reponse d l'offre du

President Reagan, mandat de negociation
1985 et 1987, puis 6largissement du
partenariat a la Russie et revision de l'lGA et

du MOU), question limitee au d6velop-
pement de la contribution europ6enne et au

r0le de I'Europe dans le partenariat, puis

elargie a I'utilisation et d l exploitation.

La Resolution sur le plan spatial europeen
general et les programmes ou sur les

decisions, la Resolution no 1, enonce les
grands objectifs, les programmes, etc Dans
certains cas, certains chapitres de la

R6solution valent Resolution'habilitante'
ouvrant la periode de trois mois permettant d

un Etat membre non interesse de ne oas
participer (La Haye pour Ariane-S,
Columbus, Hermes, DRS). Un tableau de
souscriptions attendues est joint avec des
niveaux qui restent d confirmer (Grenade,
1992). Le Conseil de Munich s'attacha en

outre a I'observation de la Terre et a la

cooperation internationale Mais quelques
semaines apres on pouvait assister a une
remise en cause des financements. Le travail

6tait a refaire. Le Conseil de Toulouse a tire les

leqons de cet exercice en faisant en sorte que

les taux de contributions soient affiches et la
souscription des Declarations et leur entr6e
en vigueur imm6diate (meme si elle est

assortie d'une clause susoensive oour laisser
a un pays le temps de consulter ses autoritOs

ou sous r6serve de I'achdvement des
nrnn6rlrrroc intornoc\ of nnn nlrrc doc

souscriptions attendues, des taux indicatifs
entre crochets

(ii) La periodicit6: seule la reunion de lVunich
l'evoque pour envisager des reunions
annuelles N'est-ce pas plutdt en raison de
n'avoir pas pris de decisions? ll appartient d

chaoue r6union de fixer I'echeance suivante
en fonction des resultats atteints et d venir. Le

succds ou I'echec d'une reunion ministerielle
oeut tenir a olusieurs facteurs: la maturit6 du

dossier, son i m portance pol itiq ue strat6g iq ue,

sans oublier les contacts entre le Pr6sident et

les Ministres (petits dejeuners ou mOme

'confessions' comme a Munich), la force
d'entrainement d'un pays moteur (comme a
Toulouse), jusqu'au temps et d la voix du
Presrdent.

(iii) Dossier strategique s'il en est et point d'appui
d'une reunion ministerielle: le Plan soatial
europeen d long terme. essentiel pour le
fonctionnement de I'Agence et qui ne devrait
pas 6tre revu, 16orient6, tous les ans. tous les

deux ans pour pouvoir garder son caractdre
de plan a long terme et de base de projets. La
periodicite devrait y perdre de son interet
(sans oublier le temps, les forces consacr6es
d une 16union ministerielle par tous et qui ne

le sont plus a d'autres sujets).

(iv)Le succes d'une reunion ministerielle c'est
avant tout la solidarite, I'unanimite autour de
decisions claires, fermes et ex6cutoires,
endossees au plus haut niveau politique
Malheureusement, ce souci permanent
exprime d | 'ouverture de chaque reunion
n oei nra tnr rinr rrc rAalioA n+ nar{nio Inrr uoL Vqo rvuJvuro lUOllJU Ut Pol lulJ ld

proc6dure de traduction de la volonte
ministerielle debouche, on I'a vu, sur un coup
d'arr6t, si ce n'est une remise en question ll

est certains sujets qui pour diverses raisons
ne peuvent 6tre dem6les qu'au niveau
ministeriel, comme la politique industrielle.
Aussi les 16unions du Conseil minist6riel
doivent rester relativement espac6es, pour
que le Conseil soit un succds et pour aussi

restaurer I interet du Conseil au niveau des
delegues.

(v) ll est incontestable que le sch6ma institue
par la Convention a porte ses fruits: un

niveau politique rapidement saisissable,

saisissable de questions fondamentalement
strategiques, non solubles au niveau des
delegues. au point qu'on peut parfois

s'etonner de voir une question qui a appele
des s6ances sans fin, des documents sans
nombre, Otre ici resolue en quelques heures
Les decisions prises au sommet de la
pyramide doivent se repercuter alors
rapidement a chaque 6chelon avec l'autorite
de la chose jugee

Mais il est tout aussi incontestable oue ce
schema a ses limites aujourd'hui, compte
tenu de la multiplication des acteurs sur la

scdne europ6enne (Commission euro-
peenne, Eutelsat. Eumetsat, Arianespace,
etc ) Les activites spatiales s'apprehendent
comme un tout, du d6veloppement aux
activites commerciales, du civil a la defense
et se deroulent dans un cadre legislatif et
reglementaire largement ouvert a l'ext6rieur,
ce oui diffdre du sch6ma initial lors de son
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

In Orbit / En orbite

Under Development / En cours de r6alisation

PROJECT
1995 | 1996 | 1997 | 199a | 1999 | 2000 | 2001

COMMENTS

U

9=
in(E
oxad

G

UE

SPACE TELESCOPE LAUNCHED APRIL 1990

ULYSSES LAUNCHED OCTOBER 1 990

s0 A LAUNCHEDNOVEMBEB 1995

SOHO A LAUNCHED DECEMBER 1995

Attt

=>-<=
=oc)l+r

[IARECS,A EXTENDED LIFETII/E

[/ARECS. 82 lttttttttrtttlttttlttlrr LEASEDTO INI\4ARSAT

METEOSAT-4 (MOP-1) ttrrtttlrrlr LIFETIME 5 YEARS

METE0SAT-5 (l\40P,2) ttttrrtttrrtrltttt LAUNCHED MARCH 1991

|\/ETEOSAT6 (MOP.3) tltllttlltltllttltlllttrr LIFETI[/E 5YEARS

ERS.1 rrlttttltlltt EXTENDED LIFETIIVE

ERS.2 I LAUNCHED APRIL 1 995

ttttt LAUNCHEDJUNE ]983

ECS-4 rr!trltttttttltrtlrtttltrlttttrtrtrttttttrttltltrtlrtrtrr LAUNCH ED SEPT, 1 987

ECS-5 trtrttrtltlltrtrtrttrttttltrtrtllll LAUNCHED JULY 1988

PROJECT 1995 | 1996 | 1se7 | 1998 | lsse | 2oOO | 2oo1 COMMENTS

Uo>
L>
F<z.Eu(9
250aE

CLUSTER rtt .AUNCH [/AY 1996

HUYGENS TITAN DESCENT SEPI 2OO4

X[/N/  
^I

LAUNCH END 1999

INTEGBAL -AUNCH APBIL 2OO1

>('>o
C) cc()c

DA I A-HtLAY
SATFI I ITF IIIRS) A LAUNCH MID.2OOO

AFTE[,4IS LAUNCH MID.1998

il>@=@<
OE
r(5
FOrE<Lu

EARTH OBS PREPAR
PBOG {EOPP)

ENVISAT 1/
P0LAR PLATFORL'l

 LAUNCH MID.1999

I\,4ETOP.1 PREP PROG

I/ETEOSAT
TRANSITION PROG

MTP,I LAUNCH t\.41D-1997

t\4sG-1 I LAUNCH JUNE 2OOO

ea

coLU[,1BUS (COF)
LAUNCH NOV 2OO2

I LAUNCH I.4ABCH 2OO2

ERA I LAUNCH FEB 1999

Dl\,1S(R) I LAUNCH APBIL 1 998

AHD I -AUNCH SEPT 1996(AB 502)

MICROGRAVITY

-^r 
f^l^-rl^-I

EUFOI\,4I8 95 ItIv
-.;
ZY

ABIANE.S r] FIRST LAUNCH I/AY 1996

ARIANE.5 EVOLUTION FIRST LAUNCH END 2OO2

 
V

I
I

DEFINITION PHASE

OPERATIONS

T MAIN DEVELOPMENT PHASE

IT T 4PD|1IONAL LIFE POSSIBLE

LAUNCH/READY FOR LAUNCH
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IUE

Depuis son lancement Ie 28 janvier 1978,
I'lUE est exploitd de manidre continue et
en commun par la NASA, I'ESA et Ie
Royaume-Uni (epresente d I'ori$ne par le
SBC, purs par le SERC et aujourd'hui par
le PPARC). L'observatoire IUE de I'ESA a

6td installe a la station de poursuite des
sale//iles de l'Agence (VILSPA), e

Villafranca, prds de Madrid Un nouveau
'schema d'exploitation hybilde' a etd
adoptd par le Comite du programme
scientifique de I'ESA (SPC)en mai1995,
el /es acllvilds ndcessarres ont 6td
enlrepnses au cours des moils d'6te pour
lui permettre de fonctionner d partir du
1er octobre 1995.

Avec ce nouveau systdme 'hybride',la
periode quotidienne d'observation, qui
etait auparavant de 24 heures, a ete
ramende d 16 heures durant lesquelles
I'lUE est souslrail a I'influence des
ceintures de radiation de Ia Terre Au
cours de ces seze heures, Ie satellite et
son exploitation scientifique sont contrOles
par le VILSPA Pendant les huit heures
reslanles, Ie satellite est place sous /e

controle du Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) de la NASA, d Greenbelt
(Maryland)

Un certain nombre d'activites
suppl1mentaires ont 6td necessaires pour
assurer la mise en oeuvre en temps voulu
de I'exploitation hybilde, d savoir;

(a) repartition du temps d'observation pour
l'ann6e 1996 (et pour I'annee 1997)

L' e n se m b I e des propositions
europdennes et am5ricaines ont 6te
traitdes au VILSPA, au moyen d'un
nouveau d ispositif 1lectron tque de
soumrssion des propositions, afin de
pouvoir respecter Ie calendrier trds serd
1tabli d I'intention du Comite conjoint de
repartition des temps d'observation de
I'lUE Ce comit1 s'est rduni d Pans /es

17 et 18 juillet pour evaluer les 170
propositions reQues, repr6sentant quelque
19 300 heures d'observation Le SPC
avait convenu que I'appel d des
propositions d'observations devait tabler
sur une fin de vie du satellite IUE fixde d
la fin de I'annee 1997 C'est sur cette
base que Ie comitd a 6td invite a

sd lecti on ne r d es p rog ram mes
d'observation pour un 'Programme de
recherche scientifique final de I'lUE'
destiner d durer jusqu'd la fin de 1997.
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Dans cette perspective, il a attribud 9500
heures de temps d'observation, gardant
oueloue 1500 heures en rdserve.

Quatorze Droaositions ont 6te considdrees
comme 'de premidre importance'
(programmes clefs).

(b) procedures operationnelles et
organisation

Les procddures operationnelles de
I'observatdre IUE de I'ESA et la structure
de son organisation ont et6 profondement
remani1es. Des moyens de controle direct
du satellite ef des so/utlons de secours
ont 6td adoptes Les installations de
gestion des opdrations scientifiques ont
6t6 modifiees ef /es disposillfs de
planification, d'accds et de soutien des
utilisateurs, ainsi que de fourniture des
donnees ont 6td remplaces par des

sysfdmes p/us srmp/es et plus efftcaces,

utilisant les technologr'es /es p/us

avancdes.

(c) traitement des donnees

Les capacitds s u pp lementai res

ndcessalres d I'augmentation du
traitement des donndes ont 6td int5grees
au sein d'un systdme d flux continu
permettant Ie cheminement automatique
des donndes depuis /e sysldme de
soutien en temps reel jusqu'a deux
sysldmes de trattement, avec un contr)le
complet de la qualite integre dans le
processus global.

Fonctionnement du satellite
Une nouvelle anomalre affecte I'une des
antennes de liaison descendante en
bande S (n"4) qui avait dejd souffert de
probldmes intermittents par /e passd Son
rendement a aujourd'hui diminud de
fagon permanente de 300/o. Les analyses
suggdrent que ce probldme est caus6 par
une ddfaillance dans la chaine
d'amplification, une seule des deux
chaines d' oilg i ne d eme u rant
opdrationnelle. Les incidences de celle
defaillance su r I' exploitation sont
cepen d ant I i m itdes pu isq u' el les
n'entrainent qu'd une barsse de 150/o du
diagramme d'antenne utile observe du
sol. ll peut parfois s'avdrer ndcessaire,
cependant, de r6orienter Ie satellite pour
permettre la transmission de donndes

Principaux r6sultats scientifiques
Les premidres observations de la comdte
Hale-Bopp ont etd rdalis5es ayec succds
Bien qu'une pollution de fond d'oilgine

solaire existe dans le spectre, Ie

continuum de la comete a etd

convenablement d1tectd et il semble que
I'on soit en prdsence de I'un des taux de
production de poussrdre /es p/us d/evds
jamais observ1; aucune trace
d'1vaporation d'eau (qui se traduit par
des dmnslons d'OH) n'a ete decel1e d

une limite supdrieure relativement elevee
de 1E29 mol/s Un noyau spherique
sombre et glac6 produirait ce type
d'evaporation s'il avait un rayon de
aueloue 400 km.

La campagne de rdverb6ration mende
dans la galaxie a haute luminosite
Seyfert-1 F-9 s'esf achevee et rdvdle des
retards dans /es rales d'6mission par
rapport aux vailations du continuum
beaucoup plus courts que |es 400 jours
prevus d'aprds /es rdsultals pr6cddents

obtenus dans cette galaxie

Archivage
Le traitement des donndes de VILSPA
pour I'archivage d6finitif des donnees IUE
(IUEFA) s'esf poursuivi paralldlement d la
mise en place des innovations prevues
dans le cadre de I'expbitatbn hybride La

conception du sysfdme de diffusion
IUEFA, qui devrait faciliter l'utilisation d

long-terme des archives IUE, en esl d son
stade final

HST

L'exploitation de l'observatorre HSf se
poursuit de manidre trds efftcace, avec
seulement quelques dysfoncttonnements
mineurs, sans consdquence pour les
recherches scientiftques rdalisees au
cours des derniers mois. Plus d'un millrer

de propositions pour le prochain cycle
d'observations (Cycle 6) ont 6t6 regues
avant la date-limite de soumirsslon fixde d
la mi-septembre

La prdparation et Ia planification de la
mr,ssion de maintenance et de reparatron
prdvue en 1997 se poursuit selon Ie

calendiler fix6. Deux nouveaux
instruments - le spectrographe imageur
1SI/S) et la camdra travaillant dans le
proche infrarouge (NlC) - ainsi qu'un
sysfdrne de pointage de precision (FGS)

seront installes /ors de cette mission, au
cours de laquelle seront 1galement
remplaces un certain nombre de sous-
sysfdmes. Les p/ans actuels envisagent 6
heures d' activites extra-vdhiculaires (EVA)
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IUE

IUE has been in continuous operation as a
joint project by NASA, ESA and the United
Kingdom (initially SRC, later SERC, and
now PPARC) since the satellite's launch on

28 January 1978, the ESA IUE

Observatory being located throughout at

the Agency's Villafranca Satellite Tracking
Station (VILSPA) near Madrid (E)

Following the approval of a new 'hybrid

operations scheme' by ESA s Science
Programme Committee (SPC) in May

1995, the necessary developments were
carried out over the summer months to

allow this new operating scheme to start on
1 October .1 

995.

Under this revised 'hybrid' system, the total
observing time (previous\ 2a \ has been
restricted to the 16 h per day when IUE is

outside the influence of the Earth's
radiation belts. During this 16 h observing
period, both the spacecraft and science
operations are under VILSPA's control For

the remaining 8 h each day, the spacecraft
is controlled from NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt MD

A number of additional activities were
needed to assure a timely implementation
of the hybrid operations, namely:

(a) Observing-time allocation for 1996
(and 1997)

All European and US proposals were
processed at VILSPA using a new

electronic proposal-submission system in

order to meet the very tight schedule set

for the Joint IUE Observing Time

Allocation Committee This Committee met

in Paris on 17118 July to assess the 170
proposals that had been received,
corresponding to 19 300 h of observing
time Based on the agreement by SPC that
this Call for Observing Proposals would
assume an end-1997 end of life for the IUE

satellite, the Committee was asked to select
observing programmes for a'Final IUE

Science Programme' lasting until the end
of 1 997

In the event, it assigned 9500 h of

observing time, maintaining some 1500 h
in reserve, and 14 proposals were given
'lasting value' (i.e. key programme)

SIAIUS

(b) Operational procedures and
organisation
The operational procedures for the ESA

IUE Observatory and its organisational
structure were thoroughly revised, Direct
spacecraft control and emergency
back-up capabilities were introduced
Science operations facilities were modified
and the systems used for scheduling, user
access and support, and for data delivery
were replaced by simpler, more efficient
systems making use of up-to-date
technology

/^\ n^+^ ^,^^^^^;^^lw) udra l/r vuvoo,r 19|

The additional capacity required for
increased data processing has been
integrated into a continuousJlow system,

whereby data will go automatically from
the reallime support system into two
processing systems with full quality control
as part of the overall process

Spacecraft status
A new anomaly is affecting one of the

S-band downlink antennas (no 4) which
has had intermittent problems in the past;

its output has now decreased permanently

by 300/o Analysis suggests that this is
caused by a failure in the amplification
chain, whereby only one of the original two
amplification chains remains operatronal
The impact on operations is limited since it

corresponds to only a 150/o decrease in the
useful antenna pattern as seen from the
ground, Occasionally, however, the
spacecraft may have to be reoriented for
data transmission

Scientific highlights
The first observations of Comet Hale-Bopp
have been successfully completed Even

though some solar background
contamination is present in the spectrum,
the continuum of the comet was well

detected and suggests one of the largest
dust-production rates ever observed; no

water evaporation (as manifested by OH

emission) was found at a relatively high
upper limit of 1E29 mol/s A dark, icy

spherical nucleus would yield this

evaporation, if it had a radius of some
400 km.

The reverberation campaign on the
high-luminosity Seyfert-1 galaxy F-9 has

been completed and shows considerably
shorter emission-line delays with respect to

the continuum variations than the 4OO days

anticipated f rom previous results for this
galaxy

Archiving
The processing of the VILSPA data for the

IUE Final Data Archive (IUEFA) has

continued in parallel with the innovations
that were introduced in connection with the

hybrid operations The IUEFA distribution
system, which is expected to support the
long-term usage of the IUE Archives, is in

its final design stages.

The International Ultraviolet Explorer (lUE)

Satellite international d'exploration dans
l'ultraviolet (lUE)

B9
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pendant quatre jours consdcutifs, avec
une EVA supplementaire non planifrde en

cas de besoin Le Centre europeen de
coordination du t1lescope spatial
(ST ECF) esl assocld, aux cOtes de
l' Institut scientifique du t1lescope spatial,
aux prdparatifs de la mlssion de desserfe
de 1997. Ces preparatifs comprennent
une participation aux activitds du Bureau
de desserle de la mission et plus
particulidrement, un soutren aux
procedures avancees d'etalonnage et
rl'anelrrqe dcq dnnnces deS inslrumenfs
scientifiques de nouvelle generation (STIS

^l A//f\l l at trattat rv a n161 1j4y66l q1 17YL l\lv) vEa Itdvdu  J apputwtwt tL out

I cvncricnr,.c ar,.lrtelle en mattdfe de

restauration d'image el sur /es travaux
similaires rdalisds par le STECF pour le

spectrographe a objets de faible
luminosite

Pri ncipaux r6sultats scientifiques
Les resu/lats scientrfiques /es p/us rdcents
comprennent l'observation d objets du
systdme solaire (dsolutron de la surface
de Vesta, ddcouverte de lunes de
Satu rn e), I a cartog rap h ie d' o bjets
protostellaires atnsi que la ddcouverte
d'un nombre important de galaxies
irrentrlidrc.q ct r1'a.qner..f OaftiCUlier a deS

drslances lointaines Ces recherches
doivent €tre suivre par le projet'Hubble
champ profond' conQu pour permettre
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une exposition trds lotntaine avec la plus

haute resolution possible La contribution
du ST-ECF d ce dernier projet consiste d
ddvelopper les techniques ndcessalres d

un 1chantillonage plus fin (fraction d'un
pixel original) et a la recomposition
d'images

Nombre de ces rdsu/lals, arnsi que des
informations mises d jour sur le HST et le
SIECF, sont disponibles sur lnternet, d

/'adresse WWW suivante

http : //ecf . hq. eso. org/ST- EC F -

homepage html

Archivage
Plusieurs ddveloppements importants ont
eu lieu rdcemment dans le domatne de
I'archivage Les archives SI-ECF HST ont
etd adaptdes au nouveau format et d la
norme des disques optiques du nouveau
systdme d'archivage et de diffusion des

donndes (DADS). En outre, I'accessibilitd
aux donndes du HST a 6td consid1rable-
ment am1liorde par la nouvelle interface
utilisateur, developpee par le STECF, qui
s'appuye sur le protocole du Woild Wide

Web (WWW) disponible sur lnternet. Les

e/fets posillfs de cette nouvelle interface
sonl mrs en evidence par une plus grande

utilisation des archives au cours des trois
premiers trimestres de 1995.

'Gaseous pillars' in the Eagle Nebula, imaged

by HST

Les'piliers gazeux' dans la Ndbuleuse de

I'Aigle, vus par l'observatoire HST

Ulysse

Missions et 6tat du v6hicule spatial
Le 30 septembre 1995, cinq ans apres
sont lancement, Ulysse a acheve la
premidre ohase de la tes fructueuse
mrsslon d'exaloration oui consrsle e
6tudier l'environnement du Soleil depuis
la perspective unique offerte par une

orbite passant par les poles du Soleil.

Entre le 19 juin et le 29 septembre, un an

aprds son passage historique au dessus

du p6le sud du Soleil, I'engh spalial s'esf
ddplace vers /es rdgrons du pOle nord du
soleil, atteignant, Ie 31 juillet, une latitude
maximale de 80,2 degres nord. La

mlssion continue d se ddrouler de
manidre satrsfa/.sanle et l'ensemble des
sous-systdme s et instr u m e nfs scr,enlifiques

d u sate ll ite fo n ctro n nent n o rm ale me nt.

Le bilan de ces cinq aremidres anndes de
la mission Ulysse rdvdle de nombreux
progrds en matidre operationnelle Le

lancement, en octobre 1990, a offert la
aremidre occasion au aersonnel de I'ESA

d'€tre responsable, pendant srx heures,

des opdrations dl'exploitation d' une

charge utile embarqude d bord de la

Navette saatiale Cette aeriode a culmind
avec le deploiement rdussi du satellite et
le debut de son voyage vers Jupiter
L'analyse et l'explication des raisons qui
ont ddclenche un mouvement inattendu
de nutation peu aprds le deploiement du
mdt axial du satellite ont reprdsentd un

nouveau defi Une interpretatron correcte
du phenomdne a permts de preparer
l' anaarition attendue d' un nouveau
mouvement de nutation en 1994 et de Ie

contr)ler de manidre appropilee pendant
une p1riode qui a durd plus d'un an Ces

opdrations ont mb tres fortement d

contribution les rnstallatrons au sol de la

NASA et de I'ESA ulllrsdes d cette fin, et
r5clamd des eflorls considdrables de la

Dart des oersonne/s affectds au JPL et
dans /es slallons au sol. Le fait que les

donnees scientifiques recueillies n'aient
pas subl de ddgradation atteste du
succds des opdrattons accomplies.
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HST

The HST Observatory continues to operate
with excellent efficiency, with only minor
malfunctions with no impact on the

screntific operations reported in recent
months By the deadline of mid-September
for the submission of proposals for the next

observing cycle (Cycle 6), more than 10OO

proposals had been received

The preparation and planning for the 1997

l\4aintenance and Repair Mission is
proceeding on schedule During that
mission, two new instruments - the ST

lmaging Spectrograph (STIS) and
Near-lnfrared Camera (NlC) - and a Fine

Guidance System (FGS) unit will be

installed, together with a number of

subsystems whicn need replacement The

current planning envisages 6 h of

Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) on four
consecutive days, plus an unscheduled
E\/n -- ^ ^^^+;^^^^^\,L Vn AJ O UVr rUr rgErruy

Tnnothor rnrith iho Qnaco Toleqnnno

Science Institute. the ST European
Coordination Facility (STECF) is involved in

the preparations for the 1997 Servicing
lVission This includes participation in the
activities of the Scl Servicing Mission Office
and, in particular, support for advanced
calibration and data-analysis procedures

for the next-generation science
instruments (STIS and NIC). This work will

be based on the existing experience with

image restoration and with similar work
norfnrmed hv thp ST-FCF fOr the Faint
Ol'rionl Qnontrnn ra nh

"v'*Y' '

Scientific highlights
The most recent scientific highlights
include observations of Solar System

objects (resolving the surface of Vesta,

discovering moons of Saturn), mapping
oblects of embryonic stars, and the
discovery of large numbers of irregular and
peculiar galaxies at large distances These

will be followed up with the Hubble Deep
Field' project, which is designed to provide

an ultra-deep exposure of the highest
possible resolution. The ST-ECF's

contribution to the latter project consists of

the development of techniques for the
pixel sub-stepping and image
recomblnation

lVany of these results, as well as upto-date
information about HST and the
STECF, can be found on Internet via WWW

aooress:

http://ecf hq eso org/ST ECF

homepage html

Archiving
Several im portant archive-related activities
have taken place recently The ST ECF HST

Archive has been adapted to the new

format and optical-disk standard of the
new Data Archive and Distribution System
(DADS) In addition, the new User Interface
developed by the ST ECF, based on the

World Wide Web (WWW) protocol and
available on Internet. has considerably
improved accessibility to HST data The

positive effect of the new interface has

been clearly visible in increased use of the
Archive during the first three quarters of

1 995.

Ulysses
Mission and spacecraft status
On 30 September 1995. five years after
launch, Ulysses completed the first phase

of its highly successful exploratory mission

to study the Sun's environment f rom the
unique perspective of a solar polar orbit
Between 1 9 June and 29 September. one
year after its historic south polar pass. the

spacecraft flew over the Sun's northern
polar regions, reaching a maximum
latilude of 80 2o north of the equator on 31

July The mission continues to go well, with

all spacecraft subsystems and scientific
instruments functioning nominally

ln retrospect, the first five years of the
Ulysses mission have covered many
g round-breaking activities f rom an

operational standpoint, The launch in

October 1990 was the first occasion on

which ESA staff were operationally
responsible for a Shuttle payload during an

eventful 6 h period which culminated in the

spacecraft 's successful deployment and
the start of its journey to Jupiter. The

unexpected onset of nutation shortly after
deployment of the spacecraft's axial boom
presented a further challenge in terms of

analysing and understanding the causes
of the anomaly, Correct interpretation
enabled preparations for the expected
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La rencontre avec Jupiter, en fdvrier
1992, a 1galement constitud une
premidre pour le personnel d'exploitation
de I'ESA qui a d0 relever de nombreux
ddfis Une m1thode ori$nale de conduite
des opdrations a 6t6 imaginee: elle
permet aux equipes g5rant les

experiences d'accdder d celles-ci en
temps quasi-rdel au cours de la rencontre.
Les activifds de collecte des donndes se
poursuivront, dans une phase ulteileure,
tout au long de la deuxieme orbite solaire,
ce qui repr6sentera, sans nul doute, un
nouveau ddfi au niveau des oodrations.

Principaux resultats scientifiques
L'dnonce des principaux rdsultats
scientifiques obtenus d ce jour, dans Ie

cadre de la mission principale d'Ulysse,
/ors des passage hors du plan de

I'ecliptique, dans Ie plan de I'ecliptique et
du survol de Jupiter, figure ci-aprds Bien
que cette 

'numdration 
ne soll pas

exhaustive, elle illustre la richesse et la
diversit1 de Ia moisson scientifique
obtenue d ce jour par /a mrsslon. Les
rdsultats /es p/us importants ont 6te
obtenus, presque sans exception, par
I'analyse et I'interpretation de la

combinaison des diff9rents ensembles de
donndes fournies par divers instruments,
consdquence naturelle du haut degre
d'integration et de collaboration rdgnant
au sein de l'6quipe scientifique d'Ulysse.

Plus de 400 articles, traitant de ces
ddcouvertes et de nombreux autres
rdsultats obtenus au cours de Ia mission
U/ysse, ont 6td publies depuis le
lancement, et notammenl sepl sdries

d'articles dans des numdros spdciaux de
publications scientifiques Une huitidme
sdrie d'articles est acfuel/emenl sous
presse pour Ia publication'Geophysical
Research Letters', et 17 esf prevu de
publier /es rdsultats de I'atelier passage
au pOIe nord', organis6 en Californie en
octobre dernier, dans un numdro spdcial
de la revue'Astronomy and Astrophysics'

Deuxidme orbite solaire d'Ulysse
La sonde et sa charge utile scientifique
sont aujourd'hui en excellente condition
et pr€tes d entamer une seconde orbite
autour du Soleil. L'objectif ultime de cette
prochaine phase de la mission qui
culminera par des passages au-dessus
des poles en 2000 et 2001 - est
d'etudier les rdgions polaires du Soleil,

dans des conditions d'activitd solaire

Principaux r6sultats obtenus hors du plan de l'6cliptique

- Caract4risation de deux rdgimes fondamentalement distincts du

vent solaire, avec limites chromosphdriques el coronales

communes nettement ddlimitdes: vent lent provenant de la ceinture

de particules, vent rapide soufflant des lrous coronaux (polaires)

- Mise en 1vidence de I'absence de concentration de flux

magn1tique dans le champ magn1tique heliospherique situ6 aux

p6les, ce qui implique que la configuration de type dipolaire des

champs de la surface solaire ne subslste pas dans le vent solaire.

- Observation de changements de direction de large amplitude dans

le champ magnetique heliosph6rique situd au dessus des pdles.

- Mise en dvidence d'un influx de rayons cosmrques moins imporlant
oue or6vu aux latitudes 6levdes.

- Premidre observation de la structure tri-dimensionnelle des reoions

en interaction et en rotation couplee.

- Ddcouverte d'une nouvelle classe d'ejections de masse coronale
(CME), observdes aux latitudes 1levdes

- Premidre t6l5ddtection de sursauts d'ondes radio kilomdtriques de

type-lll obseruls d partir d'une position avantageuse privilegiee d

une latitude dlevde.

- Observation d'accroissemenrc recurrents (de I'ordre de 26 jours) du

flux de partrcules de faible 4nergie (MeV) jusqu'aux latitudes

6lev6es, sug96rant I'existence d'une accel4ration nonlocale suivie

d'un transpott d'une latitude d une autre

- Observation d'une modulation (ddcroissance du flux) rdcunente

(de I'ordre de 26 jours) des particules de haute 6nergie (superieures

d 100 MeV/n) s'etendant d loules /es latitudes.

- Observation de grains de poussldre interstellaire et de parlicules

d'une taille infdrieure au micron, ces dernldres susceptlb/es d'6tre
originaire du nuage zodiacal.

- ldentification (provisoire) de modes so/arres 'p' et'g' par |analyse

de sdries temporelles de donndes de flux de particules

6nergdtiques.

Principaux r6sultats obtenus dans le plan de l'6cliptique

- Premidre caractdrisation du nddium interplandtaire dans

l'6cliptique, entre 1 et 5 UA prds du maximum solaire

- Premidre mesure in-situ de oaramdtres de flux d'hdliun
interstellaire neutre.

- Premidres mesures de /'ensemble des principales catdgories d'ions
i m plantes interstel lai res.

- Premidres observaflons de I'accebratbn d'ions implantes

interstellaires /ors de chocs interplandtaues

- Observation de courants recurrents de poussldre interplandtaire

originaire de la magndtosphdre jovienne.

- Premidre mise en evidence avec ceftitude d'dmrssions d'ondes
radio de type-lll d'oil$ne locale

- Observations detaillees d'importants 1vdnements dans le domaine

des pafticules so/arres, lids d I'activitd solaire intense de mars/avril

1991.

Principaux r6sultats obtenus lors du survol de Jupiter

- Premier passage au travers du secfeur crdpusculaue inexplore de

la magnetosphdre jovienne.

- Premidre mesure directe des dtafs de charge des ions

magndtospheriques, fournlssant des informafions sur I'origine et

I'histoire du plasma jovien.

- Mise en ividence, au moyen de tubes de flux, du franchissement,

lors de I'entr6e, d'une calotte ou d'une region de type cuspide
polaire profond5ment sltude dans la magnetosphdre jovienne

(15 R1 de Jupiter).

- Observation de sources discrdtes d'dmisslons radio 'en bande

kilomdtrique 6troite' rdparttes le long du tore de plasma d'lo, et
tournant avec lui, impliquant une structure non-homogdne du tore.

- Observation de faisceaux nlenses d'ions et d'electrons

5nergdtiques s'ecoulant vers I'interieur et I'exterieur, le long de

lignes de force, d des /atitudes 6levees, dans le secteur

cr6pusculaire.

- Observation de couftes bouffdes d'1lectrons energdtiques et
d'dmrssions radio associfes. peul6lre li6es d I'activfte aurorale

lovtenne

- Mise en 1vidence, par la ddflection en direction de sa queue du

champ magnetique jovien dans le secteur crdpusculaire, de

I'influence plus fofte qu'escomptde du vent solaire sur la structure

de la magn6tosphdre jovienne
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return of nutation in 1994 to be carried out

in an orderly manner, allowing its

successful control during a period of over

one year These activities stretched to the

limit the NASA and ESA ground facilities
used for the task, as well as the
ooeratronal staff located at JPL and
at the ground stations The fact that the
scientific data acourred were not

degraded is proof of the success of these
operations.

The encounter with Jupiter in February
1992 was also a first for ESA operations
staff and presented many challenges. A
unique method of conducting the
operations was devised which provided

the experiment teams with the ability to
access their experiments in near-real{ime

during the actual encounter. Looking
ahead, scjence data-gathering activities
will continue throughout the entire second
solar orbit, no doubt leading to new
operational challenges.

Scientific highlights
Highlights from the out-of-ecliptic,
in-ecliptic and Jupiter fly-by parts of the
prime Ulysses mission to date are listed in

the accompanying panels. Although the
list is by necessity not exhaustive, it serves

to illustrate the richness and diversity of the
scientific harvest from the mission so far.

Almost without exception, the most
imoortant results have come from the
analysis and interpretation of combined
data sets from different instruments, a
natural consequence of the high degree of

integration and collaboration wlthin the
Ulysses science team

More than 400 papers discusstng these
and many other findings from the Ulysses

mission have been oublished since
launch, including seven collections of
papers in special issues of scientific
journals. An eighth is currently in press in
Geophysical Research Letters, and it is
planned to publish the results from the
North Polar Pass Workshop, held in
California last October, in a special issue of
'Astronomy and Astrophysics'

Ulysses' second solar orbit
With the spacecraft and its scientific
payload in excellent condition, Ulysses is

all set to embark on its second orbit of the

Out-of-Ecliptic Highlights - First in-situ measurement of interstellar neutral helium
flow oarameters

- Characterisation of two fundamentally distinct - First measurement of all major species of interstellar
solar-wind regimes with common, sharply delineated pick-up ions.

chromosphericandcoronal boundaries: slowwindfrom - First observations of the acceleration of interstellar
the streamer belt, fast wind from the (polar) coronal pick-up ions at interplanetary shocks.

holes. - Observation of recurrent lnterplanetary dust streams

- No concentration of magnetic flux at the poles in the originating in Jupiter's magnetosphere.
heliospheric magneticfield, implying thatthe dipole-like - First clear evidence of locally generated Type-lll radio

configuration of the Sun's surface field is not maintained emrssron.

inthesolarwind. - Detailed observations of large solar-particle events

- Observation of large-amplitude directional fluctuations related to the intense solar activity of March/April 1991 .

in the heliospheric magnetic field over the poles.

- Observation of a smaller{han-oredicted influx of cosmic
rays at high latitudes Jupiter Fly-by Highlights

- First observations of the three-dimensional structure of

Co-rotatinglnteractionRegions(ClRs) - First pass through the unexplored dusk sector of the

- Discovery of a new class of Coronal Mass Ejections Jovian magnetosphere.
(CMEs) observed at high latitudes - First direct measurement of the charge states of

- First-ever remote sensing of kilometric Type-lll radio magnetospheric ions, providing information on the

bursts from a high-latitude vantage point. origin and life history of the Jovian plasma.

- Observation of recurrent (order 26 day) increases in the - Evidence for passage through a polar cap or cusp-like
flux of low-energy (MeV) particles up to high latitudes, region, with open magnetic flux tubes, deep within the

suggestlng non-local acceleration followed by latitudinal magnetosphere (15 R; from Jupiter) on the inbound

transport. pass.

- Observation of recurrent (order 26 day) modulation - Observation of discrete sources of 'narrow band
(decreases in flux) of high-energy (greater than kilometric' radio emission distributed along, and rotating

100 MeV/n) particles extending to all latitudes. with, the lo plasma torus, implying an inhomogeneous

- Observation of interstellar dust grains and submicron structureforthetorus.
particles, the latter possibly originating in the zodiacal - Observation of intense beams of energetic ions and
cloud. electrons streamrng inward and outward along

- (Tentative) identification of solar p- and g-modes through magnetic field lines at high latitudes in the dusk sector.

time-series analysis of energetic particle flux data. - Observation of short bursts of energetic electrons and
associated radio emission, possiblv related to Jovian
auroral activity.

In-Ecliptic Highlights - Evidence for an unexpectedly strong influence of

the solar wind on the structure of the Jovian

- Firstcharacterisation of the interplanetary medium in the magnetosphere seen in the tailward deflection of the

ecliotic between 1 and 5 AU near solar maximum Jovian maqnetic field in the dusk sector.
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Sun The ultimate goal of this next phase of

the mission is the study of the Sun's polar

regions under conditions of high solar
activity, culminating in polar passes in

2000 and 2001 Much before this, however,

as Ulysses descends slowly in latitude after
the northern polar pass, there will be a

unique opportunity to make coordinated
observations with ESA's SOHO soacecraft,
which carries an extensive complement of
experiments dedicated to studying the

Sun's corona and the solar wind. The
period around aphelion (1997/98) will also

be of great interest, During this interval,

Ulysses will spend many months close to

the ecliptic at almost constant radial

distance (some 5 AU) from the Sun,

enabling the temporal evolution of many

interplanetary phenomena to be studied
free of concern about spatial variations

Ulysses is clearly in a unique position,

literally and figuratively, to study the
evolution of the three-dimensional
heliosohere from the current solar
minimum to maximum activity conditions
No other space mission in the foreseeable
future will address these qoals.

Meteosat
The control of all Meteosat spacecraft in

orbit was transferred to Eumetsat at the
end of November. The primary imaging
service is currently being provided by

lVeteosat-S, with Meteosat-6 on stand-by

The |\/OP (Meteosat Operational
Programme) design will be used for yet

one more spacecraft, to be known as the
Meteosat Transition Programme (MTP)

satellite. lts radiometer is currently being
manufactured and will be delivered in early
summer 1996. Launch of the MTP

soacecraft is olanned for summer 1997

rso
The Infrared Space Observatory was
launched successfully at the opening of

the daily launch window at 01 42 h UT on

1 7 November 1 995 The launch sequence
proceeded smoothly, exactly to schedule
and orbit insertion was extremelv precise.

During the first four days after launch,
covering the Launch and Early Orbit Phase

(LEOP) the satellite was controlled from
the ESA Flight Operations Centre at ESOC,

in Darmstadt (D) The health of the
satellite's subsystems was checked and
then the perigee altitude was raised from
518 to 1030 km

During the subsequent Commissioning
Phase between 21 November and
8 December, the satellite, with its scientific
instruments, was controlled from the ESA

Mission Control Centre at Villafranca, near
Madrid (E) All satellite subsystems were
successfully tested and commissioned
during this phase. The apogee altitude was
adjusted to achieve the final orbit of 24 h

period (70 611 km apogee and 1004 km
perigee), The cryostat cover was ejected
10 days after launch and all scientific
instruments have since been tested and
have been making observations of various
objects in space Both the satellite and the
scientific instruments are performing

extremely well

All flight operations and the ground
segment, including the two ground
stations at Villafranca (E) and at Goldstone
(USA) are also working extremely well

The Observatory Performance Verif ication

Phase, during which the scientific
instruments will be thoroughly
characterised and calibrated and all

critical automatic sequences tested,
began on 9 December. lt is planned to start

the Routine Operations Phase in early
February 1 996.

Huygens
The system-level Critical Design Review
process reached a climax with the meeting
of the Review Board, chaired by ESA s

Director of Scientific Programmes,
R Bonnet, and ESA's lnspector General,

M Trella, at ESTEC on 12 October.

The majority of the small number of issues

needrng the Board's attention resulted in
actrons of a more or less 'normal work'
type, but two issues were highlighted for
particular attention Problems identified
during the so-called 'Titan Entry Test'. or
low{em peratu re p ressu rised-atmosphere
test, necessitated further study of the

behaviour of the Probe's insulatinq foam,

The effects of pyrotechnic shocks upon
electrical units were also deemed to

require further examination Study
contracts to examine these two areas have

therefore been let to specialist
organisations, whose findings are due to
be reported by the end of 1995

Integration of the flight-model Probe

continues at DASA (D) Some delayed
deliveries of Probe hardware have

necessitated work-around solutions, but
integration in general has not been held
up.

Delivery for integration of the flight-model
experiments is deviating somewhat from
the nominal plan and the resulting
work-around solutions and erosion ot
contingencies has put pressure on the
overall schedule However, the Probe's
delivery date to the launch site is not

enoangereo.

Integral
The first part of the industrial design phase
(Phase B) has been concluded with the
System Requirements Review, with the
Board meeting on 18 December. This

review confirmed the concept of
commonality of the Integral Service
Module with that being developed for
XMM The Review also clearly identified
key system-level points that require special
emphasis at the start of the second part of
Phase B

Payload rnstrument design by the scientific
collaborations is proceeding in parallel

with the spacecraft development,
Instrument system design has converged
to a point where the spacecraft
configuration and electrical architecture
can be frozen

The work on the interface with the Proton

launcher is progressing slowly, still being
hampered by the lack of a formal
ESA/RKA Arrangement for Integral

ERS.2

Allof the ERS-2 instruments and the

spacecraft platform continue to operate
nominally
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Les operations de vol et le secteur sol,

comprenant les deux stalions so/ siludes
a Villafranca (E) et Goldstone (USA),

d on ne nt entid re satisfaction.

La phase de v1ilfication du
fonctionnement de I' observatoire, au
cours de laquelle seront caract'risds et
calibres en detail I'ensemble des
instruments scientifiques et seront testdes

foutes /es sdquences automatisdes
cililques, a debute le 9 d5cembre La
phase d'exploitation de routine devrait
Atre engagee debut fevrier 1996

Huygens
La rdunion, le 12 octobre d I'ESTEC, de la

commission de revue, placde sous /a

prdsidence du Directeur des programmes
scientifiques de I'Agence, M. R. Bonnet
et de I'lnspecteur gdneral de l'ESA,

M M Trella, a marque le point culminant
de la procedure de revue critique de
conception au niveau sysldme.

La majorite des quelques queslions
r5clamant l'attention de la commission ont
abouti d des acfions qui ressortent plus

ou moins d'un 'travail normal', mais deux
probldmes ndcessitant une attention
particulidre ont 6t6 mis en avant. Les
probldmes recensds pendant ce que I'on
a nommd '/es essars d'entrde dans
I'atmosphdre de Titan', ou essars en

atmosphdre pressun'sde d basse
tempdrature, ont ndcessite une nouvelle
6tude du comportement de la mousse
isolante de la sonde. On a estimd
egalement que /es effets des chocs
pyrotechniques sur /es unitds 5lectriques
r5clamaient u n examen suppl4mentaire.
Des contrats d'6tude pour I'examen de
ces deux queslions ont donc etd passds

av e c d es o r g a n i s ati o n s sp6ci,a/isdes
Leurs conclusions etaient attendues pour
la fin de 1995.

L'intdgration du moddle de vol de la
sonde se poursuit d la DASA (D). Certains

delais dans la livraison de materiels
deslrnes a la sonde onl ndcessild des
so/uflons de repli, mais, de manidre
gendrale, l'integration n'a subi aucun
retard

La livraison pour intdgration des
exp5riences du moddle de vol ne se

d1roule pas totalement selon le plan
prevu et I'adoption de solutions de repli,
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ainsi que le rdtrdcissement de la marge
d'al6as, ont rendu plus difficile le respect
du calendrier global. La date de livraison

de Ia sonde sur /e slte de lancement n'est
toutefois pas compromise.

Integral
La premidre partie de la phase de
conception industrielle (phase 8) s'est
conclue par la revue des imperatifs
systdme et la reunton de la commissron le

18 decembre Cette revue a confirmd le

concept de communitd entre le module
de servitude lnt1gral et celui d6veloppd
pour XMM. La revue a permis 1galement
d'identifier clairement les dl5ments clefs
des sous-systdmes ndcessitant une
attention particulidre lors du d1marrage
de Ia deuxidme partie de la phase B.

La conception de I'instrumentation de la

charge utile par les differentes
collaborations scientifiques se poursuit
paralldlement d la rdalisation du satellite
lui-meme La conception du sysfdme
d'instrumentation a atteint un stade
permettant d' arr)ter ddfinitivement la

configuration et I'architecture 6lectrique
de Ia plate-forme

Les travaux relatifs d l'interfagage avec le
lanceur Proton progressent lentement,
toujours entravds par I'absence d'un
arrangement officiel entre I'ESA et la RKA
pour lntegral

ERS.2

L'ensemble des instruments ERS-2 el /a
plateJorme elle-m€me continuent de
fonctionner de fagon nominale.

Le fonctionnement du satellite demeure
lrds bon et similaire d celui d'ERS-7, ce
qui permet de poursuivre la phase unique
d'exploitation en tandem ERS-1/ERS 2 qui
a debutd en septembre. L'objectif
pincipal consisle d r6aliser une imagene
interf1romdtrique de la surface des leres
a l'6chelle du globe, permettant, entre
autres objectifs importants, de r1aliser
une cartographie de terrain d une 6chelle
quasi-planetaire

La campagne d'investigations sur /e

diffusiomdtre s'est achevde ayec succds
fin novembre, avec I'adoption d'une
solution de repli face d I'anomalie
technioue et la definition d'une d5marche

operationnelle stable Bien que la qualitd

des donndes et la stabilitd d long terme

fassenl toujours I'objet d'une evaluation,
/es chances de voir l'instrument d'ERS-2
devenir pleinement opdrationnel sont
aujourd' hui consid6r6es comme trds
bonnes.

La recette du diffusiometre ERS-2,

suspendue lors de l'intervention relative d
la panne, devait debuter en janvier 1996
et durer au moins trois mois.

La revue de Ia phase de recette d'ERS-2,
couv rant I' e nsem b le d es i nstru ments
aussi bien que le secteur sol de I'ESA, a

eu lieu en octobre. A I'exception du
diffusiometre, le fonctionnement nominal
de lous les 6l6ments du systdme a etd

confirme

Les instrumenfs issus d'ERS-1 - SAR,

RA et MWR, ont pu Atre ddclards
operationnels; les' nouveaux' instruments

- GOME, PRARE et ATSR-2 - n'ont pas
encore acheve les procedures initiales de
recette, bien que /es rdsulfats fres
encourageants deja d isponibles aient
confirme /es prdvrrsions /es p/us
ambitieuses. La diffusion des donndes
provenant de ces instruments
commencera debut 1996

EOPP

Programmes futurs
A la suite de l'approbation d'un
m1canisme et d'une procddure de
s1lection des rnissions d'exploration de la

Terre les plus prioritaires, les pilncipales
actions men6es au cours de la p1riode de
rdfdrence ont consiste d lancer loufes /es

activites propres d favoriser la production
des rapports d'1valuation de chacune
des neuf missions candidates afin de
choisir celles qui permettront d'engager la
phase A.

L'extension de I'EOPP au deld de la
mi-1 996 est toujours en cours de
discusslon avec les Ddl6gations,

Campagnes
Tandis que continue l'analyse des
donnees provenant des campagnes
prec5dentes et en parttculier celles de la

campagne ELITE qui doivent permettre
d' ameliorer la conception fondamentale
du lidar de rdtrodiffusion - les travaux de
ddfinition des futures campagnes se sonl
poursutvts
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The satellite performances remain very
good and sirnilar to those of ERS 1 ,

making possible the unique nine-month
ERS 1/ERS 2 Tandem Operation phase,

which started in September. The main

objective is to perform interferometric
imaging of the land surface on a global
basis leading to, among other important
goals, a quasi-global digital terrain map

The Scatterometer investigation campaign
was successf ully concluded at the end of
November with the development of a

work-around for the technical anomaly and
the achievement of a stable operational
approach Although data quality and
long{erm stability are still under
evaluation, the chances of the ERS-2

instrument achieving full operational status
now look very good

The commissioning of the ERS-2

Scatterometer which was delayed during
the lrouble-shooting will start in January
1996 and last for three months

The ERS-2 Commissioning Phase review.

covering all of the instruments as well as

the ESA ground segment. tooh place in

October With the exception of the
Scatterometer, all other elements of the
system were confirmed as operating
nominally

The recurrent (f rom ERS-1) instruments -
SAR RA and MWR - could be declared
operational: the 'new' instruments -
GOME, PRARE and ATSR-2 - were still in

the first stages of commissioning, afthough
very promising results were already
available, confirming the high
expectations Release of data from these
instruments will be authorised at the

beginning of 1996

EOPP

Future programmes
Following the establishment of an agreed
mechanism and procedure for the
selection of first-priority Earth Explorer
missions, the malor activity during the
reporting period has been to initiate all

activities appropriate to the production of

assessment reports on each of the nine

candidate missions to support the

selection o[ the missionS tn nrncecd lo
Phase-A

The future extension of EOPP beyond
mid-1996 is still being discussed with
Delegations

Campaigns
While the analysis of data from previous

campaigns continues - particularly lhe

ELITE campaign which is expected to
improve ou r fu ndamental u nderstanding
of backscatter lidar design - work has
proceeded on defining future campaigns

Envisat-1/
Polar Platform
Envisat-1 payload

All instrument negotiations, with the
exception of those for ASAR, have now
been completed Delivery dates have been
agreed which are consistent with a
mid 1999 launcn Most ASAR subsystem

contracts have also been negolialed The

ASAR instrument contract negotiation, and
that with the mission prime contractor, will
hp nnmnlplpd in a:rlv 19$$

Structural models of MIPAS and the
SCIAN/ACHY Optics Assembly have been

delivered to the Polar Platform prime
contractor Other structural models,
including ASAR, will complete their
mechanical test programme and be
dolirrorod in oerlrr '1 QQA

Manufacture of engi neering-model
subsystems continues in accordance with
negotiated schedules, with deliveries due
in many cases in the first quarter of 1996
I nteg ration of the engineering-model
AATSR instrument is nearing completion,
as are all the electronic Strhsvstcms nf

SCIAMACHY

The withdrawal by CNES of the ScaRaB
radiation-balance instrument and its

associated shared Instrument Control Unit
has necessitated some technical
reconfigu ration

Manufacture has started of a number of
elements of the Flight Model Instrument
structure A number of associated low level

Critical Design Reviews have been held
On 9 November, a detailed presentation of

the technical status of the Envisat

Programme was made to the delegates of

the Data Operations Scientific and

Technical Advisory Group of the Agency's
Earth Observation Programme Board
The DOSTAG concluded that'a solid
technical baseline existed for the
Programme'

Detailed investigations have been made
into cost-saving measures which could be

applied to the baseline programme These

measures are being investigated in parallel

with the ongoing technical work
Conclusions in this area are expected in

early 1996

Polar Platform
Activities are proceeding as planned The

static load test of the PPF structure has

been completed Good correlation was

achieved with predictions and the structure
was submitted to the maximum loads
currently predicted for the Ariane-5
environment and the latest payload mass

distribution The proto-flight structure has

been delivered by CASA (E)to N/N/S B (B)

for structu ral-model integ ration

Structural-model tests are planned
to start at the end of March at
ESTEC (NL)

For the Critical Design Review (CDR) for
the service module has been completed
successfully and electrical integration has

started

The Payload Electronics Bay (PEB)

electrical integration is in progress.

Acceptance testing is scheduled for the

first quarter of 1996, followed by the
PEB's CDR and delivery to the prime
conlractor.

Envisat-1 ground segment
The Payload Data Segment (PDS)

development activities were kicked-off with
the prime contractor, Thomson-CSF (F), in

early October.

METOP

The METOP design phase (Phase B),

kicked-off in July 1995, has progressed up
to the Preliminary Review, which is planned
for completion in January 1996.
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Envisat- 1 /Plate-forme
polaire

Charge utile Envisat-1
foutes /es negociations ayant trait aux
instruments sont ddsormais achevees, d

I'exception de celle concernant l'ASAR

Les dales de livraison ont 6te arr€tees
d'un commun accord pour un lancement
d la mi-1999 La plupart des contrats
relatifs aux sous-sysldmes de I'ASAR ont
dgalement ete negoci1s La negociation
relative d I'instrument ASAR lui-m)me et
celle mende avec le maitre d'oeuvre de la

mrrsslon devraient 6tre conclues au ddbut
de 1996.

Les moddles structurels du MIPAS et
l'ensemble optique SCIAMACHY ont 6t6

livres au maitre d'oeuvre de la plateJorme
polaire D'autres moddles structurels,
dont celui de I'ASAR, doivent parachever

leurs programmes d'essars m6caniques et

seront livrds debut 1996.

La fabrication des sous-sysldmes des

moddles d' identification se poursuit
conformdment aux calendners ndgoctds
et leur livraison devrait tntervenir dans de
nombreux cas au cours du premier

tilmestre de 1996 L'integration du
moddle d' identification de I'instrument
AATSR eslpresque achevee, de m)me
que celle de tous /es sous-systdmes
electroniques de l'ensemble optique
SCIAMACHY.

La d1cision du CIVES de retirer
l'analyseur du bilan radiatif ScaRab et
I'unite partagde de commande des
instruments qui lui est assoclde a impose
u ne reconf i g u ratto n tech n iq u e

La fabrication d'un certarn nombre
d'6l6ments de la structure des
instruments du moddle de vol a

commencd et a donnd lieu d des revues

ciltiques de conception de niveau
infdrieur

Les delegues du Groupe consultatif
' Don n 6es, Ex pl oitation ef Questlons
scieniifiques et techniques' (DOSTAG) du
Conseil directeur du Programme
d'Observation de la Terre de I'ESA ont

suivi, le 9 novembre. une prdsentation

detaillee de l'6tat d'avancement
technique du programme Envisat Le

DOSTAG a estimd en conclusion 'qu'rl

existalf une base de rdference technique
solide pour le programme'.
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Des recherches ddtaill1es ont 6td

entreprises pour recenser /es mesures
d' 6co n om ies s uscepti bles d' €tre

appliqudes au programme de rdf6rence
L'etude de ces mesures se poursull
paralldlement au travail technique. Des

conclusions sont attendues dans ce

domaine au ddbut de 1996

Plate-forme polaire
Les activites se ddroulent comme prdvu

Les essarS de charge statiques de la

structure de la PPF sont terminds Leur
correlation avec les prdvisions a 6td

bonne et la structure a 6td soumise aux
charges maximales actuellement pr6vues
pour I'environnement d' Anane-S, en

fonction de la dernrdre rdpartition en date
de Ia masse de charge utile CASA (E) a

livre la structure du prototype de vol d

MMS-B (B)pour intdgration du moddle de
structure. Les essails du moddle de
structure devraient 6tre rdalisds fin mars d
t'ESTEC (NL).

La revue critique de conception du
module de servitude s'est deroul6e avec
succds et I'int1gration 1lectilque a
ddbut6.

L' integration 1lectrique du compartiment
de I'electronique de la charge utile (PEB)

esl en cours Les essars de recette sont
pr1vus pour Ie premier tnmestre de 1996
el seronl suivis par la revue critique de
conception du PEB et la livrarson au
maitre d'oeuvre

Secteur sol d' Envisat-'l
Le maitre d'oeuvre, Thomson-CSF (F) a

donnd le caup d'envoi, ddbut octobre,
des activitds de developpement du
systdme de gestion des donndes de la
charge utile (PDS)

METOP

La phase de conception (phase B) de
METOP,lancde en juillet 1995, a
progresse jusqu'au stade de Ia revue
pr1liminaire, prevue en janvier 1996

Les incertitudes entourant la ddfinition du
programme de developpement prtncipal

(phase C/D) ont cependant conduit a
interrompre les activitds de cette phase B
jusqu'd I'obtentron d'un consensus En

consequence, une phase 'd'attente' de
deux mois a 6td mise en place jusqu'a la

mi feviler 1996, e /'issue de laquelle il

sera posslb/e, avec une incidence
minimale, de r1orienter les activitds
industrielles.

Les aulres activites entrepilses dans Ie

cadre du Programme prdparatoire
METOP progressent de manidre
salisfaisante. L'integration du moddle de
ddmonstration de l'instrumenl ASCA f est
presque achevde et celle du moddle de
demonstration MIMR a 6td lancde

De nouvelles rdunions relatives d la phase

C/D de METOP-I et au programme de
systdme polaire Eumetsat ont eu lreu en
prdsence des participants potentle/s el
d'Eumetsat, et d'autres sont prevues La

consolidation du programme de rdfdrence
n'a pas encore fait I'objet d'un accord et
un programme radicalement rdvise d la
h.leeo aei anrti<aa6

M6t6osat de
deuxidme g6n6ration
(MSG)

La phase de ddveloppement pnncipale
(phase C/D), marquee par l'organtsation
d'un examen de la configuratron de base
a la mi octobre 7995, se d6roule selon le

calendiler pr6vu. Une sdrie de revues
pr1liminaires de conception de niveau
infdrieur ont 6td lancdes d la suite de cet
examen, avec pour objectif principal de
lancer la fabrication du moddle
d'identification et du moddle
thermique/mecanique au niveau des

equipements el des sous sysfdmes

Le Conseil d'Eumetsat a approuv1, lors

de sa session du mois de novembre, le
principe du financement par I'organisatron
des moddles r1currents MSG-2 et 3 ainsi
que de leur approvisionnement industriel
par I'ESA en tant qu'agent chargd de
I' ap p rov is i on ne m e nt d' Eu metsat.

Avec le lancement des sate//ltes de I'ESA

MSG-1, prevu a la mi 2000, et MSG-2,
prdvu en 2002 en tant que secours en

orbite de MSG 1, le programme de mise
au point et de fabrication du satellite

s'etend aujourd'hui jusqu'd 2003, annee
qui verra la livraison de MSG-3 pour un

stockage au sol qui doit normalement
durer cinq ans Ce scdnario esl
ndcessalre d Eumetsat pour que

I'organisation pursse garantrr un service
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Due to uncertainties in the def inition of the

main development (Phase-C/D)
prog'an"re. rt has proved necessary to
in'p"r rnt thp Ph:qp-R ac.iv ties unt I a

consensus can be found Accordingly a
'ho ding phase of two months has been

introduced which will then permit a
re-direction of the industrial activit es, with

minimum impact, up to mid-February
1 996

The other act vities w thin the METOP
D ra a; r>lortt Prnn r: mmor ,-Y,*, ,,, - are prog'essrng

well, w th the ASCAT instrument
den nns'.ato' .ca, .cl the erd of its

ntegration and the VIIME demonstrator
h2\/inn al2rlarl lh c nhaco

Fr rrrhor maaTrn^e ni Polanlial Parlin nrnlc

and of EUMETSAT regarding the METOP-1
Ph:sp-a 'l nrnn.arn.nc and the
EUN/ETSAT Polar System programme
h^,,^ A^^^ h^l; -^^ nlrnnnn Ai rqvg uEE r I rgru q u I uru qru Prq il rYu n

consolidation of the baseline programme
has "ol yeI beel agreed and a radrcally

descoped programme s berng

CONSIOCTCO

Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG)

Thc .nain deve'nn.ner' nhase
/Pheco-C/l-)\ hec haon nrnnaodinn nn

schedule. w th a successfu Baseline

System Bev ew being held in mid-October
1995 A ser es of lower-level preliminary

design reviews follows, with the main

^L\ ^^.i.,^ ^r /^l^-^;^^ ^-r noorinn_mnIoluulEULlvE u 'slEdJlll9 tr 9 'uurr rv-rr uuul

manufacture and therma /mechan cal-

model manufacture at equipment and
suosyslem reve

For the MSG 2 and 3 recurrent mode s, the

Eumetsat Council, at its November
sessror, approved in p.'r'.t0," 

'n" 
'

linanc ro nv trrrrretsat ard Tnet.

procurement from industry by ESA as

Eunelsal s p'oc-remelt agent

With ESA's MSG 1 to be launched in

mid 2000. and MSG-2 in the year

2002 fo. rr-orb'r standby to vSG 1 . the
^^^^^^"^++ i^,,^l^^-^^+spacecrail oeveropment ano
manufacturing programme now extends
unti 2003, the year in which MSG 3 wi I

ha nlenacl nln nrnr nri ctr- ,.lrage
nominally for five years This scenar o
ic naodpd hrr Fr rmptc:t rn art12ntpa 2n

u ninterrupted operatronal geostatronary

'naging and dala d'sse.ninatior- se"v ce
fron 1l^e year 2000 until 201 2. eacl
spacec'aft hav rg a desigr- lifetine of

seven years

Manned Space
Programme
European contribution to International
Space Station Alpha (ISSA)

Following the adoption of the Declaration
on the Vanred Space Progra'nne at the
ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Tou ouse (F) in October, the planning for
the n tiation of the new programme

elements was rev ewed to ensure a smooth
transition from the approved ongo ng

programme slrces

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
Tre prrnary ernphas s ir rhe lecl'n cal area
fnnr rccod nn n nqinn nr t il,, __. .t€ rerratn'f g

rechnical non-corrpliances agarst tie
ESAtNASA.oinl requiremerts baseline
So'le del: po r-lpqinr 2qoects of the

COF/ISSA interface were addressed in a

mu ti- atera International nterface Working

Grorp rreering belween ESA. NASA and
NASDA in Houston during the last two

weeks of October, where all Interface

Control Documents involving the COF

were reviewed and updated n line with the
latest ISSA base ine

l^ +h^ 
^/^^.^'_ff^+;^^ ^/^illrrrc urogra|ilr'ilu(js iJrea. tne pImary

empiasis was d rected towards adaplatio'r
of the overal development schedule to take
intn:nnnr rnt -he eh ft nn gf the COF laUnCh

from February to November 2002 within
the overa I funding and payment profile

consrainls as def red by rhe P'og'amne
Proposal

MSTP Technology Programme
The nrnnrammc l'as cnrtinUed w Ih

stLd es ard techrology expe'inerts
concentrating on:

aerothcrrrnr-Jvna rrir:s and
rav nat inn/n r ri,-l: nr-o/Conlfol

communicat ons and functional
EICCITON CS

- thermo-mechan cal systems

thermal protection systems

Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator
(ARD)

The fa lure of the ABD drop test was a

disappointment and various alternative
means and tests necessary for parachute
qual fication were rev ewed lt was

concluded that a drop test with a
representative mockup from a ba loon was

the only test that wou d al ow full
qual ficatior- o'the parachule in the

appropr,ale t gl'ldonain. ard so a lrrlier
test will be scheduled in the spring of

1 996

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

Following the System Requirements
Review, the system spec fications, e ement
2r.hi p.lrrrc and nr^ip.l OlanS Wefe

consolidated The re-boost/
refr rollinn/nroqsr rr ce.l e:ron miqcion to thc

Rrrqqren eonmonT n[ lhp Qnanp Qlelinn

which s the baseline mission in the

Programme Proposal, will be further
sludied in the Janua'y May 1996

Phase-B extension wrth Russian and
E, "^^^-^ ^^^+r^^+^r^LUrUpgdr I uur u49tur>

The MSG opt ca nstrument SEV Rl (Scannrng
Enhanced V sible and Infra-Red lmager)

L'instrument optique du MSG (SEVlRl lmageur

" balayage ltn i2rtg /e t Alb,e el I t.rdtaLlga/
1\
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operationnel rninterrompu de fourniture
d'images et de diffusion de donndes d

partir de I'an 2000 jusqu'en 201 2, chacun

de ces sate//ltes g1ostationnaires ayant

une durde de vie prdvue de sepl ans.

Programmes spatiaux
habit6s
Contribution europ6enne d la Station
spatiale internationale Alpha (ISSA)

A la suite de l'adoption de la Declaratron

sur les programmes spatiaux habitds, lors

de la reunion du Conseil de I'ESA qui
s'esl fenue au niveau ministdriel a

Toulouse en octobre, la planification du
lancement des nouveaux elements de
programme a ete rdexaminde afin

d'assurer une transition sans heurts avec

les tranches de programme approuvdes
et dejd en cours d'exdcution.

El6ment orbital Columbus (COF)

Dans le domaine technique, l'accent a
principalement portd sur l'1limination des

points de nonconformite techntque avec

les imperatifs de la base de reference

commune ESA/NASA Certains aspects
detailles de la conception de l'interface
COF/ISSA ont 6td examin1s durant la

premidre quinzaine d'octobre, lors de la

reunion d Houston d'un groupe de travarl

multilateral'interface', rassemblant I' ESA,

la NASA et la NASDA L'ensemble des

documents de contr)le d'interface
intdressant le COF ont ete examinds et
mis a 1our. conformdment d la derniere
base de rdfdrence ISSA.

Dans le domaine programmatique,

I'accent a 6td mis, notamment, sur

I'adaptation du calendner global de

developpement aprds le report de la date
de lancement du COF de fevrier d

novembre 2002, en tenant compte des

contraintes gdndrales en matrere de
financement et de profil de paiements

definies dans la Proposition de
Programme

Programme de technologie MSTP
Le programme s'esf poursuivi avec des

1tudes et des expdriences
technologiques portant principalement sur
les domaine suivanls

adroth e rm ody n am iq ue et
n av i g ati o n / g u i d ag e / co ntr6 I e

- t1lecommunications et electronique
fonctionnelle
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- systernes thermo-mdcaniq ues

sysldmes de protection thermique

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)
L'echec de /'essal de largage de I'ARD a

constitud une ddception el /es diffdrents
moyens el essals de remplacement
ndcessarres d la qualification du
parachute ont 6td examines On est
parvenu d la conclusron que seul un essai
de largage d'une maquette representative
depuis un ballon permettrait une
qualification compldte dans le domatne
de vol appropn1. Un nouvel essa/ sera

ainsi programmd au prrntemps 7996.

V6hicule de transfert automatique (ATV)

Les spdcifications du systdme,

I'architecture des elements et les plans du
prolet ont etd consolidds d la suite de la

revue des imperatifs sysfdme Les dludes
relatives d la mission de rehaussement
d'orbite, de reapprovisronneme nt en

ergols et de livrabon de cargaisons
pressunsdes d la composante russe de la

Station spatiale, qui constituent la missron

de rdfdrence dans la Proposition de
Programme, seront poursuivtes entre
janvier et mai 1996, au cours de
I'extension de la phase B conduite avec
les contractants russes et europdens.

Les acfivilds preparatoires relatives a
l'ATV se poursuivent, I'accent 6tant mis

sur les interfaces entre le noyau central,

/es ddtecteurs et les recepteurs destlnds
au systdme amdricdn de localisation
mondiale par satellrte (GPS) Le premier

moddle de developpement de rdcepteur
GPS a etd prepard en vue des essais

systdmes et la fabncatron du moddle de
ddveloppement du ddtecteur de
rendez-vous laser a 6te autorisde. Les

activites centrales de l'ARP contrnuent a

€tre axdes sur la prdparatton de
d1monstrations en vol avec le sysfdme de
transport spatial de la NASA el sur /es

interfaces avec le programme ATV.

V6hicule de transport d'equipages
(crv)
Sur le plan industriel, les activites mendes

dans le cadre de I'extension de la phase

A se sonl concentrdes sur un concept de
vdhicule unique associanl une tour
d'extraction, un module d'equipage et
un module de ressources/propulsion
specialise mdnageant un volume
supplementaire pour de posslb/es marges
de lancement Le prdcurseur du CTV,

susceptib/e d'6tre utilise pour un essal en

vol orbital en 2002, a 5galement fait
l'objet d'une analyse en paralldle

Livraisons d court terme
Base de donn6es mission Columbus
(N/DB)

L'examen de pr6-livraison, avant la

ilvraBon finale de la MDB d NASA/Boeing
prdvue aux termes des obligations de
Iivraisons d court terme de /'ESA, s'est
ddroul1 avec succds d Brdme.

Systdme principal de gestion des

donn6es pour le module de servitude
(DN/S R)

D' importantes reunions techntques ont
ete organisdes en octobre d Moscou
entre les rndustrrds europdens el russes

et I'Agence spattale russe (RKA) Elles

ont permis de faire progresser

considdrablement la base de rdfdrence
technique du DMS-R, en ce qui concerne
notamment I' ensemble des i nterfaces
avec la composante russe

Bras telemanipulateur eu ropeen (ERA)

Les acfivltds rndustnelles se sont
poursuivies et la premtdre des revues
pr1liminaires de conception au niveau
des sous-systdmes a dte enlreprlse. Ces

revues, qui permettent de lancer
officiellement la fabrication des moddles
de qualification de I'ERA, doivent se

conclure par une revue de conception du
Programme au niveau sysldrne, au cour
du premier tilmestre de 1996.

Systeme de regulation d'ambiance et de

soutien vie pour le Mini-module logistique
pressuris6 italien (|\/PLM ECLS)

Les activitds tndustrielles ont etd

officiellement lancdes apres la mse au
point ddfinitive de I'Arrangement de
coop1ration entre l' Agence spatiale
italienne (ASI) et /'ESA Des rdunions ont
etd organisees avec la participation des
industries concernees, de l'ASl et du
maitre d'oeuvre du MPLM pour examiner
le calendrier global du programme, afin

d'6viter tout retard dans /es dates de
lanaomenf nr6vt toq

Equipements de soutien de laboratoire
Cong1lateur - 80": Une sdrie de
revues rdalisdes avec participation de
I'industrie et de la NASA ont confirmd
la validit1 de la conception de
r6f6rcnae dt t ennnol4fgg1'vu vv,,vv,r

- Boite d gants pour la recherche en

microgravite La boite d gants a subi
avec succes une rcvue de sdcurite de
niveau 0 et une revue par I'equipage



prog rammes & operations

The ATV preparatory activities continued,
with emphasis on the interfaces between
the kernel, sensors and receivers for the
US Global Positioning Satellite System
(GPS). The first GPS receiver development
model was prepared for system tests, while
manufacture of the rendezvous laser

sensor development model was

authorised. The ARP kernel activities
continued to focus on the preparation of
the inJlight demonstrations with the
NASA Space Transportation System

and interfaces with the ATV

programme

Crew Transportation Vehicle (CTV)

The Phase-A extension activities
undertaken by industry have concentrated
on a single vehicle concept. lt comprises a
launch escape tower, a crew module, and a
dedicated resou rce/propulsion module
integrating additional room for possible
use of launch margins The CTV
precursor to be used for the orbital
flight test in 2002 was also analysed in

parallel

Early deliveries
Columbus Mission Database (MDB)

The pre-delivery review for the final MDB
delivery to NASA/Boeing under ESA's

Early Delivery obligation was successfully
completed in Bremen

Core Data Management System for the

Service Module (DMS R)

An extensive series of technical
interchange meetings with European and
Russian industry and the Russian Space
Agency (RSA) were completed in Moscow
during October. These meetings produced

considerable progress in defining the

detailed DMS R technical baseline,

including all interfaces to the Russian

segmenr

European Robotic Arm (ERA)

Industrial work proceeded and the first of
the Subsystem Preliminary Design

Reviews was initiated These reviews,

which serve to formally release the
manufacture of the ERA qualification
models, will conclude with a system-level

Programme Design Review in the first
quarter of 1996

Env i ron mental Co ntrol an d Life-S u p po rt
System for the ltalian Mini Pressurised

Logr,stics Module (MPLM ECLS)

Following finalisation of the Cooperative
Arrangement between the ltalian Space
Agency (ASl) and ESA, the industrialtasks

were formally initiated. Meetings were held
with industry, ASI and the MPLM prime

contractor to review the overall programme
schedule in order to avoid any delay in the
planned MPLM launch dates.

Labo rato ry Su pport Eq u i p ment

- The - 80o Freezer: A series of reviews

were held with industry and NASA

which confirmed the validity of the
lreezer baseline design

- The Microgravity Science Glovebox:
The glovebox successfully passed the

NASA level-0 safety review and a NASA

crew review in August The fully
functional MSG Development Model is
now being manufactured according to

the design baseline

- The Hexapod: The Phase-B
preparation activities focussed on three
areas: requirements assessment,
preliminary design configuration
definition, and preparation for
thermal-vacuum testing

Utilisation
A meeting on 'Space Station Utilisation for
Technology'took place at ESTEC in

November to discuss technology prolects,

technology user requirements, and access
conditions to the Space Station for
European projects This meeting was
complemented by a Workshop
organised by ESA s Office of Space
Commercialisation to review the activities
of the different RADIUS (Research

Associations for the Development of

Industrial Use of Space) members and to
discuss opportunities for future access to
space for commercial users

Euromir 95
The Euromir 95 mission, with the ESA

astronaut Thomas Reiter on board the
Russian space station Mir, is progressing
as planned Up to now, the overall

experimental prog ramme (life sciences,
astrophysics, material sciences,
technology) has been kept very close to

schedule, with no major interruptions or
failures A total of 41 experiments are being
carried out during the 180-day mission,

which is now scheduled to end on 29

February 1 996

The major highlight of the mission to date
has been the 5 h Extra-Vehicular Activity
(EVA) of Thomas Reiter and his Russian

colleague Sergei Avdeev on 20 October,

during which elements of the European
Science Exposure Facility (ESEF) were
successfully deployed outside the Spektr
module. Another highlight was the

three-day docking of the US Space Shuttle
'Atlantis' with lVir in November, This was
the first time American, Canadian and
European astronauts and Russian

cosmonauts had worked together aboard
a space station, making it something of a
preview for the International Space Station,

All of Thomas Reiter's activities are
planned at and monitored from DLR's
German Space Operations Centre in
Oberpfaffenhofen The mission

management team is located at ESTEC in

Noordwijk (NL), and an operations support
team at the ZUP Russian Control Centre in
Kaliningrad, near Moscow, interfaces
directly with the Russian flight authorities

Microgravity
Programme
A further programme covering the
development of microg ravity multi-user
facilities for the Space Station was
approved at the ESA Council Meeting at

Ministerial Level in Toulouse in October. A

subscription level of 98 030/o of the overall
financial envelope of 202 MAU was

ach ieved for th is 'M icrog ravity Facilities fo r

Columbus' (lV FC) programme

The USML 2 Spacelab mission took place
from 20 October to 5 November. The two
ESA microgravity payloads on board - the
Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility
(APCF) and the Advanced Glove Box -
both performed very well and the results of

the various experiments are currently
being evaluated

The Maxus-2 sounding rocket, providing
.1 2 min of weightless conditions, was

successfully launched from Kiruna on

28 November. Four fluid-physics and four
life-sciences experiments were conducted
One experiment gave only partial results

due to a mechanical malfunction, but the
other seven were completely successful 6t
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realisdes en ao1t par la NASA La

fabrication du modele de
d 6ve I op pem e nt p lei ne ment fo nction nel
a etd lancde conformement a la
r.nnr entinn dc rcfArcncevv' tvvPuvt

- Hexapod Les activitds de preparation

de la phase B ont principalement
portd sur trois domaines: 1valuation
des impdratifs, definition de la

configuratton du concept preilminaire

et preparation des essals thermiques
sous v/de

Utilisation
Une rdunion sur 'l'utrlisation de la Station

spatiale pour la technologte' s'est
ddroul1e en novembre d l'ESTEC; son

objectif 6tait d'examiner diff1rents projets

technologiques, les impdratifs utilrsateur

en matidre de technologie et /es

conditions d'accds a la Statron spatiale
pour les projets europdens Cette rdunron

a ete completde par un atelier organtse
par le Bureau de commercialisation de

I'espace de I'ESA qui a examind les

activitds des membres des differentes
assocra/lons de recherche pour le
developpement de l' utilisation industrielle

de l'espace (RADIUS) et a 1valud les

futures occaslons d'accds d /'espace des

uti I isateu rs com merciau.

Euromir 95

La mission Euromir 95, avec la prdsence

de I'astronaute de l'ESA Thomas Reiter a

bord de la statton spattale russe Mir, se

ddroule conformdment aux plans 1tablis
Le programme exp6rtmental global
(sciences de la vie, astrophysique,
sciences des matdnaux, technologie) a

jusqu'd present 6td pratiquement mene a

bien selon le calendrier prdvu, sans

interruptions ou rncidents majeurs Un

total de 41 expdriences doivent €tre

rdalisdes au cours de cette missron de

180 jours, qui doit s'achever se/on /es

previsions actuelles le 29 fevrier 1996.

Le point d'orgue de la mission a 6td d ce
jour la sortie de 5 heures, le 20 octobre,
de Thomas Reiter et de son colldgue
russe Sergel Avdeev, au cours de laquelle
ils ont pu ddployer des dl1ments de
I' installation d'exposition scientifique
europdenne (ESEF) e lexterieur du
module Spektr. L'amarrage, pendant trois
jours en novembre, de la navette spatiale
am1ricaine 'Atlantis' d la statron Mi a

constitud un autre 1vdnement important.
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C'est /a premiere fois que des aslronautes
americains, canadiens, europdens et des

cosmonautes russes pouva ient travailler
ensemble d bord d'une statton spatiale et
procdder ainsi d une sorte de repetition
de ce ouise oassera d bord de la Station

spatiale internationale.

Ioules /es activitds de Thomas Reiter sont
planifiees et surveill1es depuis le Centre

allemand de recherches et d'operations
aerospatiales (DLR) e Oberpfaffenhoffen
L'6quipe de gestion de /a mlssion esl
basde d I'ESTEC, a Noordwijk (Pays-Bas),

et une 1quipe de soutien des opdrations,
basde au Centre de contr6le russe ZUP)
de Kaliningrad, prds de Moscou, assure

directement la liaison avec les

responsab/es russes du vol

Programme de
recherche en
microgravit6
Un nouveau programme, couvrant le

ddveloaaement des i nstallations multi
utilisateurs de recherche en mtcrogravirc
desflndes d la Station spatiale, a ete

aaarouve lors du Conserl de l'ESA au

niveau ministdriel qui s'est fenu en

octobre d Toulouse Les D6l6gations ont
souscrll d hauteur de 98,030/o I'enveloppe
financiere globale de 202 MUC de ce
programme 'd'installation s de recherche
en microgravite pour Columbus'

The Maxus-2 launch from Kiruna (S) on
28 November

Lancement de Maxus-2 depuis Kiruna (S)

le 28 novembre

La mission Spacelab USML-2 s'est
ddroulde du 20 octobre au 5 novembre.
Les deux charges utiles de recherche en

microgravitd de l'ESA embarqu5es a bord

- I'installation de cristallrsation de
protdines de pointe (APCF) et la boite a

gants de pointe - ont fonctionnd toutes
deux de faqon trds satrrsiar.sanle et /es

resultats des dlverses expdriences
pratiqu6es sont actuellement en cours
d'6valuation.

Lafusee-sonde Maxus-2, qui offre 12

minutes de conditions en apesanteur, a

6te lanc1e avec succds le 28 novembre
de Kiruna (Suede) Quatre expdriences de
physique des fluides et quatre
cvnArienr'.cs dc snlcnnes de la vte ont etd

realisees Une seule de ces expdriences
n'a obtenu que des rdsu/fats partiels en

raison d' u n dysfonctronnement
mdcanique, mals /es sept aufres ont etd

couronndes de succds, G

ESA Astronaut Thomas Reiter at work aboard

Euromrr 95

L'astronaute ESA Thomas Rerter au traval d

bord d'Euromir 95



advertisement

Beyond This World

Scientific Missions of the

European Space Agency

Written by Nigel Calder

'Beyond the blue sky created by the Earth's air, the

Universe appears as a black void dotted with

planets, stars and galaxies. Ihls is the realm of
the saace scientrbfs.'

This book, written by the well-known British science writer,

Nigel Calder, provides a comprehensive and easyto-read
account of ESA's Space Science programme and gives a
foretaste of its plans for the 21st century.

The vigour and variety of the research make impresslve

reading. For each of the 12 projects, Beyond This World

describes the mission, stressing the scientific and human

reasons that sustain the immense effort that is involved in space-science research. The descriptions are also

accompanied by some technical details, in illustrations and tables.

Most of the book deals with ESA's current science programme, Horizon 2000. The four major 'Cornerstone' missions,

namely the Soho and Cluster, XMM, Rosetta and First spacecraft, as well as the various medium-sized missions, are

explained. The spacecraft targeted on the Earth's environs, the Sun and other destinations in the solar system, are first

addressed, followed by the telescopes deployed in Earth orbit for astronomical purposes. In each case, an overview

puts these European missions into an international and historical perspective.

Beyond This World then looks ahead to the second decade of the next century. The three major missions of ESA's

'roll{orward' Horizon 2000 Plus programme, whrch spans the period 2006 - 16, are revealed. A venture to explore the

enigmatic planet Mercury, the application of interferometry to achieve an unprecedented sharpness of vision in
astronomy, a mission to detect gravitational waves - these are the choices for major projects that ESA has made,

balancing the need for longterm planning and the unpredictability of research.

Available from: ESA Publications Division

ESTEC

Postbus 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Fax: (31) 71 .565.5433

Pr no 35 DFL
(or the equivalent in another currency,
in cash or by cheque made payable to
' ESA Publications Division')
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In Brief

ISO Unmasks Galaxies

lSO. ESA's Infrared Space Observatory,
was successfully launched on

17 November by an Ariane launcher from
Europe's spaceport in Kourou. French

Guiana In the first two and a half months
of operations, the commissioning of the
satellite was undertaken and the
nerformancp of thp qcitrntifiC inStruments
rnias verificd Tho snacc41gft and all

instruments are working well The routine
operations and the observation
programme began in February

ISO is the world's first true astronomical
observatory in space operating at infrared
wavelengths lt will provide the scientific
communrty wrtn an unprecedented
opportunity - the only one for the next
1O years - to observe a wide variety of

weak infrared radiation sources, such as

cold gases. galaxies and slars dying and
being born

Teams of astronomers have already
begun receiving data from many cosmic
sources Those preliminary results

confirm ISO's uniqueness as an

observatory G

ISO prior to transfer to the Artane launcher
n2ntr\/ 2t Ft trnna'q cn2aFnnrt in Knt trnt t
J""'J

\{

The Whiilpod Galaxy 1M51)as seen by /SO
at the infrared wavelength of 15 microns
At that wavelength, the Earth's atmosphere
makes cosmrc observations very difficult

Star formation in progress
The ISO camera, called ISOCAM, has obtained this inf rared image of star formation
along the spiral arms of a galaxy 20 million light-years away

The Whirlpool Galaxy, catalogued as lV51 or NGC 51 94, is a relatively near
neighbour of our own galaxy, the Milky Way While it is smaller and less massive

than the Milky Way it is much brighter due to recent intense star formation,
Historically, it was the first'spiral nebula'identified by astronomers While very
detailed images have been available for some time in the optical and radio
wavelength range, infrared data in the ISO range has been very limited In this
image, not only the spiral structure but also details within it are easily visible

Bright spots in the spiral arms correspond to warm dust clouds where star
formation is proceeding on a large scale Those areas are linked by regions of
cooler dust along the spiral arms and in the spaces between the arms, where
previous generations of stars have left their debris The spiral arms can be traced
right into the heart of the galaxy, where there are hot spots of star formation on
either side of a bright central nucleus,

A companion galaxy (NGC 51 95), atthe top of the image, appears much smaller
than it does by visible light because starmaking is concentrated near its nucleus
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ISO mounted on the Anane launcher prior to closrng of the
fairing

Lift-off of the Anane 44P carrvrna ISO from Kouro-

Diflerent impressions ol a dying star
Wl"en a noderate-sizeo star o'es. il 'eleases a cloud

of chemical elements into space called a planetary

nebula These ISOCAN/ images of the p anetary

nebula NGC 6543 ustrate ISO's un que ability to

range freely through the nf rared wavelengths

At 10 5 microns, ISOCAIV sees emissions from
charged sulphur atoms, giv ng the nebula a

spherical appearance At 12 8 microns, it sees

radiation from charged neon atoms which gives

the nebula an elongated shape At 15 microns,
arms of warm dust protrude in various directtons
:q thp eiected mallcr interactS with material
released from the star earlier.

ISO Short-Wavelength Spectrometer (2.5 to 45 mlcrons)

Theml mi$ion by dust

Wavelengh (mimns)

The spectrum from

the Short-Wavelength
Spectrometer shows

the ntensty of

emiss on at each
wavelength, Sulphur

and neon are
present The'hump'
is due to warm dust

in different parts of

the nebu a, at low bul
variable

temperalures

tu3
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SOHO Commissioning
Nears End
Since its launch on 2 December 1995.
SOHO, ESA's Solar Heliospheric
Observatory, has been heading towards
its vantage point at 1 5 miilion kilometres
from the Earth, From there, it will probe
the interior of the Sun, addressing many
fundamental questions about the star.

Two and a half months after the launch.
lhe mission objectives are all being met
or cxr:pcdcri Thp snacecfaft haS been
checked and found lo be in excellent
condition Specific tests on data
transmission and microdisturbances
(itter), whrch have recently been
completed. have confirmed that the

environment and services offered to the
scientific payload are exceeding
specifications

The scientific payload of 12 European
and American experiments, covering
three solar physics disciplines (solar
atmnqnhoro romnla aon<-'- --' 'ilng
helioseismology, and solar wind
investigations in situ), has been fully
switched on following a quiescent period
That interval was planned to allow a
complete outgassing of volatile

substances to take place without affecting
the instrument's final cleanliness

A'l instruments have. where applicabie.
seen their 'first light and are In some
cases already gathering scientific data

A malor midcourse correction
manoeuvre, executed on 4-5 January,
has put SOHO on an optimised path

towards its final orbit around the
Lagrangian point L1 The injeclion into

that halo orbit is planned for 14 February

Further instrument and spacecraft
calibrations and interaction testing will be
carried ou1 in the coming weeks. leading
to the conclusion of the commissioning of
lh^ ^^^^^^"^++ ^^^ i+- ^-',1^^  ^^^ +h^lrru )pquvvrqrt qrru rt) pqyruou - 4r ru u rY

beginning of the main observation
programme - at the end of March G

SaHO, fully assemb/ed, tn the clean tent of
the SAEF-2 Facility at KSC

fhe SOHO spaceualt duttnq the ftnal solar-
array deploymenl lesls at KSC fhe truss in
the foreground was used ta compensate fol
the effects of gravity on the deployed wrng

Arrival of the SOHO spacecraft and associated equtpment a total of 59
lons at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) tn Flonda on 1 August for the
start af the launch camaaon
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The first 5 minutes of the Atlas's fhght, captured tn a long-exposure image

Lift-off at 3 0B Eastern Standard Time on 2 December, as SOHO starls its /ong
voyage to the Lagrangian point (L1) between Earth and Sun

\

I

.\OHO hcinn lifter'l 1n 1Lo ,nO O,

the Atlas launcher

The encapsulation of SOHO beneath the farrtng of the Atlas-2AS launcher on 9 November
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EuroMir Astronaut Takes
Second Spacewalk
Thomas Reiter, the ESA astronaut who
has been on board the Russian soace
station lVir for more than five months,

made his second Extra Vehicular Activity
(EVA) or 'spacewalk' on 8 February, He

made his first one last October when he

installed an experiment, the European
Space Exposure Facility, on the exterior ol
the station. as oart of the EurolVir
mission He became the first ESA

astronaut to perform a spacewalk

During the recent tour-hour outing, he

and a Russian cosmonaut recovered two
cassettes from the facility The cassettes
had been collecting cosmic dust and
man-made space debris They can be

opened and closed by remote control
from within Mir. One had remained ooen
throughout most of the mission, the other
had been opened only when the Earth
passed through the trail of dust left

behind by comets

They also installed a new cassette which
was successfully tested during the EVA.

Thomas Reiter will carry the experiment
cassettes with him when he returns to
Earth at the end of February

Space scientists are eagerly awaiting
them in order to study their contents. The

results of the experiments should provide

a better understanding of the composition

The Russian space statlon Mir in orbit lt has a modular construction, with four scientific modules
docked to the core habitatton module

One of the EuroMir astronauts working at the end of a manually-operated telescopic
arm used to reach the work site

of the microscopic debris that clutters low

Earth orbit This information is important
for the design of the International Space
Station; it will have to withstand constant
bombardment by the tiny particles.
Scientists will also investigate how much
of the debris is man-made and how much
is naturally-occurring cosmic dust The

contents of the casettes will provide the
first opportunity to study cometary
material in the laboratory.

From the many television and voice
transmissions to Earth, Thomas Reiter

appears to be in very good spirits and at
ease aboard Mir, his home and workplace
since 5 September 1995

The 180-day EuroMir 95 mission will end
on 29 February, with the Soyuz capsule
landing in Kazachstan, Russia A new
crew is scheduled to travel to Mir on
21 February G
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ESA Astronauts to Fly on
Tethered Satellite Mission
Two ESA astronauts, Claude Nicollier and
Maurizio Cheli, will be onboard the Space
Shuttle 'Columbia' when it blasts off on a
unique mission that could open a new era

of space tether operations

During the 14 day mission (STS-75), a

Tethered Satellite System (TSS) will be

deployed for the second time and the US

Microgravity Payload (USMP) will be

flown for the third time The launch is
scheduled Ior 22 Februarv and the

landing for 7 March

Tethered satellite to be deployed
The TSS project is a joint effort of the
Italian Space Agency (ASl) and NASA

The satellite, weighing 518 kg and
measuring 1.6 metres in diamete( will be

deployed on the end of a conductive
tether that is 20.7 km long and only
2 54 mm thick One goal is to

demonstrate that a satellite can be

deployed, stabilised and retrieved. The

electrodynamic effects of moving such a

tether through the Earth's magnetic field
will also be studied The system also

houses 12 scientific exoeriments

The tethered satellite was originally flown
in 1992. Because of repeated problems

with the deployment mechanism, the
satellite could only be partially deployed

Ariane-5 Programme
Progresses
Following the successful completion of

the flight readiness review of the Ariane-S

launcher on 19 and 20 February, the

review steering committee gave its

approval for the start of the launch
campaign, during which the launcher is

readied for flight, on 4 lVarch The target
date for the first launch of Ariane-5 has
hoan eoi :t 15 l\/larr

The first qualification test of the
cryotechnic stage was performed

successfully in December at the launch
site in Kourou, French Guiana lt lasted

10 minutes and 29 seconds, demonstra-
ting the actual flight time of that stage
The second and last test was performed

on 6 January lt lasted 9 minutes and
53 seconds Both were carried out by

CNES teams under the responsibility of

Aerospatiale, the stage authority

and the experiment had to be interrupted
The equipment has now been modified

There are many potential uses for tether
systems In the future, they could be used
to generate electrical power for orbiting
spacecraft, including the International
Space Station, or for spacecraft
propulsion They could also be used for a

range of atmospheric and
aero-thermodynamic investigations
through long-period exploration of the
Earth's outer atmosphere.

The ESA astronauts who will fly on the
Tethe red S atel I ite System mrssion:
Maurizio Cheli (left) and Claude Nicollier
(isht)

Three Europeans on board
The two ESA astronauts will participate as

mission specialists. Claude Nicollier, from
Switzerland, will be making his third flight
He will be involved in the dynamic
phases of tether deployment and retrieval;

he will be the satellite 'navigator', closely
monitoring its position and movement.
Nicollier was a mission specialist on the
first TSS flight, on board 5T5-46 in August
1992. during which ESA's retrievable
platform Eureca was also released
During his second flight, 5T5-61 in

December 1993. Nicollier operated the
remote arm during the refurbishment of
the Hubble Space Telescope,

The second ESA astronaut, Maurizio
Cheli, from ltaly, will be making his first

flight He will perform the role of flight
engineer and will control the extending of

the boom to position the satellite for
retease,

A third European will be part of the
seven-member crew Umberto Guidoni,
also from ltaly, will fly as the TSS payload

specialist. He will represent the ltalian

Space Agency (ASl) The other four
members of the crew will be NASA

astronauts. G

The other elements of the launcher,

including the solid booster stages,

storable propellant stage, fairing, Speltra,

and vehicle equipment bay, have already
been qualified. They were shipped to
Kourou in mid-February (with the
exception of the solid booster stages
which are manufactured in Guiana)

ESA has delegated the management of
its Ariane-S programme to CNES, the

French space agency

New control centre opened
In preparation for the Ariane 5 flights. a

new launch control operations centre has

been built at the Guiana Space Centre, lt

features state-of-the-art technology for

spacecraft tracking, data transmission
and internal communications lt is already
being used for Ariane-4 launches G
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ERS-2 to Track Down
Origins of Ozone
Depletion
Following eight months of calibration and
validation, the Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GON4E) on board ESA's

ERS-2 satellite is now beginning to deliver
data that will enable valuable ozone
monitoring Although the ozone hole has

been observed from space for nearly
10 years, it is only possible now to
measure the trace gases that cause the

ozone values to fluctuate.

Professor Paul Crutzen, Director of the

Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in

Mainz, Germany, and a winner of the
1995 Nobel Prizefor Chemistry, recently
presented some of the first calibrated and
validated GON/E data Although it is still

early in the mission, a group of
researchers has already found one of the

most 'hunted'trace gases, bromine oxide,
in ERS-2 spectra, and another group has

detected chlorine dioxide. Both are

thought to affect ozone values.

The addition of GOME to ERS-2 is the

major improvement that distinguishes it

from its predecessor, ERS-1. ERS-2,

launched in April 1995 is currently
operating in tandem with ERS 1,

launched four years earlier. As ERS-2

circles the Earth GOME measures the

intensity of the 'Earthshine' light over a
large spectral range and at high
resolution Previous instruments have had
6lo 12 spectral channels, GOME has

3500, providing scientists with a very
powerful tool for observing many rare

atmospheric gases Previously, such trace
gases could only be measured from
stratospheric balloons G
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The documents listed here have been
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The documents listed here have been
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Dimensioning of Spacecraft Structures on
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Report (January 1 992)
CNES, France
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Film Cooling Modelling Phase ll/1 -
Final Report (May 1995)
Daimler-Benz Aerospace, Germany
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Oriented Requirements Analysis -
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Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Short Courses in Spacecraft Engineering

Space craft Systems

For Further lnformation Contact
Mrs Christine Pinnington

Continuing Education Secretary
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Potential Application of LED lllumination
for Photosynthetic Growth - Final Report
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ZKM, Universitdt Hamburg, Germany
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The Potential Contribution of a Backscatter
Lidar to Climatological Studies -Final Report (June 1 995)
Universitdt Munchen, Germanv
ESA CR(P) 3933, 170 pp
Available on microfiche

Hubble Space Telescope Micrometeoroid and
Debris Post Flight Analysis -Final Report (September 1 995)
SAS, UK
ESA CR(P)-s9s4, 51 pp
Available on microfiche

ESA/Russia Project Management and
Organization Rules and Methods for Manned
Space Programmes - Executive Summary
(March 1995)
Rovsing, Denmark
ESA CR(P)-s9s5,36 pp
Available on microfiche

Study on Autonomous Operation of
Telecommunication Satellites - Final Reoort
(April 1995)
Saab Ericsson Space, Sweden
ESA CR(x|3936, 40 pp

System Architecture Study for Solid State
Mass Memory - Final Report and Executive
Summary (August 1995)
Alcatel, France
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ASIC Design, Testing and Foundry -Executive Summary (July 1995)
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Study on Orbit Determination for Satellites at
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2-Volume Final Report (June 1995)
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Communications for Transport Industry in
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Daimler-Benz Aerospace, Germany
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The Department ofAeronautics and Astronautics has established itself as a leading centre
for the training of engineers in the space industry. Our courses have been runningfor 2l
years and we are an IEE Approved Provider on Continuing Professional Development.

The Spacecraft Systems Course presents an integrated approach to the total
systems design of spacecraft by providing insight into how the various component subsys-

tems function and interface with one another: lt has Droved to be of value to a broad
range of companies that are involved with spacecraft, and the last course attracted
attendees from 20 different comDanies and | | different countries worldwide.The course
is the equivalent to the one week courses we hold at ESTEC for ESA Dersonnel.
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